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INTRODUCTION TO VOLUME 4 

Confronted with a person foun~ guilty of a misdemeanor crime, a judge 

today may have an almost bewildering array of choices in making his disposi

tion. Not long ago -and in some jurisdictions still - this was not the case. 

The options were pretty much limited to a jail sentence, a lump sum fine, or a 

suspended sentence. 

In preparing this publication project staff assume~.that judges and 

those who assist ~hem in arriving at and implementing sentences aloe ,interested 

in alternatives to jail. The purpose of this volume is to review a broqd range 

of options and discuss ways of i'mplementing them. 
, . . 

Consideration also is given 

to rationales for their use based on contempora."y practices and recommendations 

of various commissions~ organizations, and criminal justice"scholars. 

Philosophical and policy issues are discussed rather cursorily, with 

... emphasis on practical implications of differing views. To the extent that 

avaiiable data pennit, facts and figures are presented which should be useful 

in assessing the appropriateness and wisdom of choosing various dispositions 

~ under given circumstances. 

--

• 

By alternative dispositions is meant alternatives to Utraditional jailing"--

that is, a flat sentence to be served in a jail, where prisoners remain in 24-hour 

custody of a law enforcement or corrections agency. 

Possible alternatives to this arrangement are indefinite 1'n number and 

extremelY varied in nature. The range is frQrn unconditional discha,rge to a term 

of confi nement modi fi ed in any of several ways, e .• g. : i ntermi tt,ent servi ce of 

sentence ("weekend"); "partial confinement" (work or study release); confinement 

i 



until paroled or otherwise ~Iven early release to supervision; confinement in 

a non-criminal justice facility \'i~ere emphasis is on rehabilitation rather 

than custody. 

Chief interest of this project has been in alternatives not involving 

confinement, but modifications in confinement practices also received attention. 

Non-incarcerative dispositions include unconditional discharge, suspended 

judgment or sentence, fine, court costs,restitution, and probation.,'· Provision 

for paying monetary assessments in installments has corne into frequent use. In 

recent years, along with or in lieu of fines and restitution through money pay

ments, the performance of services may be required (or permitted), suc,h, as volun

teer work for public or private, community agenc.ies. Another kind of requirement 

might be participation in educational or therapeutic programs aimed at a condition 

contributing to the offender's crime -- e.g., limited employability, alcoholism, 
. '::i~ 

drug abuse, harmful driving habits, ignorance or thoughtless disregard of'certain 

laws, etc. Restitution, community service, installment fines, and rehabilitative 

programs, commonly, are conditions of a deferred or suspended sentence or proba- It 

ticn. 

The relative freedom of judges to "tailor" sentences to indiyidual situa-

tions appears to be extensive, judging by the variety and novelty of disposi

tions which have been reported. There is great variation in.the specifics of 

cond; ti ons and arrangements. Ingenuity and success in mobi1.i zi n~';'~:~:alitnunjty 
. ",;:<'"-<:~~ ... ~, 

resources can be productive of sentences and sentence conditions uniquely fi·tti.Q~ 

the problems, needs, and merited punishment of par~icular offenders~ Some of the 

practices encountered in this study demonstrate that the sentenci,ng task can be 

approached with creativity, rather than being shackled by a rigid, lim'ited set 
, .' . . 

of stereotyped options into which defendants are II p,igeonholed." 
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"zl 
ISSUES nfSE~TENCING '" 

, , hI' 
/f 

:!! 
/;1 

( 
(i 

.;' f;f. 

A lower court judge may try a 'contested parking violation Charge-'to~~ 
" ;\ 'c 

') 

and be raced tomorrow with sentencing a chronic offender whose armed robbeh 

charge was plea bargained to simple assaun:~' _ -F' ,:' 
'Ii ':~q<' 

Consider this array of 'accused or convicted' J:,ersons'whoare depe"~ent.,,on//,0 
- . p .-' 

his sense of justice and fairness, his wisdom,iaild his knowledge Ofl~trand?f' 
/, r ' 

'Il community resources: :;(.- / 

A young man who has received hi s ,tehth ~i tati oni n a_ Yrl~~ 
for serious traffic violations,the, instant one inclu("Mng 
operation of a vehicle while licens'e is slIspended;:!rl 

-" .if' • 

A deteriorated a 1 sohal i c arrested, forpubl'ic drunkehness; 

An affl uent,politically infk,uenti Jh profess; on(ll-;~an 
charged with driving while drunk; /1 " 

, ;! 
11 

A young man, divorced and un~mplo~,ed, heavily in debt, who is " 
failing to make, court-o~dered chqid support payments to his ' 
first wife; , ' 

I, 
A youth found in possession of some marihuana cigarettes; 

An elderly woman, dependent on soCial security, arrested for ,-':> . 

shoplifting for the third time in a year; J 

A man up for the second time for assaulting his,wif~; 

Tw~,YOung men involved in a gang ;fight during a fec:ent IIrock 
coricert" in a local park; 

A con man charged with a series of petty "bunco" operations; 

A "weifarellmother accused df fraud. 

Anyone of these cases could be the subject of-a scenario to ilTystrate 

some of the many issues 'involved in court disposition of misdemeanantcha,rges. 

The last one, for example: 

1 
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~ 
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/" .' .' i("" <> 

'The lt1o'ther'of th.reechildrenis9h, welfare,/, Her, husb,and;' 

''is Qut,of the pictu~e. \She is in court for:;W~l~afe fraud--baV1ng '/'~ 
. i' , . ,.' !....' ; ~;/'" ,"" ..... e"Y///" , . '>, 

repeatedly failed to reP9tt:occasional)imall earni,ngs, ,from IIda~,,~~:>:P' A '. 

work. II She is a pOQr manager and has resisted efforts ~of,'~se/' 
;, .-' ;:1, : . /,:<.,' . . ~_;",o.<,~~- ',,' 

workers to persuade ber, to use nelp in bUdgeting,;;amr,cmaking the~ 
. -.\ \' " ~.', .,.:' " --~"~'.~p;'-<""~ ;,~. ",. '. '. . '" ~~ 

wisest u~e of her welfare ,gJ'~rt. Al~tJlougnpoten~iallY employab'1e .. " 

em a regular basi s, shft'has-been rel uctant to un~ergo tra,ining ,) 
• 1 • _ ,"::- ,"', 

,and seemingly I..mahl~ tO'make s,table arrangements i,for child care.~ 
. - ~ 

'. . . 

,.;;:The judge wants to convince her~that further we1farecheat-

ing is unacceptable. He YlOuid' also liketos,,erv~notice onoth~r.:' .- ( . :; ~ . 
. ;;;." 

welfare cl ients that fraud ,is seriously regarded. At ,the same 

time, he i.s sympathetic toward her and her children. ;; 
./ ,e." .- ." 'CC·.: • __ ~_-::-:;:. '.' 

A fine in such a casewguldmake little sense. Thi.ntydays 

in'jan'mightpr~vea deterrent for her and .. p6ss'1'p)y some others • 
.. / . 

At the same time thedoilar I:;osts of jailingher.;;:and of. ch}.ld 
'C. -.; •••• 

care in her absence'would be very high; not to menttcir1 th~ ;,fncaTcu-
• ' ~;?"'. I ; ,¥ ., 

ab 1 e costs of di srupti n9 the fami ly ~;' . In the backgroulida 1 so i $' the' .... 
;:~ . / . "." -". ":. .' 

issue of fa.irness: . do we put,.,9.r(impov·erished mother in, jail 
. ~ .. :""-~'d:)' ~',~" ',"~ "', ". 

$50.00 frauq/and imposc('a~,ffne or r.estitution .o'n awell~off 
/1 :1/ 

offender~~ntyof a ;rnajor:property crime? 

p~;formance of'conununity servic;;e,;;in"lieuof jail ,;~.irght have 

,,:,.,a dei~rrent effe;~ and, would a'ffor)~ s'ome benefit to the c_om~u~ity', 
~. .-../ -

:perhaps enough to offset the small costs associated;'wi-ihlhiiCiis;,.: 
." ~ .' 

position.'! 
t. " ."" :,. "(,j-"'"'~"':" "'.' ',~.~ ; 

Six months on probation m,ight pfove a deterrent and might also, . 
'.. ,),,' . r:;:':/'.,,"(~ 

,/ be' used to enforr;:e a condition that the defendant, enrol1 ir:t some 
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apPfopriate trai~nin90r, counseling program. . Or" r~thedthah 
-_",,' - . ,'"t?:' '., . - _ '., , 

using criminal sah~tions t~ fQ;~/e"a particlll~rsolu't)onOf her 
'. .. . ,'. .'J/" '. G .' '- i II . .' ' 

problem,th.is might be'left/to the judgment and 9ui'dance skHls 
_'. . _' _ " _ :J ,-:,:-'\~ '. . . " ' ~ .. 

of the probationofficef';alhd others he mi9ht involve in the' 

treatment effort. ' ""7-/("'C 
A" less costly alter~;a_~j~y~'tothi~ow~Ur9 .be a s~'peoded 

r:J 

sentence- with the~c'ohCfiti-()n that the 'defe~datltw~rklit'htn'gs,~ut ' 
• _ ,c,,;:,_?-:: " ' ,', ,- // ,." !'. " ,., 

wlth'thew~lfare department 'case worker's'helP--t,ithnlonitoring' 
-_.,:,:,. ,- -;--- l 

. '. -, ... ' . j' ' 

pLher,'tompl iance and progress left. to 'thewel'fare department. 
:i " /" I 

Since' the~we1fi;lJ"e "pepartme'1t must majJl,tafrf'contact wit~her in; 
'.' ,: ;!,;", -- .'. '. 

if': 
'::;~ 

~:;O-:. ,:i-~ 

,., 
~~~~;-~.:.<-,-;: 

'anY'event, thts'arrangement would avoid the:cost$bfdupl idate' ,/;,:;(l 
".; ..', ':", '-, ' ' ,,-'~ , .:' '.~- . :~::~ r< ", :'/ ~,;;.: 

supervision. Whether welfare .wou)dagree to underta'kesuch aJ . 'JI , , ,-.:::-" , . 

probation-like role would of course rleed 'to'beas,certained: . . ~ ., -

,'.': 

Considera,:tions in Sentencing 
,'l 

,-,~~lecti~g tne op~imal disposition ~n sentencing lTIisdemjianahts maybe a 

simple ma!ter in some ~situatiohs--impositionof a sm~ll,"lumpsum fine where a 
. " --''- , . 

rlefendant of average or better' means is. guilty of so~e ~inor violation"br perptf~s-;,·!E; 

suspending a fine in the case of a firstoffender}lIhosr,i apparent intent was <not 

~vi1 and who seems unlikely to' offend agedn:;; But very often the judge confront,s 
~ .' . 

more complexsi~uations, has to weigh purposescarefullYiconsider sever~l pos,,; ,..c 
~ .I , 

sible options;( and may requir~ assistanceip~tne way: of a presentenCe investiga':' 
• _ </' ,: ".;:? \'" lJ.-~,,~ "" ; ~ 

, ti o~: or pos tsentence serviCes. '-, 7; /,~r-,~~kJ, 
i ,<,t' ,'~' ~ ..,_ ..;j ':-:;..'~;'"~'--:::'C-3.-'''' , 

I;' . The purpose may" suggest an appropriate penaltY2r. certatt1.sPE,it-tf~WhiCh ..... ~ 
t", , . " !' .' At C". -;~--r"-':"<:--- ... :, .. ', . ,f 

rc-- the defendant shoul d meet. The questio~; ~henariS~~»f'~SU;91SSful implementa-

•• tion--howto assure that the penalty w.i1 1 6eJai"dort~~~,~pndittons J.llet. 
L, _.,' . ' ,t) 

r,:/,P~rialties are essentiaHy of two .softs--eitherthe '4~fenda:nt, ghii'Yp hi'S~,~' . 

f",,~.,~;,~~rty for a time (e,.g.,. jail se~~:ence); or he pays, in so~~other. way (fine" r,. ~?~:::.:...., ... - .. 

t;r'iv~? :; ,- <;:;:/'3 
$",0 ;; !t' ~ .G;;:. , 
t,,_, 0.-, ' 



g. ~v~ 
restitution, cOrmnunity service)~ As to conditions, ~(~unlyerSal 9iw.2't~J~iiY9,;id;v~.;-, cCo"_:,~~:? 

;; ':_ _:":.c '~~:;;'~~::-.. ' '; _.' .~,. 

ancepof ,further crime. "Ot~~r cundidBh~'~re,,~! tW?~~(~~dS;. r,e,s{ntct.i"Qnf:;'thOu9ht 

nec~s§a~'y to prevent repetition of crime (restrict.'o,~~" orijrr6bi,J;1ty,.~s§dG::iati0'1S·i"·;;'~.~ 
h .~.', "' .. -f. •. ~ - :.,:. .~' '~--'=::':;1~"~---' ~::=':c __ -.';::'::_. __ -'---=--_:~'~~ 

or activities which are not Ftlminal but are 1 ikely *pT~a-,-~';MX'is:~defendane?to a 

criminai act); parti cipat'j ~n' in aprogram·to'mb'difi:~;:;~;~'~'l em thQ~9ht ~~~ave '. ,;~\ ,;-0",," ;, / '.~ -:. --~~-- " :5/~ ".".0. , .... -,.,!. ~ ... - ~;.---,-=- " ~:~:_ .. ;,-~~,:.~~.:.~' .1' ._' 

,. occasioned thisd~fendant's crimin~}/ behacvior (iilC()h~liSm" dru,9 a:d~Jct'ion,meQ,1:al·. " ......• ~ 

,; health problems, limited employabil?ty, tendency to lldleness. or,,:nc,maaism~heglec~,-<>,/'~~t 
" ' (, ;'~ '. ' .... 

of obJi gati ons or poor financial m~nagement t. danger.oi~s dr.i'\li ng hapits ,i gnqrance ,'~,,':' , e .' ~ .. 
(' of the law, etc.). 

sentence may involve any or all of th!ree functions: en control me"~$Jres; (2) 
// 

client services; (3)~ sanction (that is, what will he done if .. ~rf~ defendafitdoes ..... "'. 

not comply). ;) '/':;fi;!;~d~f~ 
"' There is one further c:onsideration. A sentence o,r:dlnarf'1y repr~~imts'an" 

, 'l) .. , ..... ". : 

'.; arlocation of pu~lic resources--spac;e in the jail, pr;6bation 'cofffcer's tiro~i"~'" 
{y,.t' J/' :>~ "I :' 

:perhaps some expen~.iv~;f!-g,~e;'\}'f~·~'ti·ea:tment ·service.~J To the exfenttbaf',th~~~,';e;;j_~~ . ; • .;, 
..... :_.:..""':.~;:;'>._' ~,.. t.,·" " .•. ' , //~ :-:.- .• :-',-:; .:,~~::,LI.~~f.,~1 

a choYce 'among options, which p"r()misesequaLbenefit for,lestcf.)stf'c 
.r> r .' .... _~ __ -;.;<;~::-(:;::---;.;;;.~ ,~ .. ~,~;~~-::?"'" :~.' 

!.. ... ..:; 

,: ..• --;.~-. 

Sentencing Purposes 
o,,} 

/": 
The most heated controversies around sentencing .laws ~~d practfd~'s~ire~ate, i' 

.' , ':;, .: :i . /; 

tc crimes involving actual or potential physi~,al harm to victims~ major property .' 
. ' . ..' .,' '. ..' Ii . . ,,(> 

losses, or serious betrayal of trust by.;pliblic officials or other cOllAllur'lity leaders. 
/¥ . ,. 

. tF'l 

Controversy also surrounds trea.tme'nt of categories 'of major offenders. variously 
, -." -. . . ;-' . : 

.<, ~'! 

termed dangerous, professional, 'or habitual. Lite.ratyre on~~ntenci:ng tends~~,tO' 
[~. . -' ' , .;. . ~~ ," 

focus in these a.re.as--since this is where the most-::::crucial '~Ol icy and iJldivj~ya'r;'o 
• c~~ 

case deci.slons 1 i e. The choke of 1 e.ngthy corifi nement in the stat~.peniterltiary 

vs. a penalty' not involv.{ng imprisonment has' obvious dramqctic elements. 

'f, 
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, Sentencing misdemeanants does not involve such extreme choi,<:es or, in 0,: 

most instances, major offenses or offenders. Still the pr'actice o~curs within 

the same legal and philosophical framework as the s~ntencing of fe1ons. The 

,;,,~.ame kind of ~onsiderati.ons enter inta, the choice of options, 'although there 
"-'.' , 

is wider':la,titude in the nature and use of alternatives with the less serious 

offeriders. 

The first consideration in $ente~~ing, logically, is the purpose to be 

served. For.example: 

Punishment 

Retributive 

Deterrent 
General (deter others) , 
Specific (deter the defendant) 

Incapacitation (protect community) 

Reparation 
Victim-Oriented 
Communi tY-Ori ent,ed 
Offender-Oriented ("symbolic" or token restitution) 

Rehabilitation 

;) 

A thoughtful review of the outline makes it ev'ident that the purposes-

while diverse and potentially conflicti'ng--overlap substantially. M~king repara

tions entails a punishment. Incapacitation is experienced as'punisQ~ent by the, 

offender. By the same token, incarceration ,for punitive purposes also inc~pa ... ,. 

citates. 

Specific deterrence, offender-oriented reparations, and rehabilitation ,;,,11; 
" '" ~, ", 

aim at d;iverting the offender from further crime. They represent, of cou'rse, 

rather different theories as to how this is to be accomplished. In any event, 

if a judg~ has particular objectives in mind, he is ,more likely to lea~ toward 

one type of option than others, as is reflected inFi~ure 1. 

"';'., 

5 " 

~:~.:. . 
. '-, ;'~ 

.; " 



'" 
~igure, 1. Effect' ,of Purpose on Choice of Sentence Option 

, 
Option (s) Likely to be Fa\lpred 

" 
" Incar- Resti- Community I Pro-

Purpo~e of Sentence ceration tution Fine Service ': bati on ,,; 
" " I 

Punishment X X 

:ncapacitation X 
,', X(a) 
i' . 
i:: . 'Reparation 

Victim-Oriented X -~ r " 

Commun.-Orient:ed .X l ~-X 

Offender-Oriented 'X(b) " ,"~ X 

Rehabilitation X(c) X 
, . 

(aj Probation with strict conditions and very close surveillance or soine 
highly structured, programs. , 

(b) Where more weight·;s placed on rehabilitative eff~cts and the offender,'s 
abi ii ty to pay than fullcompensati on for the vi ctim~ " 

(c) Some judges use communi ty servi ce as much because of, ass,umed rehabili ta
tive value as for purposes of reparations. 

Contemporary Theories 

• 

'. 

.' 
,.: 

" 

Increasingly, criminal justice scholars are arguin.g against allowingreha- • 

bilitat;:Ve considerations to dictate th~ length or restrictivenes~"of sentences. 

Their case has two aspects: (1) in justice, ,any deprivation of liberty must; be 

based strictly on the circumstances of the crime; (2) research to date has pro-

-, duced too little evidence that coerced rehabilitative measure$, are effective. 

People under sentence should have access to rehabilitative services, but their 

need for these shoul d not affect how much control is, imposed on .~~em--or for how 
}' '\ 

1'oo,g. T~is should be clearly justified by the crime of whtc;h they stand convH:ted. 

Other authorities, while accepting the ar'gument as to rehabilitative 

objectives, favor' going beyond the facts of the instant offense,' in passing 

sentence. They would take into account evidence as to a need for community 

protection...,-and impose a greater 'penalty 'than the crime might ordinarily call 

'for if the risk of repedtion appeareCf"high. 

6 
" 
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• 
Such decisions usually relate to length of prison sentences for major 

offenders. But the issues intrude into such matters as the use of special 

41 conditions or probation supervision with less serious offenders. Where these 

are in lieu of a substantial jail sentence for some moderately serious crime, 

they,would not conflict with the notion of limiting the penalty to what is clearly 

• just. Moreover, if special conditions and supervision appear necessary to assure 

that installment payments are made an restitution or an appropriate fine, there 

• 

• 

• 

• 

would appear to De no conflict as long as these measures are terminated when 

payments are completed. 

The use of restrictive measures, in excess of what the instant crime might 

call for, as a matter of community protection, might be difficult to justify with 

most misdemeanant offenders. An exception might be where an original more serious 

charge was reduced through plea bargaining and the defendant's prior record af

fords good evidence that he has been a chronic felony offender. 

Use of some of the sentencing options considered in chapters which follow 

wiil invplve confronting these issues one way or another, and the effort is made, 

throughout, to be sensitive to them. In the final analysis, statutes, as inter

preted by the sentencing judge, will determine what theory is applied. Certainly 

judges and other criminal justice officials involved in sentencing decisions-~ 

as well as officials responsible for legislating in this area--should be abreast 

of literature in the field. While not attempting to summarize all of it, we 

41 have listed numerous books, monographs, and articles in Appendix A and discussed 

• 

• 

.these in relation to key issues in sentencing and historical developments'in the 

administration of criminal justice. , 

Benefits and Costs 

In recent years many theories and techniques or.iginating in the priVate 

business sector to help in policy decisions have been adapted to public policy 
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planning. Cost-benefit theory and methods of applying this in governmental 

planning, budgeting, and decision-making represent one such transfer of techno-

•••• 

logy. Systematic, detailed application of this theory in criminal justice prac- ~ 

tice would entail availability of extensive data and use of complex and 

sophisticated concepts and procedures. Efforts to this end are in thei.r infancy. 

Nevertheless the general idea behind the theory affords a useful framework within • 

which to con~ider both policy issues and individual case decisions. 

This is simply a matter of asking what is to be gained by a part;'cular 

practice, in general or in particular situations? Who will benefit? What will 

it cost? Who will pay (or suffer a loss)? One advantage of cost-benefit theory 

is that it causes us to be more thoughtful than we might otherwise be in con

sidering these questions. Ordinari1y we may not even stop and ask them expli-

citly. 

It should be kept in mind that cost-benefit theo~y, while perhaps adding 

to the rationality of the sentencing process, can be of only limited help at this 

time. The paucity of truly helpful research, the difficulties of getting needed 

statistics, and the rudimentary nature of cost accounting in most criminal 

justice agencies, a11 conspire to frustrate any present effort to use this 

method with anyting approaching precision. But the adoption of this approach 

could mark the beginning of improvements iM recording and processing informa-' 

tion, which one day may permit sounder planning in the field and perhaps more 
1 

accurate decisions in carrying out policies. 

Costs/Benefits of Jail Sentences. The most evident potential benefit of . 

a jail sentence is tE'.mporary relief for the community from continuing crime by 

the offender, assuming he is given to frequent violations and cannot otherwise 

be deterred or constrained. 
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• 

Ii 

Evidence is lacking or inconsistent as to the pr'opositions that:jaii 

sentences reduce recidivism or deter others from crime, so there is no firm 

• basis for assuming that such benefits result from use of jail sentences. By the 

same token, evidence is inconclusive as to the long-range effects on recidivism 

of alternatives to jail. Research has been spotty andreslllts have not been 

• 

• 

• 

• 

consistent. Thus we have not stressed this factor in assessing either jail 

or its alternatives. 

In our field visits we were told in a number of places that alcoholics, 

some drug dependent persons, and other homeless and needy persons., charged wi th 

minor crimes, were jailed at times rather than diverted or put on probation-

because this was the only way to pr~vide the protective care and custody they 

needed to assure survival. The community had failed, to date, to come up with 

sufficient resources within health, welfare, and other human service systems to 

provide for them. 

In light of current trends toward decriminalization and use of diversion in 

the area of "victimless" crimes, the practice of jailing these people may prove 

to be a disappearing vestige of an older order. Unquestionably, such social 

problems as alcoholism and drug addiction do call for services and facilities 

.. that somehow need to be provided. Precipitate elimination of this responsibility 

• 

• 

• 

from the tasks of criminal justice without prior development of alternative 

arrangements and resources can result in increased human suffering 'and some 

preventable deaths. For the present, in many contnunities, the benefit of pro .. 

tective care for such people is associated with the cost of unde,rgoing a jail 

sentence. 

Another reason put forward for use of jail sentences (a benefit, that is) 

is as a "last resort ll sanction to enforce the conditions of alternative dis

Jositions. If, after various efforts at motivation, a person refuses to pay 
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a fine or restitution, perfor.m community serYice, report to a probation of

ficer, or avoid repetition of his offenses--the original disposition has not 

• 

.worked. In such cases, a jail term may be the only way of asserting conmunity • 

standards, maintaining the int,egrity of th.e criminal justice system, and 

possibly convincing such an individual that he ought to consider changing his 

ways. 

The costs of jailing are high lt as is developed more fully in Chapter III, 

Volume 5. In some cases there are other costs to the taxp~yer and the' economy' 

besides those of jail operation: where the prisoner would otherwise be working. 

supporting his family, paying taxes, and perhaps making reparations for his 

offense by paying off a fine, court costs, or restitution. 

There are also other kinds of costs to be considered. 'Few Jails are 

healthY places in which to spend weeks or months of one1s lif~. Some are down

right Ihazardous, others simply debilitating. Comparatively few offer much in 

the way of activities and services which permit and encourage pri 1soners to use 
2 

their time to prepare for the challenge of returning to community life. 

If a gO,al ot' the sentence is social restoration of the offender,a jail 

sentence ordinarily is a less than appropriate disposition. As a form of . 

reparation, while it penalizes the offender, it does not benefit the victim 

and it has costs for the community. In other words, other than as an expedient 
,~: 

in certain protective custody cases, the benefits of jailing lie in punitive 

effects and short-run incapaC'itation. Both monetary and intangible costs tend 

to be high. 

Costs/Benefits of Alternatives. Alternatives to jail or to traditional 

jailing vary greatly in nature and also in benefits and costs. There are dif

ferences also 1n who benefits and who pays. Out-Of-pocket costs for the community 

depend on three circumstances: 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

(1) The extent of publicly provided control and/or care inval ved. 
, . ' 

The range can be f~"am naneat all, through close supervision in the 
• .. ': +.# 

canmunity, to 24-hour custody and care in an expensive t'reatment 
facility. 

(2) The nature and intensity of services provided to the offender. 
Again these can range widely from none at all to quite expen~ive 
vocational' training programs. 

(3) Costs to the conmunity and victims if the defendant violates 
conditions or reverts to crime while in the alternative program. 

Costs for the offender can include payment of fines, restitution, or fees 

for services, donation of time and talent to community service, or partial loss 

of his liberty as a result of sentence conditions. 

Benefits are of many sorts and may include! 

(1)' For the offender. Opportunity to enjoy more freedom ,and 
opportunities and incur less stigma than a jail sentence~would in
volve; in some instances, help in overcoming some problem or handi
cap which has lessened his employability and/or occasioned diffi
culties with his family or neighbors and figured in his conflicts 
wi th the 1 aWe 

(2) 'For victims~ (with certain dispositions)~ Compensation for 
losses and possibly damages suffered as result of the offend~r's crime. 

), 

(3)' 'For the cormn:mity. Compensatioll, in some instances, ,in 
the form of fines, court costs, or community services performed by 
the offender--plus such benefits as will accrue if the offender is 
gainfully employed, meeting his obligations, paying taxes, and avoid
ing further crime. 

• The Problems of Over-Reach and "Add-Ons" 
,', 

Not 'unrelated to the question of costs and benefits is the fact that there 

are hazards of over-extending the reach and resources of criminal justice as 

'. new alternatives emerge. Innovative options may be used not a's aJternatives to 
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jail, but as alternatives to unconditional discharge a,f suspended sentences. 

This may be appropriate in some cases, but often it represents questionable 

use of limited public resources. 

There is also the "add-on II problem. Where previously a fine was imposed~ 

the court may now provide for an extended period, of supervision and restitlJtion 

or community service in addition to the fine. 

The issues here relate both to possible use of unduly punitive or restric

tive practices and to cost-effectiveness. These need fo be addressed openly 

and fully whenever a significant new option is under consideration in a juris

diction. If its purpose is to provide something better than jail. there should 

be policy agreement to use it for cases where a jail sentence would ordinarily 

have been imposed. If purposes of different options are clearly spelled out, 

there should be less likelihood of redundancy in penalties and conditions. 

Sentence as Action Framework 

The sentence establishes a frame'flork for corrective action. This may 

involve a quite simple "programu--e.g., a lump sum fine. requiring the defendant 

to make reparation to the community and intended also to deter him from repeat

ing the offense. Other sentences may entail a complex of penalties, controls, 

services, and sanctions. Creating the most appropriate and effective correc

tive framework for a particular individual is often an intricate process. Under 

the judge's leadership and ultimate authority, several participants may be 

involved--the prosecutor, defense counsel, the defendant, the victim, a 

probation officer, and possibly a representative of some community resource 

agency. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

.. 

Sentenci,ng always involves I!clas~ification."· That is, certain'determina- • 

tions are made as to the seriousness of the crim~;. and the defendant' scul pabi 1 ity;" 
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• 
the defendant's propensity for corrmitting further offenses or attempti,ng to 

evade penalties or conditions; any special problems that increase such 

• propensities and an assessment ,of his ability and desire to use help in solving 

or better coping with these. Paralleling the assessment of the offender is the 

consideration of resources that ~ight be drawn on to deal with any problems he 

• 

• 

presents. Choosing the sentence is a matter of matching the offender with an 

appropriate mix of penalties, conditions, and resources. 

Rational sentencing can be facilitated by two measures: alternative 

program development and provision for presentence iny.estigation~. 

Program Development 

Certain kinds of problems show up frequently in presentence studies of 

• misdemeanant defendants.* Rather than custom tailoring a disposition in each 

case, it ;s economical to mobilize resources and establish routine procedures 

in order to produce more or less standardized programs for selected categories 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

of offenders. The appropriate program or optional features of different programs 

can then be adapted to the unique characteristics and needs of particular defen-, 

dants. 

Examples of programs would include: 

, Re arations ro ram: a system for assuring that monetary 
payments installment fines, court costs, or restftution} are 
made or that community service or other assigned tasks are 
performed. 

'AlcoflOlism 'programs: a network of facilit'les and services 
that can be drawn on to assist defendants with serious drinking 
problems, including arrangements for diagnostic services to 
assure referral to the most appropriate' resource • 

. . Drlig';'DependemcY: prOgrams: simil ar arrangements for persons 
dependent on drugs. 

* For a summary of data on the offenses and selected characteristics of persons 
dealt with in lower cOUl"ts, see Appendix B. 
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, Drurl k " Ori ver p rogrcIDlS: educa ti onal pr,ogram des; gned 
to modify attitudes. and habits associated with this offense. 

" May ~:fhvolve use of diagnostic services and referral for 
alcoholism treatment. 

FarililY':'related 'programs: . programs d~s,i gne~to deal 
with 'problems of familycO"nflict, ~,hildabuse, non-support, 
welfare fraud, family financial managem~nt, etc. 

ErilPl0~ent~Vocational programs: programs todeaJ with 
various kin s an . levels of problems in relation to jol)s, 
careers, and employability. 

In addition to differences in content, p,rograms can be varied as to the 

kind,a.nd amount of "structure" they entail. Structure has to do with ho~ much , 'W . 
effect the program ha,s on the daily 1; fe of the offender. This ranges fr~m very 

little (e.g., pr{lb,'\tton with minimumsupervis;on and no spedal conditions) to 

massive, as where the sentence provides a condition of participati'on,in'an 

intensive residential treatment program. 

Several examples of programs of the kinds outlined above are presented 

in later chapters of this publication. For the most part these describe 

• 

• 

• ! 

• 

programs in operati'on in various jurisdictions at this time. Ifl some irlstances~. 

model programs are dssr.ribed which ,combine elements from several different pro

grams or which represent ideas rather than actual contemporary practice. 

Presentence Investigation 

A cormnunity c'annot expect its judges to be, social inVestigators, diagnos-

ticians, and cormnunity resource mobilizers as well as lawyers and ministers 0(/' 
- ~,:;'/' 

/' ,,' 

justice. Yet social service ski1.1s and tasks often are necessary, in de,~~!,flrrning •• 

an appropriate sentence. The jU,dge Should "ot have to spell out specifl~c~ctivities 

and s~rvi ces, but where he has certa in obj ect il.l~s in mi nd" he will.,want to impos e 
." , \ 

a sentence whi ch filcit itates impl ementation of an appropriate prpgram. To thi,S 

end he needs to know what is feasible and pr.actt$=al within t~eframework of 

available sentenci,ng options. The presentence r~porf should' assist with this 
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• 

• 

• 

.-• 

e' 

• 

• 

through its assessment of the individual and summarization of relev~nt 

arrangements which can be implemented, given one or another type of 
'. 

sentence. 

As a minimum standard, presentence service should be available in any 

situation where a sentence to prison or jail is under 6onsideration. Ideally, 

at least minimal presentence screening services should be available before '~final 
. , 3 

judgment and sentence of any convicted offender. In more cempl i~ated' sitlJations=' ~.'~ 
" 

involving restitution, the possibility of a heavy fine, probation, .b_r:~j.!!C~E~~r~- . 
tion, the court requires more detailed and more fully substantiatedinformatio!,,!. 

Presentence reports can range from brief oral statements q~sed on'a 

single interview' with the defendant, review of official reports.',an~''t\ few 

telephone calls to diagnostic studies developed over a period fJf weeks by a 
'-'~-",:" , /' 

---\;:, 

team of special i sts • Alternative plans proposed to the judge,. may' vary "from a. e~'o 

general proposal to an arrangement between the cl ient and a"~esource agency, 

fully completed and ready to implement if the court apprOVfJs. 

The time and effo}~t put into presentence investigation and planning is 

conditioned by several factors: 

The level of penalty which can be imposed. 
rhe notoriety of the case. 

Prel iminary indi c~ti ons of possi bil ityof abscond'fng or reverting ,,:i 

to crime. "" 
.) 

Preliminary assessment of other special problems such asaddictjoJ'ls, 
, '. .'< . :c'} , 

vocational handicap,' unusual family stresses, s~rlous emotiQnal 
'. 

disturbances, or menta l;'retar~,ati on. /.; 

The interest of the defe'ridant in ~ploring .rfi';~~;r-66r~~;'an.c1 seeki,ng 

possible sources of help. (, 

Whether or not reparations appear to be in order and the form,this 

should take. 

How much assistance or supervision will'be needed to assuf"e (:omplt~'n,ce 

with whatever condj,tions are imposed. 
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In one project observed, the court services unit (pf the county pl"obatio~_, 

department) undertookr-esponsi bi 1 it} for screeni.ng an defendants pri or to 
, ..' :' 

sentencing and determining the le'le'l and type :·Qf presentence work-upinciicated. • 

Where this could not be accomplished by the date set!>'forsentence,the situation 

would be explained to the court and a continuance requested. The plan was not 
1+ .~ 

fully implemented, but the concept seemed to be a good one. 

in a jurisdiction with an active pretrial r~:"jease agency, its records may 

'h'ell contain much of the information n.eeded for a min'imal presentence Tepott; 

suitable in many misdemeanant cases. The same would apply to the records 

developed in some jails in the case of persons detained 'for trial. 

Purpose and Cont~nt.Presentence reports may be limited to answering 

certain specific questions which concern the court, related, for example."to 

the defendant's culpability and mitigating circumstances; his pas·t criminal 

,-:.:~i 

'-.~. 

record; a restitution amount and payment arrangements that win. be feas1ible 

for.thedE!!endant; such a matter a~-'whether he can return to military servi ce 
... ' . .... c;, ." . ~::., •.• '''''.~.: .. ' 

-~- . . - . 
or,)n the case 'of~'an ~lien, whether he is to be deported; whether a defendant's 

proposed resi.dential and employment arrangements ar'e realistit; or whether he. 

needs and will be able to obtain some special treatment or traini.l]g.se-rvice~o 

As a matter of fact, presentence reports should a,lwaysbe clearlY focused 

on those issues which are germane to the courtts task of making an iipP)"ppriate'" . 
',;" ~. 

disposition in the case at hand. PI bland recitation of.idates, stati'stics, and 
I' -, 

miscellaneous facts is unlikely to be helpful. R~ther, the investigator n,~eds 

to know or to make the best assumptions he can as to what the mostl'lkely 

options are in the case and provide the.~our't·Wft:tl-i-~formation that 1IIi 11 help 
.. '~ -~-" .... "' ... -

.make the choice:; includi,ng rec;pmmend~tions or sU,9gestions.as to., the dispOSition; . 

any special conditions;.cuifd arrangements .fo.r·supervision and.any needed services. 
r ',~ _. '. ' . ,. 
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If restitutio~ is 'a possibility, rea.sonable effort'sho.uTdbe made to 
- - ~ 

establish the •. value of out-of-pocket losses the vittimsJ,lstained and aIllQunts 

• paid by prop~rty or health insurers or likelY to be p-aid from a 'state victim'" 

• 

• 

, 
compensatiorf fund. Where either restTtution ora fine is likely ,thed~fendant' S 

assets, earning level, and obligations ne~9.to be established--as well as his" . 

credi t .record' and other i ndi ca ti ons of hi s re 1 i abil i ty ; n meet; n9 ob li gati ons. 

Wtthrestitution, subject tp cOl!rt' agreement, negotiations may be in order to 

scale the amount or payment'rate to the defendant's circumstance}) and to 
,0 

" 

what the vi ctim will iiccept • 

~ommunity service in full or partial s.ettlement of a fine--or restitution-';' 
, 

should be checked out as a possibility and an assessment made of the feasibility 

of this kind of program for this defendant. 
.' .. ::" 

Wi th chronic ;offenders or other defendants w~ere the 'j s sue of possi bl e 

danger to the community aHses, special care should be. taken to gat~erandass~ss.: 

facts of personal; history and circumstanceswhichc~tfordanobjective basis for 

• estimating the probabilities of repetition and of the defendant's likely per .. 
. ' ·r~ :. •. 

• 

' .• 
'. 

formance under supervision':'-'In'sudl <Cases there is often evidence of a crime: 

related problem or condition--alcoholism, drug dependence, limited emplQy~'bi1itYr,:~""'-O;-'"'~~ 
• .. :':1 

assaultiveness,etc. The significance of these problems and~ if indicated, the 

'Civa-ila6iilty of effective services to remedy them need to be investigated* 

Public Defender Rehabilitation Services 

A program integraliy related to sentencing is provided;n a few jurisdictions 

by the pub1i c defender I s· office. ~roject ·staff had "occasion to observe such programs,> . 

*It,is recognized that this treatment of presentence investigation and reporting 
is cursory. An,LEAA "prescriptive package ll on these practtcesis presently 
under developm~nt by Robert M. Carter, 'University Justice Associate$ of Los, 
Angeles, CaHforn1a. It is likely to be published at about the;.time of this 
ser..tes Of reports ana'should deaT with the subject much more definitively than 

,,·was possible for:us. Fuller di'scussion of cQ!l!J1Orr.:-1}Y";me-related pro~lems and·,.'; 
arrangements for help in eval uatjn9~)ind 'treating them .is provided iii Chapt~r;lU~ 

:". ~~-;..- ... '; . - (J<:"" 
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/;"/"'~~in Portland, Oregon cmd Washingtr;m, D.C. These" prog;~~s diffet', from, 
'-. . Ii· /. H 

ordinary presentence IYfograms of' probatitmag~nr.:ies .in sever~l ways: 
....... . " ,~. " . d··· .. .. 

- c " . .~' " .?'...... .' : __ '~'.~ 
, 1. They ,invol ve advocacy 'forthe,gefen:dant as opposed .. to/ 

the ordinarily neutral position ~f the:probation staff~/" . 

2." Contact with the defendant begins when or;tlortly after 

charges are ffled--ratherthan following conviction. , C"' 

3. Em~hasis 'is on develqpm~nt of alternative programs=·for~':·""";' ,-
. the individaal rather than preparation of a report on hfs history 

:,,,:,,;"-' . ~ 

and circumstances • 
. ; '{.'-" .~ 

4. Background information and avaflability of appropriate 

services for ~defendant may be used 

a. to gain his pretrial release; 

b. in connection with pl;a bargaining; 

c. to affect the judge's decision at"time qfseritencing. 

;;0 

fl • 

• / 

C' 

aWashington, D.C. The Public'Defender serviceha-s'a': social serv'ices staff • 
.. -=::';'-7 "~"'., , .•. = ,~ .• ~ .• ~ 

They offer assistance to indigent defengants::'':'both clients of the public d~f:eni.fer 

. and others who may have appointed~ounsel. The servicE!sinclude sQme"'djrect 
- --=.- ~--~ . - .;> 

r-_ -

These inc1 ude agenci es whi ch deal with a lco'holits, drug addi lets, pe'rsons . ~ 
: - - ' _ ,-;' ~;.' .' ~.)o~;:'.:L"':':"'_~"'" .~'.:' _:~ ":';'" :: ___ ' .. _-,~ '.:':: ~ 

,-':.;·"",In>need'''of~''lria r.i ta 1 co uilsal i,ng~ and those wh 0 . need che 1 p. in i mpro "ing . tne':F~rri:pl by~ 

abil ity. c. 

If a client does not need or request s~rvices, the rehabilitation unit takes 
\ ;; 

no action. If it iSlIl)ableto work out a s&tisfactory plan for an inGti vidual, 

,,' ,it so notifies defense counsel but doe~ n01,{submita \yritten ~t,p~rt. \Where it is 

" 'jna po~ition to .reCQ!'!iiIend 13,:. service arrangement, ('the uni't prepares ~ \~eport 
'.- '. . . ..' • il ' 

iwfi'{eh counsel can the'1 use in seeking some appropriate dispOSition of theJ£ase. 
.' - - --: ... ., ., 

An extensi Ye '9va 1 ua tiY9;,_.Stu(fy w9Jmade ':of thi s . pr.ogr.am as it' operatea ~ c-::: '~'!i. 
. >_=.0..:---

demonstratipn phase from 1967to 1969~'T~(is wasi~eportedin "Rehabilitative 
,::;. 

Planning Services for the Criminal Defense~" a publication' of the National Institute 
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of Law Enforcement and Criminal. Justice (1976) available from the U.S. Govern

ment Printing Office, Washington, D.C. Findings were favorabl~ in terms of 

'. improved services for defendants, increased use of alternative dispositions 

I' 
.1 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

and a better record as to recidivism among clients receivi[lg services than those 

in control groups. 

Portland, Dreaon. The Metropolitan Public Defender operates a similar 

program for defendants in the District and Circuit Courts of Mu1tnomah County, 

Oregon. It is known appropriately as the "A1 ternatives program" and has found 

extensive favor with the judges. Services are provided by a st~ff of five 

full-time persons, plus some part-time and volunteer pers.onnel. Emphasi~ is 

on development of plans which are presented,;by defense counsel to the COUY't at 

the time of sentencing along with an appropriate recommendation as to the 

sentence. 

In fiscal year 1974-75, staff completed services for 661 cases .which had 

been opened during the year. Indicative of their indigent status, 71% were 

unemployed at the time they were first seen. Two-thirds were charged with 

felonies. 

The agency recommended an "a1ternative'sentence" with related service 
" 

arrangements in 68% of the cases where sentences were imposed. The judges 

accepted the recommendations 67% of the time and accepted them in part in an 
.. 
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Rationale. The argument might be made that such programs should not 

be necessary, since they would seem to duplicate ~ervices which are or should 

be available from other publicly supported criminal justice agencies: pretrial 

release and diversion agencies and probation departments. Where such agencies 

do exist, defense counsel could refer clients to them for services or development 

of treatment plans. But if counsel is to do his best job in behalf of his 

client and effectively represent his interests, he frequently will need services 

of a sort or within some time constraint which other agencies may not be able to 

meet. 

If legal defense efforts are to be integrated with rehabilitative plans 

and services, the ideal arrangement is to provide such services within the public 

defender agency. At least this was a conclusion of the LEAA study mentioned 

above; (see" page XIV of that study). The arrangement also has been recognized 

and recommended by the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards 

and Goals in its report entitled "Courts" (Standard 13.14, page 280). 

Research and Statistics 

For planning and budget purposes it is essential that court services staff 

maintain records, covering essential characteristics of the offender and his 

offense and all transactions affecting his status, including the purpose or 

reason for these and chief resources used. Records should be tapped periodicaily 

in order to generate statistical reports reflecting not only workload data, but 

court dispositions and the outcome of these. Reports will be dust collectors 

of course unless used by the judges and program managers in the ongoing evalua

tion of policies, procedures, evident effectiveness of methods and resource 

agencies, and manpower use. 
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• 
Ideally, there should be provision for qualified researchers - to assist 

in designing records and in data analysis and to help plan the use of experi-

• mental methods in testing new program ideas or in-depth evaluation of established 

methods concerning which questions may be raised. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

. , 

Unless provision is made for in-depth studies, preliminary statistical 

data can be misleading. A particul,ar option may appear to be quite effective 

or not working well at all - judged by violation rates associated with it. But 

further checking may uncover facts which reveal that the initial impression 

should be discounted, modified - possibly even reversed. For example: 

The number of cases or time periods involved may be 
insufficient to make a!Ix;:-:~,.!!~~ment at this point. 

' .... ""- ... ~':. ':.,.: .~ 

Case selection is affecti'n~9~t~esults, viZ.: 

Excess of high risk cases 
Mostly cases presenting low risk 
Lack of selection criteria -

cases reflecting utility of the program are neutralized 
by cases inappropriately selected 

The program or services is not what the court or agency 
assumes it to bp, 

Because of uniquely skilled or dedicated staff it has 
qua1ities not anticipated; 
Staff not well prepared or committed or, for other reasons, 
service is not effectively delivered. 

With assistance from centralized governmental service agencies (planning, 

fiscal, management analysis, research, etc.), it should be possible in many 

jurisdictions ,to evolve an information ·system and conduct studies which will 

get at cost effectiveness of court dispositions and services designed to imple

ment them. It may we'll be found that resources are not being wisely allocated 

for example: undue USe of high-cost measures where less expensive dispositiQns 

would accomplish the objective or under-funding of an approach that could profit

ably be extended 'to many more cases • 
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CHAPTER II 

ALTERNATIVES TO CONFINEMENT 

Most mi.sdeme'.1'Iants are not sentenced to confinement. Protecting the 

community from dangerous or professional criminals usually is not involved. 

Offenses ordinarily are not so serious in intent and consequences as to call 

for the severe punishment of incarceration. In some offense categories the 

rl,ajority of defendants are young; many are women; there may be no prior con

victions. In other cases, the defendant may be a derelict--or a persOn headed 

toward that destiny. Judges are led to give more thought to salvaging the offen-

der and, where possible, compensating the victim or the community than to punish-

• 

" • 

• 

• 

ment or incapacitation. • 

Alternative dispositions lend themselves to these ,purposes. They are 

less stigmatizing and less disruptive of the defendant's life. eet'tain of 

them are based on the concept of reparations. They usually are more congenial .• 

to the purpose of rehabilitation t,han a jail sentence. At the same time com-

munity alternatives generally are less costly than confinement. 

Pros and cons of various alternative dispositions are reviewed here. In 

succeeding chapters various examples and models are presented to ill~strate ways 

in which sentences are implemented. 

It might be useful, first, to outline sentence possibil'ities within some 

orderly framework. Since a dispOSition can be quite complicated, this is not 
I 

an easy matter, nor is a disposition chart easily read. The chart pres~nted in 

Figure 2 below is two-dimensional. Vertical columns cover the various penalti'es 

and conditions that might be imposed, suspended, or withheld. The horizontal 

. lines cover a range of options as to implementing the sentence. 'Together 
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• 
the two elements constitute th~ dtspositiqn. Various combinations are 

possible. The chart does not make clear, fnddentally, tt},at combinations of 

• penalties and conditions may be imposed, perhaps with different arrangements 

for enforcement, but this does occur in practice, of course. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Figure 2. Optional Arra.ngementsfor Implementing Sentence 

Basic: Natura of Disposition 

Diversion ~onditional Release Reparations 

Arrangement for 1. Suspended,judgment 1. Behavioral conditions 1. Restitution 
Monitoring or ~. Unconditional release 2. Service conditions 2. Fine 
Supervision 3. Suspended sentence 3. Left openc 3. Ccmnunity service 

None 2 

Defendant 
on honor 3 

COIn Clerk 2 

Court Volunteer 

service Agencya 1 3 

Probation Agen~ 
Monitor'trlg on1,) 2 
Regular 

3 supervision 
High sttuc:tunb 

1 or 2 program 

&mat is. agency which is to provide some service for defendant accepts re~ponsibi11ty for 
reperting his performance back to court. 

bsee Chapter ,tV for examples. 
libat is, the court leaves to the probation'agency responsibility for re"ching agreement 
with defendant on object1~es to be attained. restrictions to be observed, or services 
to be sought. ' 
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The figures in the vertical columns represent cOfiJTlon dispositions, e.g., 

No. 2 in Column 1 -- unconditional release/no supervision agreement; No. 1 in 

• 

Column 1 -- suspended judgment/conditional diversion to a service agency; No.3. 

in Column 2 -- conditional release to probation; No.2 in Column 3 -- fine/ 

monitoring by court'clerk, etc. 

Diversion 

The subject of diversion is dealt with in Volume 3, where specific refer

ence is made to a form of post-trial diversion (Note 8, Chapter II). This is 

suspended judgment for some test period, usually involving specific conditi.ons 

and supervision. If conditions are met, the charges are dismissed, and. the 

defendant avoids a conviction. 

There are other dispositions which might also be termed diversionary, in 

that they terminate the defendant's involvement with the criminal justice 

system immediately following conviction. One example is unconditional discharge. 

This says, in effect, that arrest, prosecution~ and conviction are sufficient 

measures in this case. No further intel~vention seems necessary in the interest 

of justice, to protect the community, Ol~ to try' to cut short a criminal career. 

Somewhat more interventionary is a suspended sentence without speci~l 

conditions or supervision. The defendant is "put on his honor" to avoid furthe)~ 

criminal activity. If, within a period specif'ied by the court (or by statute), 

he is found guilty of some new offense, he must pay the penalty for the original 

one in addition to whatever disposition is Inade of the new charge. 

Unconditional discharge and suspended sentences are the least costly dis

positions available, since no services are needed to implement them (other' than 

• 

• 

• 

• 
t:'. 

• 

• 

some routine arra.ngemel1t 1n the prosecutor's office to relate any new cha.rges to. 

th.e instant one 1n suspended sentence case~). Where the crime is not serious, 
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• 
restitution is not an issue, and the defendant appears both contrite and 

capable of avoiding any repetition, these options may be the most appropriate. 

• Of the two, unconditional discharge affords the ieast complication for both the 

defendant and the system. A suspended sentence with no condition other- than to 

obey the law is somewhat redundant. If the defendant breaks the law again, he, 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

is subject to sanctions in any event. 

Considerations favoring more interventionary dispositions are the reverse 

of those which occasion the use of unconditional discharge or suspension. Cir

cumstances of the crime appear to demand reparations in some form. Or there 

are indications that the defendant will soon repeat his offense, or commit 

other crimes, unless something is done to deter or restrain him or to change 

his life sty1e or circumstances. 

'Various forms of reparations and other non-incarcerative penalties are 

reviewed below, followed by discussions of the use of special conditions and 

of alternative ways of implementing sentences. 

Reparations 

The idea that a convicted offender should "pay for his crimell is a popular 

one. Many also hold that, having paid, the offender should be IIreconciled 

with his conrnunity." Reparations can take varying forms, of course, and have 

different beneficiaries. Where a crime involves a personal or corporate victim, 

for example, restitution for losses incurred or d~ages suffered would be a 

likely choice. In so-called "victimless" crimes, reparations ~ight be related 

to the trouble caused the community, in the way of costs of law enfor'cement, 

for example. The form of reparations might be a fine and court costs or com-

o. munity service. The sentenc:~ might aim at both recovering victim losses and 

conrnunity costs. 
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There are serious difficulties in putting a monetary value on crime -

especially in t:-ying to put a price on such effects as IIpain and suffering" 

incurred by victims or IItrouble caused the community." Were we able to do 

this, however, we might be able to come up with sentences which have more 

meaning for offenaers, victims, and others concerned than present practices 

often appear to have. The problem is complicated by wide differences, however, 

in abili1:y of defendants to make reparations and the consequent risk of uneven 

treatment. 

Fines. Imposition of a fine for a criminal act is a very old practice. 

It has an association with some of our less than democratic antecedents. In 

Co'ionial Massachusetts "servants and children ll were subject to whippings and 

othe,r public punishments for d variety of minor offenses. Some of these acts 

do not appear to have been forbidden to "free men," but in any event the 

latter were immune from public whipping "and other- degrading punishments 

except under very unusual circumstances." 
1 

for II free men" for non-capi ta 1 offenses. 

Fines were the more common penalty 

Fines continue to be suspect with some social critics. They are associ-

ated with white collar crimes, which may have more extensive and insidious 

effects than many of the acts of "common crimin~ls." Those fined, in this 

view, can usually pay up without suffering much, whereas the less affluent, 

and perhaps less truly serious offenders, must pay with their liberty. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Nevertheless a fine is popular and an apt disposition in many situations. . .. 

It can serve to deprive the offender' of any gain from his crime and, beyond 

this t materially penalize him. Its, payment is an obvious act of reparation --

and does offset costs of crime to the conmun1ty. If payable through installments, 

its terms can be .met by many less affluent offenders for whom a' sizeable cash. 

fine would not be feasible. Comparatively high fine payments over an extended 
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period can, of course, be demoralizing for a family man with low earning 

power and, potentially; work against the goal of rehabilitatioft. Payinga 

• fine also would limit his ability to comply with another alternatiYe -- restitu

tion to the victim. 

Payment of a fine affords the community no o,ngoing protection beyond the. 

• extent it serves to discourage the offender from revert.ing to crime. Thus, as 

a sole disposition, it may not be especially useful in dealing with chronic 

offenders. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

.. 

Unless there are effecti¥e and efficient arrangements for fine,c91rection --

especially in a populous jurisdiction and in relation to instaHlJlent: fines-

this disposition can be a weak one in dealing with higher";risk defendants. 

Restitution. Restitution to victilT!~ is an appealing concept. It fits 

nicely with the ideal of reparations by th~ offender, leading to his reconcila

tion with the community -- conceivably even with his victim. 

There are a 11 sorts of practi ca 1 problems and thorny issues. These need 

not occasion dismissal of the idea, but have to be dealt with in planning a 

court dispositions policy which emphasizes use of this measure. Thesematters 

include: 

1. Procedures and standards for/establishing the value 
,( 

of stolen items not recovered; ._ 

2. Determi hi n9 haw £Qapp ly t~f.!~ restftut10n concept. where 

stolen property was insured;':- (e.g., Compensate the victim for the 

portion 'he had to pay? Reimburse the insurance company for its 

share?); 

3. Determini..ng the. full cos.ts of persoria~ injury -- incon

venience suffered and especially "pain and sufferi,ng" costs (e·. g. , 

use of a board or. lImas ter ll by the court; reference to workman 
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compensati on standards or to those of a state victi.m 

compensation board, where one ~~ists, etc. J; 

4. Gaining the participation of, the victim to:: th~ 

extent this is a necessary part of any arrangement; 
-~, .".-

5. Equitably scaling the amountpf/restitution to 

the capacity of the offender to.pay; 

6. Finding a workable and lawful substitute for tash 

payment -- (e. 9 ~'~ serv.i cecs, jj rectly benefj tti n9 the--victim, 
:~-~ . - ': 

or symbolic payment through services for the corrmunity); 

7. Monitoring and sanctioning the installment payment 

of restitution; 

8. Deal ing,with the question of whetHer-restitution ,'is' 
~ ~ 

(a) a sufficient penalty (e.g., where the loss to victim was 
":. 

small but the offense itself serious); (b) excessiv~ punishment -
- , 

.-~~.r:' 

," . /: ..:,~~ 

• 

'. 
• 

.-' 

• 
(where it is imposed, inadditionto otJferpenalties',su'ch'as ~"~-G''''',~, -,~ ,~ 

fine, jail term and/or probation); 

9. A related issue -- how to see that "equal justiceU is 

done. The wealthy offender (whether a professional crimina.1Qr 

lawfully affluent person) may be able to make restitutioO.wtth 

little or no hurt or inconvenience; tOe the poor person it might 

prove a quite burdensome penalty. One result of this prospect 

might be more frequent use of jail for poor persOns than for 

equally culpable well-off offenders. Where restitution ~s used. 

consideration of the defendant1s ability tl):pay is in order. 

During a national conference on restitution held in Minneapolis last year'. 

speakers identified several purposes which have been or ~ight be served by the 

practice of restitution and urged that those planning restitution programs be , 
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2 
as clear as Pl?ssible in their objectives. Explicit purposes -- or priorities" 

among purposes -- will help produce guidelines which judges can use in consider~ 

ing this disposition. 

Five possible purposes were mentioned: redress to the victim; less 

severe sanction for the offender; rehabilitation of the offender; reduction of 

demands on the criminal justice system without a public appearance of "softness 
3 

on crime"; and reduct i on of the need.totvetigeanceAJL.~9Gt~:ty. 
- -~ ..... '--.' :::.. 

These purposes are not all mutually exc 1 us i ve s but in many case~~~f~if ... "F ·,.c~~-<-",,'~,~ 

compensation to 'the victim and the goal of O:ffender·rehabilitation'~i~h'·(;~~ash. ~, 
Indeed there are cases where full compensation wovld clearly be beyond the m"ean~ 

,-~ ~ 

and earning capacity of the offender, unless perhaps he were indent~r~ for 

'life to the victim •.. \ ) 

In jurisdictions where offender rehabilitation is given high priority, the' 

tend~nc'y is to scale' down the amount of restitution both to make payments feasible ..... 

,ef6t poorer defendants and to avoid excluding them. This does not meet the needs' 
f. . 

,of victims;and._may not impress the offender with the true effects of his crime. 

Nevertheless~ it is a practical necessity in many cases 9 if resti'tution is to be 

requi red at all. 

So far as victims are concerned, a suggested remedy is a state Ojierated 

and funded victim compensation program. Such programs are beginning to catch 

on in this cCluntry, generally in relation-:,to crimes involving death or physical 
~ 

• injury. Offenders sti 11 mi ght pa".Yi,·s'uch restitution as is reasonllbl e ,for them --

• 

• 

'.-
either directly to the victim-'or to the compensat"jon fund. A compensation 

program for property losses is probably not feasible or necessi~ry, since 

significant property lo~ses usual"ly are covered by insurance, and restitution 

often is possible where the loss is small. 
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Meotfon was made of payrnent of resti tut i on through servi ces to the 

victim in tieu of cash. This 'may be feasible in some situations~ arid is ,.' 
'. 

,not unknown in juvenile courtdispositioi1s (for example, cleaning up a 

(:~,schoo] building by a group who,.,vandalized it).- In some contemporary resti-, . . 

,-;-' < • 

tution programs for adults, a variation of this is called IIsymbolic restitu-

tionll--that fs, performance of v,Pluntary service for .~ommunity agej1cies. This 
" 

is really compensation for the community atJ~~rge rather than restitution to 

private victims and is dealt with separate(y below •. ' 
.. ,J(',:;z",,_ - . 

As"the
c

, di'~(~ussion here suggests, policy planning and implementation of 

programs in the area of restitution are fraught wi,th complex i.ssues.A great 

deal of care and thought, along with ongoing evaluation, ari in orde~ it a 

major change in sentencing practices is contemplated which would feature use 

of restitution. 
>. 

• .0 

Community Service.~ As a substitute for, or in partial satisfaction O)·\ ___ ",:,~ ____ ,=,!C=t;j 

a fine an increasing number of courts are using the option of community service. 

Generally, this is imposed as a condition of a suspended or partially suspended 

sentence, although it may also be a condition of probation. 

Typically, the offender receiving such a disposition volunteers his 
~ ... f.}" {;-,;-

services to some community agency for a certain number of hours a week over a 

specified period of time. The total hours, frequently assessed at the'Cminimum 

hourly wage, represent the level of the fine that would have. been imposed -

or that portion of it suspended. The agency served may be any private, non

.profit organization or government unit performingl useful service~ in the 
,.... . . ::.~:f;;·' ~':- ':.- -:-

community. The nature of work done is depeYidenton the skills of the offender 

and needs of the agency. 
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,Ordinari ly orfly the.agency head or a specified representative is aware 
:)',

that the indivi dua1 is "court referred." . By others thepGl;-Soh4s assumedt'y 

be an ordinary volunteer. 

Severa] organized "community service programs II- were observed by project 

staff. They varied ~t~nsjvelY in scope and size, staffi!l9:<arrangements, and 

frequency of use by judges. All reported comparable rates of'i~successll --
~ . 

;"., 

¢1 
75 to 80% of those assigned completing their volunteer work in an average"~ot:"o~t~ 

, :' _ /4, " ."", 

about ten weeks and notincurri'ng rearrest at le~s-t -Whi_l~_~J!l(;the~~ptOgrant Thes~ 
-~ , , 

fi gures" he 1 d for prCJgrams servi n9 a rang,~.:,~~,§rom 5% to abolft' 30% o::~~~c¥:.i.:cted 

misdemeanants. * ".P 
~~;.;:..c.;.;-::~--

Thi sdi sptisition ordi nar'jl}kis<"'us'ea~here the trad1:tlonal practlcewould' 
.:~-" ~ :::- :-; -;:;' . ' oj, ~ ~"? 

--be a'tiM, \'a short jail sentence, or probatJorr""'wi'thac.ondition of making rest;;;. .~~";; 

tu~ion. Generally ,it involves w,:opTe~:;~'are not in a posftion to' make mO,ney 
L ,,~ . ' .. ~~' ',:' _. ":-~=-F 

payments of any cOn~~RyenCe and for Whom a jai 1 sentence woul d.s:Tem.~.e~cessfve 

or otherw;sequestionable (e.g~, a mother of , young childreli,,~;:t> • .erki-ngperson' 
. " 

with dependents, a naive first Qffender, etc.). 
.l.;·'·:·~~::~ 

.Some of the same problems arise with community service as with,,9cth'e·rc

:>c.::; 

-" C' ,,,c"'4,,,,d'd'f'-P''''"~ *' ," , 

Persons who make a good appt;~ntnGe'f2nave a ski 11, are "well-mannered ll and 
.. -r: ........ , , 

, . 
disposition$ • 

not Uanti-author.i.ta)!.i--arr~·li··a'~~~';eliable and ina good posittol1~ togo vOlunteer' 

.: .. W90rk;:::us1JiT'1Y·;~~wel1 under this disposition. They ,?-t~ well accepted by com ... 
... ~,~" ..• : ... ~~ .... <:;;.t: .• ....-. I .. ,.r _ ~ :,;::::~. ~ - ( •• ..:;... _ . ',' J ~' <. 

". munity agencies, }~asy to place, and do not;<requtr.'e prodding or other efforts to' 

• 

• 

.' ,. . 4.... , 

enforce compliance. Many ~rF,! the sort who _<,°'1n the absence of. such a program ";"-
/~'.,~. ".(0 • ..' .• }. 

.... .. . '., ". 

might be diverted or-'receive a suspended r.:entence wj.thout special conditio~!),£:~;~~;.,,,io..q?, 
..' .>.-;;. <. . ,:~.. . •. .,.;:.9~:!V'·'·oc"... ,.; .. 

: ~, , ...:.. • ..'. "' .' .• __ ,: ._..: • .:.- •• r'.-;'=:; . .. ~ •.• ." .• - • ' t 

'* The 30% figure was()ur estimatef~ft'::the:MultrioniahCountY"'Oistrict Court, 
Por.tlCind'jOregorf,in 1975, ba.sed on~igures sURplledby the clerk of court 
'and'the community servi ce p~ogramcoordinator •. 
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This needs to be'kept in mind in institut'(nga,program -- people presently not 

seen as requiring punlshmenf or publicly financed interyention in their,lives 

may become the main participants. This would extend the reach and costs of 

criminal justice, and the offsetting benefits would be qu~sti6naple-;;'/<-

The program also seems to work wi th peopl e whodoc'notfi;t,-:thi sdescri'p-

tion, but there are obvious limits. The deJerldant must he willing to partici

pate. He must have something' to 9:f:ff!!" '~h'ich an agency needs in the way-or~ 
~ . ,: .. ~:: .. :;~ .. ::' .' .. " .' 

skiil, work habits, or at N~rstwillingness to learn and perform some simple 

tasks. The less capable, motivated, or reliable he is, th~. more staff time 
"",,-:.;';:~,~~~:';..-\-;. (:? 

will be required in placing him, monitoring.;,;n1S''''ttJrnpliance, and, if needbs"7-' 
_ "1-1<.' r" ~ 

persuading him to maintain hi~, p.~r-'fo·r~~n~e. 
Where a community service condition is particularly burdensomeit may not 

work out well. A lTIother miglit incur heavy child care costs. A low-income 
/')' 

familY;he:Ui:FiTi~rY have to give up a badly needed second job or over-tirre work in 

order to handle his community service obligation. At times there are ways _."' 

around such problems. In one; instance an impoverished non-working mother of 

'small children was skilled in needlecraft; her assignment was-to make a de_5j.g-

nated number of articles of clothing for an agency which ,supplied h~r~With the} 

materials. 

A number of judges who use this disposition areenthusia5tic about its 
.. ,;.' '. 

rehabilitative value. They see it as teaching leSsons not only about the conse--

quences of crime, but about positive aspects of c~orrmunity Jif.~L,e:f~:;which the 
,- ,,-~-.. ' ,;:.. - ,,' ~.-::,.,:;, ~.;-".,-~~, . 

defendant had been ignorant. As evidence they cite },lot infrequent cases 

where the defendant continues on as a true volunteer with an agency after 

completing the required hours of service. (For further discussion of cOJl1l1unity 

service, seepage 40). 

I' 
" 
I" 
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--- -- -----------------

'Tasks. One optional penalty does not entail reparations so much as 

a mandated II'learning experience.1I The defendant, in lieu of a fine for 

example, is instructed to carry but sonie activity des:igned to improve his 

appreciation of law and justice. The nature of an appropriate task would 

depend on the defendant's age, background, and characteristics. A period of 

observation in criminal court, tour of a prison or jail, riding with police 

officers in a patrol car -~ all are examples of tasks which are used and might 

be instructive and positive experiences for some defendants. Other examples 

include reading and writing a report on a book or ather relevant ~atepial, 

writing an essay, making a series of speeches, or even conducting some small

scale piece of research. This disposition lends itself to a high degree of 

1ndividualization, although it is of limited usefulness for other than com

paratively naive first offenders.* 

Conditional Release 

In addition to or in lieu of penalities, the court has other options. 

Although often "penalizing!' in effect, they are considered here under the 

rubri c of conditions and sanctions, the 1 atter bei n9 '~back-upsll for the former. 

Incorporating special restrictions on behavior or requirements to parti

cipate in rehabilitative programs in a sentencing order is not something to pe 

done without careful cons'ideration of relevant facts and probabilities. Unless 

tailored to crime-related problems and predictable responses of the defendant, 

conditions may prove an unnecessary burden on him, on probation, or other com

munity agsncies, or on all of these. Conditions are likely to be unrealistic 

if i;here are no means to monitor their compliance and certainly if required 

* Fo\'" a brief review of alternative reparations sentences, see Appendix"C. 
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resources are unavailable or inaccessible to the defendant. Conditions tend 

to entail costs, which need to be assessed against the benefits they can be 

expected to produce. 

If a condition is not met, there is the added cost and perhaps difficult 

decision of invoking a sanction. Consider, for example, a situation involving 

a young shoplifter who is given a suspended jail sentence and a condi~ion im

posed that he complete a high-school equivalency program to i~prove his chances 

for steady employment. He fails to carry this out and continues to be irregularly 

employed, but is not involved in further crime. Should he go to jail? 

Where rehabilitation is the object, so far as research can tell us, 

coercive treatment and training are of dubious value in most cases. If a 

defendant is positively motivated to seek services or to improve his education 

or work skills, chances are he will benefit from an appropriate program. But 

if he becomes involved only to stave off a jail sentence, his participation 

may be pet"functory and without 1 asting effect. 

Guidance from a concerned and knowledgeable person may tap latent motiva

tion and help a defendant to commit himself to some useful p,rogram. Rather 

than some specific condition, a preferable sentence order might provide for a 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

period of supervision by a probation officer, a vohmteer, or some other person .' 

or agency. The order mi ght state that thl'~ purpose of supervi si on is to assi st" 

the defendant to overcome some specified problem, with the agen~y and defendant 

to agree on the means. 

No attempt is made here to settle all the complex issues of setting condi

tions and invoking sanctions. This is an area for continuing study in the 

criminal justice field. The purpose here is to emphasize the need for adequate 

information and foretho,ught in sentencing. The process at times requires the 

balance of a tightrope walker. 
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If specific conditions are set, it is important to make certain in 

advance that any sanctioh imposed is likelY to be appropriate. On the other 

eJ hand, if, in the final analysis, the court is not going to inyoke a sanction, 

it is probabl)' better not to include special conditions in the sentence. 

Useof·Co!it~. An increasi,ngly cornon practice in corrections is the 

.. use of formal agreements between the agency and the offender. He contracts 

• 

• 

to achieve certain objectives; the agency agrees to a course of action, if the 

client does his part. This might be a grant of parole; advancement from 

ordinary confinement to work release; early discharge from probation supervision; 

or, where appropriate, expungement of the record. Negative contracts are also 

used, as in one diversion'program where fail'ure to meet agreed upon performance 

standards can result in removal from the program and possible resumption of 

prosecution. 

In lieu of spectal conditions the court might place an individual on 

probation, leaving to him and the agency the negotiation of a contract. There 

should be a close understanding between the court and the probation department, 

howevet~, as to ordi nary contract terms and then" use. Court rati fi cat; on of 

~greements which embody unusual requirements would be in or~~r. Otherwise 

tt probation department recommendations for early discharge, expungement, or 

• 

'. 

revocation can become empty gestures. 

The use of such a contract system is not without hazards to the rights 

of defendants or the wise use of community resources. Naive practitioners or 

defendants overly anxious to please can produce agreements that demand or promise 

more than can be delivered -- or impose burdens on defehdants which s,ignificantly 
5 

enhance the penalty set by ithe court. 

Crime Avoidance Cond~. One condition which may be made explicit 

(by the controll ing statute or the sentehcing order) is that the defendant 
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refrain from further crime. At times this can give rise to dilemmas. For 

example, a defendant is g,iven probation for an offense carrying a maximum 

penalty of a year in jail. Subsequently he is charged with a petty offense 

for which the maximum penalty is a fine. Aside from this he has done well en 

probation. Should probation be revoked and a long jail sentence imposed -- or 

should he be fined and continued on probation? 

Another notuncommonn situation is where a probationer is "known" to 

have been involved in a crime but legal evidence of this is lacking. He could 

not be convicted of the new charge, but having "engaged in criminal behavior" 

he has violated probation. Since rules of evidence 'for probation revocation 

hearings are less strict than for court trials, he may be subject to execution 

of the suspended penalty. At times, rather than use the "criminal behavior" , 

charge in such a situation, some comparatively minor technical violation may 

'be cited. This device tends to draw accusations of arbitrary and inappropriate 

punishment. One problem in this area is how certain the evidence'of the alleged, 

• 

• 

'.' 

new crime is; does it fully meet the "preponderance of evidence ll test? Also of e, 
concern is whether it was obtained by clearly illegal search or seizure or 

entrapment. 

Special Situations. In some cases, if jail is to be avoided, there must ~. 

be some guarantee that a substitute penalty will be satisfied; that the community 

will be protected; that the client will at least be exposed to helping serVices~ 

Where a defendant has an extended history of Ulil1awfu1 behavior, entailing 

threat to other persons or frequent, troublesome problems to the community, the 

court undoubtedly wi 11 want to maintain some form of orJlgoing control over him 

for some appropriate period. This can range from very extensive, day-to-day 

. supervision to whatever less than tnis affords reasonable assurance that he 

will refrain fram repeati,ng his offenses. 
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For example, the problem may be. a matter of repeated threats against 

or physical abuse of an estranged spou$e. Any of several special conditions 

might be appropriate, depending on the circumstances: that he avoid all contact 

with her; that he join with her in unde,rgoing some mediation or counsel ing 

service to unravel their differences and restore peace between them; or that he 

avoid her and in the meantime 'involve himself in some program that wi '/1 lead 

to some new and less stormy relationships with people. 

The trouble may be chronic public drunkenness or drug dependency associated 

with repeated theft. The defendant may be given, in effect, a choke of jail 

or participation in a treatment program recommended by a designated source of 

diagnosis and guidance. Despite the "iffiness" of such arrangements, they do 

work out in some cases. Where community risks are not grave and alternative 

program costs are not significantly higher than jail, it is worth chancing. 

This is even more so where clinical evaluation results in a favorable prognosis 

in the individual case. 

Other III i festyle ll probl ems might incl ude a combination of chronic unemplCi~/

ment, low earning ability, family neglects repeated offenses of various sorts, 

constant association with other chronic offenders) and disinterest in any useful 

.. community activity or constructive leisure time use. Jail would temporarilY 

interrupt some of these behavior patterns, while reinforcing others. An 

alternative program, entailing full-time employment or training or extensive 

• occupation of the defendant's leisure time, while he maintains regular employ

ment, might promise better results. 

Special Education. There is one other kind of situation where something 

• of a rehabilitation-oriented condition seems especially appropriate. The best 

example would be required attendance at a, course specially des,igned faY' persons 
, 

convicted of drunken driving. Often this is expierienced by the defendant as more 
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in the nature of a penalty than an opportunity to learn somethi,ng new and use

ful. It does tie up some of his free time for several weeks, subjects him to 

possibly embarassing exposure (to instructors and others enrolled in the course), 

and usually costs him tuition or a fee. 

Even as a penalty, it may well be a more effective one than a few days in 

jail, a fine, or a period of nominal supervision. At the same time, a well con

ceived and properly conducted course may bring home to the defendant some con

siderations that will help him to be more careful about driving after he has 

had too much to drink. At least one research study found this disposition 
6 

effective compared to others commonly used. Additional evidence of its 

probable effectiveness is its widespread and increasing use in jurisdictions 

across the country. 

The same considerations may apply to other offense categories -- for 

example, drug education courses for youthful offenders who have been experiment

ing with drugs or who have been on the fringe of the illicit drug trade. 

Sanctioned Supervision. Another reason for special conditions would be 

a requirement on a designated agency (e.g., the probation department) to main

tain surveillance over a defendant. The defend~nt must be under a sanctioned 

obligation to report to the agency and keep agency staff informed of, his where

abouts, if the sentence is to be successfully implemented. 

Probation as a Disposition 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

The final point above may lead to questions as to the nature of probation. .' 

Probation may simply represent a procedure for assuring that certain provisions 

of a sentence are implemented -- that restitution is made, c1mmuni'ty service 

performed, or special conditions met. • 
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Probation also is used in lieu of setting special conditions, as was 

suggested above. The defendant is required to maintain contact with the 

• probation department and is urged to consider information, advice, and resource 

agency refeY'rals which the department provides. The defendant and the department 

may reach agreement on certain objectives and ways of achieving these -- possibly 

• 

• 

• 

through the contract method. Terms of the contract may become official condi-

tions of the sentence if they are ratified and sanctioned by the,court. Other

wise what exists is. ,in the nature of a Ugentlemen's agreement," which may have 

value as a guidance tool regardless of provisions for enforcement. 

Probation, like any other disposition, should be used to somE~ appropriate 

end. It has two functions: control (monitoring, limit setting, surveillance, 

investigaion, confrontation); and helping services (guidance and supportive 

counseling; referrals to community resource agencies; and at times, direct 

services of a specialized sort in lieu of referral to another agency). Since . , 

probation departments typically are limited in capacity, this disposition should 

4t not be used unless there is a demonstrable need for control measures or for 

services to help a defendant with some crime-related problem. Even where such 

needs exist alternative arrangements may be available, and these should be 

• considered. The presentence report should address this issue and make appro

priate recommendations. 

• 

• 

• 

An LEAA "prescriptive package" on adult probation and parole is presently 

under preparation by E. Kim Nelson of University Justice Associates of Los Angeles, 

California. Since this will probably be pub1ished at about the same time as this 

series of reports, we have limited coverage of probation hei"e to this rather 

summary discussion. 
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Alternative Arrangements 

Monetary Payments. Where the sentence is to pay a fine, court costs, 

or restitution on' an installment basis, once the amount and schedule of pay

ments are determined, foll ow,-up may be 1 eft to the cl erk in most cases. The 

procedures should include a monitoring process, a system of prompt and clear 

reminders on tardy payments, and policies for reporting to the court where 

default is suspected or a defendant presents continuing problems of tardiness 

or partial payments. 

If installment payments are to be used extensively, especially in marginal 

risk cases, there will be a need for more than services of the clerk in selected 

cases. Otherwise the judge may become embroiled in an unending run of time

consuming problems. One lower court judge ,told us that he was opposed to 

ordering restituti,on because he simply did not have time to deal wi th the 

repetitious bickering between victims and defendants. 

The need can be met through provision for investigation, mediation, and 
" 

defendant guidance services. 'These would be appropriate functions for a 

probation department. 

Community Service. A community service program requires extensive con

tacts with a host of community agencies, schools, hospitals, organizations, etc. 

willing to accept court·-referred volunteers. It requires matching the interests, 

skills, and personal traits of the defendants with agencies where ,they are most 

likely to be useful and to perform their service successfully. Beyond this, 

there are the tasks of keeping track of defendants , veri fying thei r comp leti on 

of volunteer service, at time issuing reminders or warnings or arra.ngi.ng for 

placement changes, and submitting reports to the court. 

These are functionS which can be and tn some instances are absorbed by a 

probation department. An alternative is a pr.ivate volunteer recruitment agenCy, 
~ 
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where one exists in th,e jurisdi.ction. A model of thi,s arrangement is presented 

in Appendix D. Its development was an out,-growth of an especi a 11y effecti ve 

program operated by the Alameda County (Oakland), California, Volunteer Bureau 

at the behest of the County's Municipal Court judges • 
. 

Rehabilitative 'programs. At times, defendants can be referred directly 

from court to an agency which has agreed to provide some specialized educational, 

training, or treatment servic~, without the necessity for further involvement 

of the probation department. 

This would be true in three rather different circumstances: (1) where 

completion of the pl"ogram is not a sanctioned condition and where there are no 

other penalties or conditions requiring follow-up by probation; (2) where com

pletion is a sanctioned condition and the service agency agrees to supply progress 

• reports to the court, including prompt notice if the defendant appears to have 

dropped out, is believed to have absconded, or is known to have been arrested 

on a new charge; (3) where the court decides to put the defendant on his honor 

• to carry out such a sanctioned condition, reporting back directly or through 

counsel upon completion. 

• 

• 

A modified arrangement, frequently employed, is for probation to carry 

such a case in a IImonitoring only" .status. Face-to-face contact wi th the defen-

dant is left to the service agency, which keeps probation informed of his progress 

or of any loss in contact. So long as the program is working, probation services 

are at a routine clerical level. Only in the event of some breakdown, requiring 

investigation or possible program changes~ does probation incur a significant 

workload. 

• Hi ghly structured Al ternatiYes 

There is a range of al ternatives between a traditional jai 1 sentenc~· and 

ordinary probation. These more highly structured alternatives can be divided 
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into two classes: (1) those involving partial custody or a condition of under-', 

going treatment in a residential facility; (2) lion-residential arrangel1lents. 

These are dealt with in Chapters IV and V. 
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CHAPTER III 

ALTERNATIYE PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

Although it may not often be possible to mandate an offender's rehabilita-. 
tion, this does not mean that he may not stand in need of services -- nor that 

he might not make effective use of them. A high percentage of misdemeanants 

appearing in court for sentence evidence crime-related problems -- problems 

. which directly involve or are closely associated with unlawful conduct. Many 

have some motivation to seek help, and of these, ma,ny will benefit from an 

appropriate~ effectively provided service. By and large, these kinds of 

problems are rarely eliminated by punishment alone; they may be temporarily 

• neutralized by incarceration or very close supervision but recur as soon as 

the. sentence is compl eterl. 

The court is not a social service, educational, or mental health agency, 

• but it is in a position to identi-fy people whom such agencies can help. And it 

can -- considerations of justice and community protection permitting -- make 

dispositions which facilitate or at least permit effective service arrangements. 

• 

• 

• i ' 
,~ 

These, in turn, may prove not. only more humane and less costly than traditional 

punishments, but may lead to resolution of a problem and long-term benefits for 

the community and the defendant. 

To maximize these possibilities the court requires resource II1Obilization 

and program development services --key functions of a' probation department. 

Program development involves fashioning procedures and agreements Ito facili

tate use of community resources by probationers and other court-refer'red defen

dants. These would, include provision for services (1) to aid in ass~ssing 

problems; (2) in making appropri.ate referrals; (3) service delivery; and 
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.. (4) arrangements for monitoring cl ient participation and results of this. 

Alternative arrangements may be needed to accommodate a range of dispositions 

e.g., unconditional discharge, suspended sentence, probation, "non-traditional" 

confinE'.ment. With such arrangements "in place, l. ;choosing an appropriate sen

tence option -- and implementing it C'y can be ·greatly expedited. 

Program development at times entails collaborating wi th resource agencies 

in developing specific services, education or t)"aining courses, residential care 

or treatment facilities, or whatever might be needed and feasible in expanding 

resources, making them more relevant to defendant needs, or c~eating new 

resources. This may include identifying sources of funds to develop and test 

new programs and preparation of grant applications to this end. 

Resource mobilization begins with an inventory of recurrent crime-related 

conditions and problems among misdemeanants which might be amenable to education, 

tra1ning, counseling, placement, residential care, or other services. It entails 

identifying existing sources of such services and advotacy to expand or make 

them more accessible to public offenders. 

Resource mobilization also involves recruitment of volunteers, including 

professional practitioners willing to dedicate some time to assist in evaiuation 

• 

• 

• " 

• 

• 

• 

or treatment of defendants; lay volunteers to provide other direct services such ct, 

as tutoring; persons in a position to open up jobs and other resources; and 

persons to assist in such tasks as screening, referral, monitoring, and support

ive counseling. Appendix E provides sources of information and consultation on 

recruitment, orientation and effective utilization of volunteers. 

The specifics of a resource mobil ization and program development service 

will depend on local circumstances: offender characteristics, especially the 

incidence of various crime-related problems; special community concerns at 
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=-. c'/'- tile time; the variety, qualC'ft:f-',..c~}1,ll9~ accessibil ity of community resources; the 
~~- ...... .:..;.. .. ..;:: ."'~'. "~"-~~. ' ., .-< 

• 

• 

relative availability of helpful volunteers-a:nd,~lJt~.s~.to aid in opening up llnd 
--- ... ~;':~:'::'~"! >"'~::~:- '- . 

expanding needed services. Some generalizations apply widely,' h6We:z~r;;t}~,nd 
,:... -' . "~. 

these a,re offered here for consideration and adaptation'to local situations. 

The presentation follows'c.an arbitrary categorization of commonly needed services 

and frequently observed problems which (ippear to-be integra~llY related toparti ... · 

cular forms of crime. Some examples of programs are included in this chapter;' 

others will be found in Chapters IV aJ"ld V. 

• Non-serious Offenders: Less Complex Problems 

• 

• 

• 

: Short-term educational programs have proved of value and are widely used 

especially with serious or repeated traffic offenders, including drunk drivers, 

and \'Iith minor drug law .. violators or persons who have been using drugs experi-
. ::< ,--

mentally but are not addicted • 
. -\~. 

~uguerQue Traffic School. The Municipal Court Probation Department in 

Albuquerque, N.M., operates its own school for traffic offenders. This is a 

self-supporting program, financed by tuition fees of enrollees ($20.00 in 1975). 

Attendance cormnonly isa speciai condition of proba.tion or a $uspended sentence 

for drunk drivers and other traffic offenders. In 1975 the school had a director, 

three part-time instructors, and a secretary. The program included six 2~ hour 

sessions over a six-week period. Class size averaged 50. Content dealt,.with 
~J 

issues of traffic control, excessive alcohol use, and hazards of drunk driving 

• or other dangerous driving habits. Defendants with quite serious drinki,og 
• ,.~ r 

1 
problems also may be referred to the county drug and alcohol tr'eatment agency. 

Cc 

Commur'tUfC6Dege Programs. Amore common arrangement is where such a 

., IItraffic problems ll or IIdrunk drivers ll school is operated by a local educational 

institution. Most commonly this 'is a community college, but adult education' c' 

~'. ::' · ,,' 
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,divisions of high schools also may provide the serviGe. Again these should 

ordinarily be sel f-supporting through'tui,tion or fee charges -~ although 

• 

scholarstiiparrangements should be available, if an unemployed ind.igent offen- .• 

der stands in need of the progrilll1. 

'Mjnor-DrLig'Offetiders. Similar programs exist for young offenders who 

~have been skirting the edge of the drug rackets, or experimenting with marijuana ", ~. . 

orothe r dru gs. Typ i ca ily th ese are hos ted by cornmun i ty co 11 eges, us i ng part

time instructors from law enforcement, probation, clinical psychology, medicine 

and other disciplines. The aim is to explore the social, physical, and emotional 

implications of drug use and legal and social aspects of illicit drug traffjc ... 

~... and its control. In . some jurisdictions such programs are' supported by a combina-

tion of local, state, and federal funds appropriated for drug edu~ption and treat-·· 

ment., In" others -- as with traffic schools -- defendant fees or tuition pay-
2 

ments take care of program costs. 

Program Content and Method. Regardless of the problems of the target group, 

• 

• 

it is obviously important that much care be taken in planning a,nd updating con- • 

tent of these programs and assuring that instructors are well-inform~d and 

effective. Grossly inaccurate information," scare tactics, dull prese~tations, 

reluctant or cynical instructors ~- any of these can quickly subvert educational • 

programs. Consultation should be sought from sources of expertise in alcohol 

and drug agencies and universities. 

A strong educational base and a competent,.· deeply interested pr,ogram co

ordinaf;or are first essentials. Ongoing program evaluation is important -- in

cluding periodic observation of classes and interviews with instructors and 

enrollees, supplemented perhaps by questionnaire studies. Interaction wi·th 

similar programs in other communities is also important. 
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Such programs ca.n be helpfully stimulating and informative. Because 

they t'ie up, ordinarily, an eYening a week for a month or more and may involve 

a. financial outlay, they have a punitive effect, but a more constructive one 

than a fine or a few weekends in jail. The experience can reinforce the good 

resolutions of the contrite offender and perhaps tip the ba.lance in favor of 

change for a defendant who is tending toward this with some vacillation. But 

such programs are not often deeply or lastingly motivating and cannot be ex

pected to effect dramatic change in a resistant or indifferent person. As a 

matter of fact, in poorer risk cases such a program may be useful only as one of 

several mensures designed to induce change (such as specialized counseling; 

relatively long-term supervision; or job training and placement). 

Other Applications. Short-term educational or group guidance programs 

could be developed for other offender categories, for example, comparatively 

naive offenders who fail to appreciate the economic or social implications of 

the type of offense in which they were involved -- shoplifting, bad checks, 

.4a welfare cheating, pilfering, va~dalism, group disorders, etc. The method also 

is relevant to certain family life and employment problems as discussed below., 

Programs need not be in group form. There is always some risk in group 

4t approaches with offenders, e.g.: group negativism toward an instructor,. 

program content or obligatory attendance; reinforcement or more extensive 

loyalty ties among chronic offenders. In Washington, D.C., the Superio~ Cour~ 

• 

• 

• 
I' 

If 

uses a di spositi on in same less serious cases known as IIFir'st Offender Treat

ment. 1I The defendant ,is assigned certain tasks which require him to expend, 

some time and effort and, hopefully, serve to increase his understanding of 

and respect for the law and law,enforcement (e.g., period·of observation in 

criminal court, specially conducted FBI tour, preparation of an assigned paper 
.3 

on a justice-related topic). 
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Assignment of such "learning experience" tasks can be a useful option, 

lending itself to individualization while involving minimal cost. Among 

examples illustrating this point was a recent federal court case involving a 

major white-collar crime. The offender, a prominent businessman, as part of 

his penalty, agreed to make a series of talks. to service clubs in which he 
'. 

could discuss ethical and legal issues involved in his offense and prosecution. 

This kind of disposition, especially as in the above illustrat~on, is in 

the direction of community service, which was described in Chapter II. 

Services Related to Family Problems 

A wide range of family relationship and management problems are associated 

with offenses commoniy handled in lower courts. Offenses may include assaults 

or threats, failure to pay· child support, abuse or neglect of children, welfare 

fraud, and vari'Dus property crimes where the motivation was to raise money' to 

pay debts or meet current family expen~es. 

Servi ce needs depend on the speci fi cs of the problem whi ch contri buted' to 
the crime and could cause a repetition: unemployment or limited earning ability; 

ineptness in fnancial planning and management; lack of understanding or skills 

in child care, nutrition, or homemaking; serious, chronic misunderstanding and 

friction between spouses; tendency to employ physical violence to resolve dif

ferences. 

Vocational and employment problems are dealt with separately in a section 

below. Some of the other problems may be amenable to short-term education 

course, as discussed in the foregoi,ng section. At times something closer to 

tutoring is required -- such as homemaker service for a young, unprepared 

mother wi thout fami 1y or fr'; ends wi 11; ng or able to gui de her. 
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• 
Where a propensity for violence reflects identification with a particular 

subculture, this will be difficult to deal with. The problem ~igh.t be modilfied 

• through group counseling, where group leaders identify with the same subculture 

but have found it expedient to develop alternatives to violence in settling 

disputes. If there is a stro.ng pathological element in the defendant's use of 

• 

• 

• 

violence, the problem is even more difficult; psychiatry, clinical psychology, 

or behavioral psychology represent possible sources of assistance. Further 

reference to problems of this type will be fou~d in the section below on 

psychopathology. 

Child care problems, conflicts between spouses, and, in general, problems 

of family cohesion and home management may call for conciliation services, a 

period·of family counseling, or extended casework service. A chief source of 

consultation on program planning and individual service planning in this area 

is the social services division of the local welfare department. Some defen

dants may be eligible for services of the department. In any event, the depart-

• ment" has knowledge of methods and agencies or professional practitioners 

accustomed to working with such problems. 

Other sources of advice and client service would include private family 
... :,' 

.. and child welfare agencies, the domestic relations court's conciliation service, 

clergymen trained and experienced in marital counseling, and local professional 

associations of social workers, psychologists, and psychiatrists. Other sources 

• 

• 

.. 

of ideas and skills would be some attorneys deali.ng with divorce and child 

custodY problems or bankers and merchants skilled in advising people on personal 

and fami""ly economics issues. Horne economists, public health nurses, and child 

care consultants represent other important resources in relation to domestic 

problems. 
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The task of the probatton department is to enlist these various sources 

in identifying or developing programs and work.1,ng out reliable arrangements 

for case evaluation and services in this problem area. These are challenging 

and time-consuming tasks but in ,the long ru'n wi" produce resources far beyond 

what an unaided probation staff Ican muster. 

Employment Related Programs 

The most recurrent problems of public offenders are chronic unemployment, 

underemployment, or limited employability. Many are poorly educated and with

out work skills or experience. Siome are afflicted with physical handicaps, 

poor health or physical development, alcohol or drug addiction. The added 

handicap of a criminal record aggravates their condition, restricts opportuni-

ties, and can undermine confidence and motivation. 

The prospect of serving "life on the installment plan" in jails and 

prisons and repeated failure when free in the community also can motivate some 

individuals to seek a way out of the rat race of hustling and petty crime~ 

Reached at that point with useful services. they may break from the cycle of 

idleness, thievery, and jail and mov~ out into a lawful, self-maintaining role. 

In some instances, the problems are not long-standi ng or severe and. the 

needs are minimal -- perhaps for, help in finding a temporary job in an emergency 

or a more permanent job that pays reasonably well or offers a chance for 

$ecurity or advancement. In other cases, the needs may be massive and the 
\ 

chances of success 50-50 at best. But guidance, teaching, job development and 

placement, supportive services to help a new worker get established -- these 
,. 

are all tasks for which skilled people are available and which can produce 

• 

.\ 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

measurable results and have done so'with offenders as well as other categories • 

of people with employment problems. 
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Federally Funded AgenCies. State agencies funded by the U. S. Department 

)f labor provide employment placement offices in local communities to help job-

• ;eekers find work and employers to recruit workers. Anyone can 'apply for help 

'n finding work. In addition, assistance is available in applying for various 

ob training opportunities, counseling services, and even allowances for self

• 

• 

• 

laintenance, transportation, and other basic expenses while in training. 

Competition for jobs and training is high. The more handicapped or less 

tpt or less motivated the applicant, the less his chances may be for placement 

n other than "day labor" situations. Unless supported by effective referral 

iervice by probation, many defendants may fail to benefit from employment 

Iffi ce servi ces • 

The U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare funds state vocational 

ehabilitation agencies, which also provide services at the local level -- guid

nce, education and training, remediation of handicaps, temporary maintenance, 

o be strong~ and public offenders often have difficulty, when so many persons 

pply who are physically handicapped but without arrest .records and with other 

dvantages. 

I OtherSouree,s. The National Al"iiance of Businessmen has numerous local 
[I. 

! hapters around the country. Its concern is with facil itating job placement of 
, 

isadvantaged persons, including public offenders. In many connnunities this is 

1, good source of employment referrals for those with appropriate ql.4alifications. 
r. 
~. . 

i ~ 
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Individual unions and labor union councils, service club~ (notably the 

Jaycees and Junior League), ex-offende~ groups, and many other organizations, 

from one locality to another have committed themselves to assisting with 

occupational counseling, trade training arrangements, and employment placement 

of offenders. 

Community colleges and local school system adult education or vocational 

training divisions represent the most extensive resources for employment related 

counseling, education, and training. There are also many proprietary trade 

schools for cli'ents who can afford them or who are eligible for subsidized 

training. 

Probation's Role. Acting as a catalyst, advocate, and coordinating force, 

the probation department can obtain commitments of help, volunteer counseling 

or tutoring services, reserved training "slots," arrangements for job, referral:~, . 

and specially designed guidance or education and training courses for its 

clients. It may be possible to arrange for permanent detail to the department 

• 

• 

• 

• 

of employment placement officers from the state employment agency or counselors • 

from the vocational rehabilitation service. These agencies may establish "desks" 

in larger local offices, especially reserved to provide services for public 

offenders •. 

In any event, an organized set ofservices and opportunities can be created 

to assure that probationers and other court referred persons will have a reasnn-

,e 

able chance at job and career opportunities or counseling and training"programs • 

leading to these. 

Ideally, an organization independent of but closely allied to probation, 

should be created to help deveJop and maintain a network of services supplied 

by such sources as have been mentioned. Manned b'y dedicated volunteers knowledge-
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• 
able of job markets and training resources, such an organ.ization would be an 

invaluable resource and permit liberal use of dispositions other than jail 

• sentences. At the same time it could enhance the prospects of incarcerated 

persons as they return to the community. Pending creation of such a mechanism, 

an inter-agency committee might perform these functions. 

.. . Alternative Arrangements. Some larger probation agencies, or correctional 

• 

• 

• 

agencies with probation components, may provide direct services in the employ

ment and training ~rea. They may employ job placement officers, vocational 

guidance officers, or education/training liaison officers to assist offenders 

in career planning, enrollment in appropriate schools and courses, or job 

finding. 

In one instance (El Paso, Texas)~ a comparatively small probation depart- . 

ment was instrumental in the establishment of a full-time vocational training 

program for youthful defendants and is deeply involved in its day-to-day opera

tion. (For fuller description see Chapter IV.) 

Source of Guidance. A more detailed discussion of issues, possibilities, 

and needs in this area and a description of a model employment tra.i ~ing and 

placement program for public Offenders reference is provided by a recent LEAA-

• funded study, Phyllis Groom McCreary and John M. McCreary, "Job Training and 

• 

• 

Placement for Offenders and EX-Offenders," LEAA, NILECJ, Washington, D.C. 

Apri 1, 1975. 

Alcoholism 

Excessive drinking may be associated with almost any kind of offense. 

With misdemeanants it is most often thought of in connection with public intoxi

cation and drunk driving. But it frequently is involved in assaults, child abuse 

or neglect, various public disorders, sex or morals offenses, and property crimes • 
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Intoxification is often put forth as a mitigating circumstance in order to 

gain a more lenient disposition. Interest here is with whether excessive 

drinking is associated with a pattern of repeated lawbreaking and for that 

reason needs to be taken into account in choosing sentence options. 

At times, assessing this issue leads to a "chicken and~gg" dilemma; it 

e 

• 

is not clear whether poorly controlled drinking or the illicit behavior frequently e. 
associated with this is the prior problem. 

Difficult also are the matters of determining whether alcohol use really 

is a serious problem for an individual and, if so, why this is the case and 

what, if anything, can be done about it. 

As with other categories of problems alreadY discussed, the judge or 

probation officer ;s unlikely to be an expert in this area. Yet there is 

probably no single problem that confronts them more frequently in r.onsidering 
." 

misdemeanant dispositions. There is extensive need for specialized assistance 

in evaluating cases where excessive drinking appears to be a crime-related 

problem and in helping to plan appropriate courses of action and appropriate 

sentencing options. 

Model Program. Examples of such arrangements include demonstration 

programs in a number of jurisdictions around the country jointly funded in the 

early 1970's by the U.S. Departments of Transportat1on and of Health, Education. 

and Welfare. These were comprehensive criminal justice mental health programs 

• 

e 

• 

• 

designed to improve community effectiveness in dealing with the problem of drunk • 

driving. 

One such program was begun in 1971 in Portland, Ore., with initiative for 

local efforts coming from Presiding Judge Joseph Abraham of the Municipal Court 

(merged in 1971 with the District Court of Multnomah County). Planning also 

involved the Portland Police Bureau, Multnomah County District Attorney's Office, 
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• 
lnty Probation Department, and the Portland office of the state mental health 

~ncy's alcohol and drug section. Grants for action and evaluation research 

• ~e obtained from the two federal departments. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Funds were designed to stre.ngthen enforcement through increased patrol 

:ivity and expanded court and prosecution capability -- and to provide for 

luation, supervision, and rehabilitative services for convicted defendants. 

So far as the post-prosecution phase of the project went, the program 

rated as follows: With few exceptions, drunk drivers adjudged guilty of·the 

ginal p or in some instances a reduced, charge were referred for presentence 

estigation. The probation officers screened the cases, referring those who 

eared to have a serious alcohol pr'oblem to the alcohol and drug agency_ 

ection criteria for referrals had been worked out in advance and agreed to 

the two agencies and the court. The alcohol agency maintained a limitation 

the number of such referrals -- about a third of the cases as the demonstra:

n peaked. This served as a further control on excessive use of expensive 

luation services. 

As intake increased, defendants with minor or marginal alcohol problems 

e not referred for study. At the same time probation staff increased their 

lerstanding and skill and became able not only to select prospects for special 

lluation more accurately but to make appropriate recommendation in cases where. 

! drinking problem was les~ serious. 

• The alcohol agency conducted a rather ei<tensive evaluation of those referred --

:erviews, tests, and in some instances preltJninary individual or group counsel

l sessions. It then prepared a report, characterizing the individual's drink-

• problem, if any, and recommending a particular approach in dealing with it. 

s might be attendance at a series of special cli.asses conducted at a· local 
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community college; joining Alcoho1i.cs Anonymous; participation in an Anta-Buse 

program; or extensive professional counseling or psychoth.erapy. In some 

• 

instances residential treatment was recommended. • 

Treatment services might be provided directly by the state agency, pur-

chased by ·the agency from a private cOIlD1Iunity agency or practitioner, or, 

where he was able, financed by the defendant himself. Tuition for the community 
; 

( 

college courses related to alcoholism and traffic issues ordinarily was borne 

by the defendant. In cases of indigency, th~ college and state agency shared 

the cost of the scholorship. 

The state agency's findings and recommendations were incorporated into the 

presentence report. Where evaluation referrals were not made. brief presentence 

reports were prepared. Most frequent disposition was probation and, generally, 

recommendations as to educational or treatment services were adopted by the court 

as special conditions~ 

A notable result was reasonably individualized appr.oach in sentencing, 

with appropriate follow-up \'/hich proved effective in many cases. Overall evalu-

ation results were' equivocal, however. A major unanticipate~ problem was that 

enhanced police efforts resulted in an accelerated arrest rate producing an 

excessive workload for courts and probation, even with the additional staff 

provided for i~ the grant funds. This resulted in diluted probation supervision 

and services -- but had less effect on services 'provided by the treatment ag'ency, 

.' which exercised control over its in'take. 

IJi1plications~ Despite limitations, the demonstration il1,ustrates how 

agency collaboration can enable a court to handle the sentenci,ng function more 

knowledgeably and with, confidence that relevant services will be provided in 

cases where the need is serious yet prospects for success are reasonably good. 
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At the same time this demonstration paints up the fact that in relation 

to a problem such as alcoholism there are standard sources to which probation 

4t and the court can turn for assistance in program development. Most if not all 

states have an agency which is in a position to provide technical assistance 

• 

• 

• 

on problems of alcoholism. The agency may also be a source of consultation and 

treatment in individual cases; if not, it can assist in identifying and evalua

ting programs available iry local communities. 

PlannirigAids. A recent publication of the National Association of Counties 

is a useful source of information in planning and funding treatment of alcoholism. 

In addition to guidelines and illustrative material it includes numerous refer

ences and listings of source of information and technical services. It is en

titled lIA Practical Manual for County Officials on the Treatment of Alcoholism" 

and is obtainable without cost from the National Association of Counties Research 

Foundation, 1735 New York Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006. 

Another useful reference work for probation staff concerned with identify-

• ing or participation in developing corrnnunity resources for treatment of alcoholics 
, 

is an LEAA Prescriptive Package: IIDiversion of the Public Inebriate from the 

·Criminal Justice System." This may be obtained from the National Criminal 

• Justice Reference Service, LEAA, Washington, D.C. 20531. 

• 
Drug Dependence 

Disposition of offenders \'1ho have a drug addiction or dependence problem 

represents a parallel problem. The issues are similar, except that the use or' 

possession of the preferred drug is, generally an offense in itself. Moreover~ 

drug users often are involved in the more a,ggravated offense cif trafficking in 

• illicit drugs. Drug dependency also is much more ~ighly s~igmatized than depen .. 

dence on alCOhol, thus a greater social handicap. 
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Since many offenders who are dependent on drugs are involved in felony 

crtmes and often have extensive prior records they are likely to be tried and 

sentenced in the superior courts. Still it is far from unusual for judges 

handling misdemeanants to encounter this problem. 

As with alcoholism, there is typically a state .agency with expertise in 

this area, and in most states it serves as a channel through which federal funas 

for drug educat'ion and treatment can be funneled to local drug treatment agencies. 

The latter may provide direct services and also subsidize private drug treatment 

programs (see note 2). Drug addicts undergoing treatment may also be eligible' 

for social security grants as disabled persons. As a matter of fact, this proved 

a key source of funds for a "supported work" program for ex-offenders and ex

addicts in New York City (see "Wildcat" -- Chapter IV). 

Methods may include methadone maintenance -- especially for more advanced 

drug users -- or "drug-free" treatment. As with alcoholism, resources include 

• 

• 

• 

• 
detoxification centers, longer term residential programs, and out-patient treat- ;; 

mente There are se1f-help groups similar to Alcoholics Anonymous. An approach 

intermediate between residential and out~patient is the day treatment program. 

An example of this is described in Chapter IV. 

As with drinking problems, expertise is needed in identifying the drug 

dependent person, evaluating his drug use and his readiness for giving it up, 

and guiding the individual into.the most appropriate'available program. 

TASC. Drug dependence is susceptible to treatment, although success isi 

limited, depending on varying characteristics and circumstances of individuals. 

Three reports were found especially enlig~tening on this issue in the course 
It 

of this project. 

During the last few years ·a new federally funded (LEAA) program has been 

unde,rgoing extensive testing across the country. Its purpose is to identify 
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• 

• 

drug dependent persons immediatelyfoll owing arrest and arrange for di.agnostic 

and treatment services. Known as TASC*, this is a public .agency located 

administratively within the criminal justice system -- in some instances as a 

sped'al unit of the county probation department. It l~ecoTl1ll1ends arrestees for 

conditional pretrial release, pretrial diversion,and, ~'lhere prosecution 

proceeds, for probation conditioned on participation in rec,ormnended. treatment 

programs. 

This program· is described more fully in Volume 3; page'Sl; reference 

material and information sources also are cited for use in considering initia-

tion of a TASC program -- or using it as a model for alternative procedures and 

arrangements which a probation agency may wish to develop in relat'ion to evalu

ation and treatment of drug dependent clients. 

PsychopatholQgy 

l.'> 

Some defendants present the court with a challenge because of serious diffi~' 

culty in understanding their behavior, associated with indications that they may 
------

be dangerous to others or a source of public scandal. A comfortably well-off 

person is persistently involved in shoplifting. A well thought of, "substantial" 

family man is charged with sexual advances to a child. A person charged with 

assault has a history of uncontrollable rages and chronic assaults with little 

or no provocation. An individual is found time and again exhibiting himself in 

public. 

Criminal justice official s come to a sense of underst;anding much of the 

unlawful behavior they encounter. That is, given the bq,c.~iground and circumstances 

of the individual and perhaps the immediate circumstances! surrounding the crimes . ' 

* Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime 
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, 
the act, even if reprehensible, is not all that puzzling. But some cr.iminal 

behavior is grossly lIout of character~" bizarre, ,beyond the common man's under-

standing. It does not seem explainable by reference to economic conditions, 

family background, acculturation, or compelling provocation or temptation. 

Specialists in human behavior, such as psychologists.or psychiatrists, 

usually are able to put such behavior into a perspective which may render it 

more understandable. They may be able to make a reasonable judgment as to the 

prospect of repetition, although by no means an infallible one, or the probable -

effectiveness of some control or treatment measures. 

Again, concern here is not with the issue of whether-some condition should 

be treated as a mitigation of culpability. This involves legal issues outside 

the scope of this study. The focus here is on what the court -- and probation 

office, if involved -- should do once culpability is established and a particular 

sentence or some range of sentencing options determined. As with other kinds 

of problems, the need is for specialized assistance in imposing treatment 

conditions! determining sources of treatment and, if the defendant is to 

remain in the community, setting any special behavior limits and supervision 

level. 

Public or publicly subsidized mental health agencies are a standard 

source of such consultation as we11 as treatment in some cases. Private 

practitioners are often used, at court or probation expense, in the evaluation 

stage, and, where feasible, at the defendant's expense if treatment ensues. 

Some': probation agencies employ full-time cl inical psychologists, primari ly to 
,-

assist in evaluation and negotiation of treatment arrangements. 

Volunteer professional~i may be recruited to provide treatment services 

for probationers who cannot afford to pay for it and cannot receive servic~s 

from mental health agencies. Although an unlikely arrangf.IDlent for a misde-
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meanant probation agency, one alternative is direct treatment service by a 

probation officer with mental health experience and aided by consultation from 

a professional clinician. 

CONtact CENTER 

A recently developed r.~tional source of assistance in correctional program 

• planning and identification of resources for offender assistance is the American 

Correctional Association's National Offender Services CONtact CENTER. The center 

promises to send information directly to offenders or to agencies on a range of 

• treatment, training, and job placement resources and also to supply ~gencies 

Mith information on programs for offenders. Further information on this service 

::an be obtained from CONtact CENTER, P.O. Box 81826, Lincoln, Nebraska 68501. 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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CHAPTER IV 

ALTERNATIVES FOR HIGHER R1SK CASES 

Expansion of the use of alternatives to confinement entails taking 

some additional risks. As jailor other residential programs are used less, 

the proportion of ilmarginalll cases on probation or in other community programs 

increases. The court is necessarily concerned with how the behavior of mo~e 

unstable individuals is to be kept within acceptable limits. 

An houris attention a month from a probation officer looks like token 

community protection (or client protection) with some young persons involved in 

drug use, those who are out of school and unemployed, nomads B and persons with 

a history of repeated thefts or other crimes. 

Referrals can be made for educational or training progralns, job placement 

services, mental health or social services but often, with less motivated indi-

viduals, these do not lead to much. A program like community service ordinarily 

occupies the defendant only a few hours a week, and the immature, unskilled, 

poorly motivated person is not a particularly good candidate for this disposition. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

It is possible to gevelop programs -- not involving confinement -- which .. 

will assure that a high percentage of IImarginalll offenders will be kept con

structively occupied, will be exposed to treatment or training services, and 

will be kept in close contact with responsible agencies. 

There are several such p~ograms presently in operation, successfully 

handling sizeable numbers of offenders who otherwise ~ight be candidates for 

jailor prison. These p~ograms vary widely in the kinds of clients served, 

in progr'am content and structur.e, and in costs. They are. general'ly more costly 

than standard probation. but they are either much less or at least not appreciably 

more costly than jail. 
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Some examples are described in the following p.ages. In addition, alter-

, native models are presented of a concept that has been proposed but never, to 

our knowledge, implemented with adult offenders in the ways suggested here. 

Wildcat. Now in its fifth year, a successful "supported work" project 

in New York City has provided work experience and a chance to earn a living for 

hundreds of-offenders and, for many of them, a route to regular permanent 

employment. Originated and sponsored by the Vera Institute of Justice, the 

project goes fO\'1'lard under general management of a private non-profit corpora

tion, the Wildcat Service Corporation. Its objective is to provide employment 

(six months to about two years) which wili prepare the participants for "non

subsidized jobs in industry and government; and to do so through public service 
1 

activities useful to the community." 

This large scale p'rogram, about 1,200 participants presently, grew out of 
. 

Vera Institute experiments with supported work projects for ex-addicts during 

the early 1970·s. The Institute had identified low employability as a key 

• prob 1 em of persons who had begun to come to gri ps wi th add; ct, on. Unsolved" 

this problem could mean return to drugs and crime. If overcome, the former 

addict had a good chance of remaining drug-free and law-abiding. 

• In addition to former addicts, many of whom are on probation, the program 

accepts ex-offenders who are not necessarily drug dependent. This includes 

parolees, work releasees, and discharged prisoners from New York State and 

• City correctional institutions. Ma~y more referrals are made than can be. 

• 

• 

accommodated, but in its second year (1973-74) the p~ogram was able to accept 

three-fourths of the applicants. 

The program deals with a diffic:ua .. group -- most of tb.em w:i:th a hi.story 

of addictlon to hard drugs, frequ~nt arrests (aver,age of nine prior arrests 

and four convictions), limited education ('80~~ less than h,igb. school completion), 
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and poor or no work histories (a selection criterion was less than twelve 

months' employment out of the previous two years). 

• 

The project provides work, some on-the-job training, the support afforded • 

by a peer group, and limited social service assistance with emergency personal 

problems. In effeCt, it offers an "opportunity" rather than "treatment" in the 

customary sense. 

Given limited goals and the difficult challenge presented by its clientele, 

while perhaps not sensational in its achievements, the project was able to 

report a reduction in arrest rates, relatively little return to hard drug addlc

tion,* and advancement of 40% of participants to non-subsidized work within two 

years. As to arrests, 41% were arrested during the year before entry into the 

, program and 27% while in the first year of the program -- a 34% reduction. A 

control group showed a drop in arrests of only 8%. 

Most Wildcat work is performed by groups under crew supervisors selected 

from among participants. Projects ar~ undertaken for City agencies and for 

private non-profit agencies performing community services. Generally speaking, 

while badly needed by the agencies, the projects selected in early years would 

not otherwise have been carried out because of budget limitations. This has 

• 

• 

• 

• 

changed somewhat over time. For the most part, projects chosen have not entailed • 

skilled work, in view of the participants' limited training and experience. 

Examples include conservation and clean-up projects, messenger service, fabri

cation of street barriers, and some clerical projects. 

*' The project does not claim credit for this. Most participants continued in 
dr,ug treatment with other ,agencies whil e in the pr:ogram and their: good 
record in drug abstinence was only sl,ightly better than that of a control 
group not in Wildcat hut receiYi,ng drug treatment. 
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Project selection criteria serve to minimize objections fram organized 

city employees, unions, and contractors doing, business wi th. the city. There 

• has been litt.1e competition with these groups. At the same time the nature 

of the work does not justify pay levels which might make the program a sine

cure for participants. The objective is that, as they become ready, they will 

• 

• 

• 

• 

move out to regular employment. and the increased pay and opportunities this 

brings. 

Efforts are made to contract for a limited amount of more skilled work 

and for situations where a pay·ticipant would work as an individual in an agency 

rather than on one of the Wildcat work crews. These openings afford a transi

tion for participants from are sheltered, less demanding work situations to 

the ordinary world of work. 

During its first three years s Wildcat was heavily dependent on grants 

from foundations and federal agencies. It derived only 5% of its funds from 

contracts with the agencies served during fiscal year 1972-73. The latter 

had increased to 16% by fiscal year 1974-75 and has continued to go up, as 

demonstration project funding began to expire. Total funding peaked at $13 

mi 11 i on do 11 ars in 191'4-75, the 1 ast year for most of the grants. I t dropped 

• after- this and stands at $10.5 million for fiscal 1976-77. 

With an average of 1,150 enrollees, this comes to an average annual pro

gram cost of $9,130 per participant. Put in this way, the program would appear 

• costly. Actually. a cost-benefit study puts this figure in perspective~nd 

indicates that the pr,ogram is worth sl,ightly more to the community than it 
costs. The highlight figures are as fol10ws':* 

• * See pages 124 and 125';n report cited in Note 1. 
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Figure 3. "Wildcat" Costs and Benefits 

Per. Participant/Per Year: 

Value of work completed 
Reduced welfare costs 
Increased taxes paid 
Savings from crime reductiona 

Criminal justice system 
Crime victims 

Program costs 
Net value 
Cost-benefit ratio 

$6,838 
1,861 

364 

102 
248 

$9,413 

9,298b 

124 
1.01-

~ Estimated criminal justice costs per arrest in New York City $1,705. Arrest 
reductions = .06 per participant per year x $1,705 = $102. Ratio of identi
fiable victim costs to criminal justice costs estimated at 2.42 to 'I. 

. . 
~Average cost per participant was higher in ea\lier years than that currently 

estimated and mentioned earlier. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

TEP.* This was a program designed to test what might prove a less costly .-
2 

and possibly more effective alternative to Wildcat. The New York City (fed-

eral1y funded) Department of Employment funded this, with the City's Health 

Services Administration as the host agency. As with the original Wildcat pro-

gram, participants were drug addicts referred by agencies in which they were 

undergoing treatment. They were given jobs as community service aides, with a 

limit of one year guaranteed employment. They were assigned individually and 

scattered throughout the agency, rather than working in crews as with Wildcat. 

Their' supervisors knew of the';r drug addiction and were encouraged to help 

them benefit f\~om the opportunity. 

* Transitiona'l Employment Program. 
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• 
They performed a wide variety of duties: janitorial,.clerical, research 

assistance, pest extermination, and social service. Supervised work experience 

• and on-the-job training aimed at preparing them to find work by the end of the 

subsidized year. 

Preliminary evaluation showed no significant difference in results between 

tt this program and Wildcat. Identifiable costs ran about 6% lower, but chances 

are this difference would have disappeared if data on the overhead costs of the 

two city agencies had been taken into account.* 

• 

• 

• 

Project WORK.+ Differing in program content and administrative arrange-

ments is a pr~ject for young men under the supervision of the El Paso, Texas, 

Regional Probation Department. They would be similar to nWildcat ll participants 

except that few of them are former hard drug addicts. This is a full-time voca-" 

tional training and education program for young unemployed probationers who 

lack job skills, usually are not well motivated, and probably would quit or 
3 

be expelled from programs serving the general public. 

Prospective trainees are initially selected by probation staff, then re

ferred to a private (non-profit) employment counseling and placement agency 

which specializes in placing people with limited education and work experience. 

• The agency does vocational assessment and guidance, provides training in job 

• 

• 

• 

search techniques, makes job referrals and placements, and, where needed, pro

vides supportive ~unSeling for young workers getting established in their 
\ 

first job. '( 

Some probation~ referrals are placed in jobs, but most. go to the train

ing program. Training ',. is offered in rough carpentry, welding, and auto service 

* Page 140, report cited in note 1. 

+ Willingness, OpportunHy, Reward, Knowledge. 
1 
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and repair. Special classes also are available to prepare students to pass 

high-school equivalency examinations. 

Program capacity is 50, and average training time is si~ months. The 

placement agency assists graduates in finding work. During the first year 

(1974) about eight out of ten of those leaving the program had completed a 

course; the others were washed out, quit, absconded, or were dropped as a 

result of probation violation. Data on job placements were not available, but 

we understand that most of the graduates were employed, if not always in line 

with the training received. 

In this instance an aggressive probation department took the initiative 

for getting the program started and continues to serve as the coordinating 

force. The deputy chief probation officer functions as an informal overseer 

of the program and maintains close liaison with participating agencies. Proba

tion officers supply day-too·day supportive counseling to trainees in relation 

to behavior problems, motivational needs, and personal, problems that may hamper 

participation~ They collaborate with vocational rehabilitation counselors, 

who are in a position to provide maintenance support funds in some cases, 

purchase tools needed to take certain jobs, and purchase or arrange 'for free 

medical or psychological services. 

Cooperation of several state and local agencies was gained in establish

ing and maintaining the program. The Texas Education Agency provides supplies 

and equipment. The El Paso schcol district assigns the instructors (from its 

adult education program). The Texas Rehabilitation Commission pays for pro

gram costs of those trainees who are found eligible for vocational rehabilita

tion services (a substantial proportion); this takes care of rent for the 

sizeabl e buil ding which houses the program. The screening and ancillary ser

vices of the private employment agency were previously described. 
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Full cost data for this program were not available but available 

estimates indicate per client cost (assuming average si.x month stay) of 

.. about $700. 

Project Intercept. This San Jose, California, pretrial diversion 

program for misdemeanants is described in Volume 3, Chapter 3. The program 

• is used for sel ected probationers as well as defendants chosen for deferred 

prosecution. Briefly, it includes psychological and vocational assessment, 

educational and occupational guidance, tutoring for functional illiterates and 

• 

• 

• 

candidates for high-school equivalency certificates, and supportive social 

services, including limited financial help, in some cases to aid clients in 

education or training programs or those getting started as fledgling workers. 

Referrals for services not supplied directly are made to other community 

agencies. Advanced education and vocational training are available at the 

local community college. 

Program costs per enrollee (three-month average stay) were running at 

$488 in 1975-76. 

Day Treatment. This is a concept which emerged after World War II as 

an adjunct to residential care and treatment programs for mentally ill persons. 

• In a way, it is the reverse of such a correctional program as work release --

• 

• 

• 

where the individual goes to the community during the work day and return.s to 

the i nsti,tuti on ni ghts and weekends. In day treatment, the mental health patient 

lived at home, but spent most of the work week in a hospital-based program of 

occupational, recreation~l, and other forms of therapy. 

The idea was first applied in corrections at the juvenile level with such 

pl"ograms as lithe Provo experiment ll in Utah and "Essexfields il in New JerseY. 

These programs served as a substitute for training schoo1 corranitment. They en'" 
.. 

ga:ged the youths in dally programs of work, recreation, and, group counsel ing. 
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More recently this approach has been adapted to drug dependency treatment. 

There are many examples across the country. Project staff visited one in Baton 

Rouge, Louisiana, operated by a private corrections agency, the Community Cor
s 

recti on and Rehabilitation Center. 

This project is designed to serve up to 30 persons. Not all are present 

at the same time, and actually IIday treatmentJl is a misnomer for some partici-

pant~. These are clients who work during the day time and take part in center 

activities during the evening. 

At the time of our visit there were 22 active enrollees. Seven were un-

employed and were at the center from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Monday through 

Friday. Nine were employed full time and attended at night. Six were working 

part-time and had individually arranged,schedules for center attendance. 

The two-man staff provided coverage from 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. They 

did not carry the full burden of services. The agency (which operated several 

corrections programs) had a psychologist-diagnostician, educational coordinator, 

a vocational rehabilitation counselor (out-stationed from the state agency), 

employment placement officers, and maintenance and other staff who could be 

drawn on for particular services, to lead discussion groups, or to supervise 

work performed by the full-time (unemployed) clients. Volunteers also were 

used. Were the program fully self-contained and without volunteers, it appeared 

that a staff of at least four persons would have been needed. A sizeable facility 

also would be necessary, although arrangements might be made to conduct the 

program within such a center as a YMCA. A reasonable annual bU,dget figure for 

such a program (assuming it had to rent and equip a facility) would be about 

$80,,000. If it operates at capacity (30), daily cost per client would be 

$7.30 or less than half the cost of a drug-free residential treatment program --
6 

,$17.13. 
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• 
The program itself was rather broad and flexible, combini.ng a mix of 

individual and group activittes. Content and methods varied with the changing 

• composition of the participant group and the special needs and interests of 

individuals. The goals were to keep people constructively occupied (study, 

work projects, recreation, counseling, discussion groups); to deal with various 

• 

• 

• 

specific needs (as through programmed educational courses, guided reading, 

tutoring, occupational counseling, job placement); and, primarily, to help 

people examine, understand, and cope with their dependence on drugs. The 

latter objective was addressed most directly through frequent group discussion 

sessions, led by staff, volunte~rs, or by participants themselves. Frequent 

urinalyses were used as a control measure. 

In many ways the program was similar to that of residential drug treatment 

programs of the "therapeutic community" type -- where the central motif is 

"group self-help." It is less intensive and for this reason may be more 

effective for some persons than residential treatment. At the same time it 

• provides a transitional experience for some who have undergone residential 

• 

treatment and can return to community living only if supported by a compara

tively intensive follow-up program. 

A day treatment program is not useful at the acute stage of drug detoxi

fication -- which calls for medicaliy supervised care. It is not effective 

with a person who is not ready to make a genuine effort to give up drugs or 

.. one who is so seriously addicted that he can refrain from use only in a 

• 

• 

confinement setting. 

As with any group prylgram, there. is the risk that participants will re

inforce one another1s problems or anti-social attitudes, rather than benefit. 

Success is heavily dependent on the personal qualities of staff. 'The tasks of 

building and maintaining esprit de corps and a socially acceptable orientation 
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are affected by the composition of the participant group and changes in this 

as turnover occurs. For this reason program staff should participate in the 

case selection process and in timing the entry and discharge of participants. 

Early experience indicated that participants who did best in the pr,ogram 

were those who had become disillusioned with a drug user way of life and were 

near desperation in the search for something better. Often their motivation 

occurred in connection with a serious crisis -- examples being thp. prospect of 

a prison sentence, a serious health problem, and marriage failurev 

"High Structure" Individual Programs. Surveillance in probation and 

parole has been criticized as of little positive value and an impediment to the 

"helping" aspect of these progr'ams. As ordinarily practiced it probably does 

not serve as a significant factor in crime control. To play both policeman and 

social worker roles toward the same individual is no easy undertaking for most 

people who come into parole or probation. It is probably even more difficult 

for most clients to accept the fact that a probation officer who,is "spying 
7 

on" them is really interested in helpin!J them with their problems. 

Some agencies have seen fit to dichotomize the two functions, with some 

staff handling investigative and surveillance tasks and others concentrating 

on services. Others have, in practice, pretty well dropped surveillance in 
, a 

favor of devoting staff time to assisting clients with their problems. 

Robert Martinson has suggested that surveillance be given a "second chance" 
9 , 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

by providing, in se.lected cases, for near total surveillance. Law enforcement • 

and intelligence agencies occasionally resort to this expensive pr,actic.e; it is 

alien to community corre¢;t\io~'s (parole, probation) although not to inst'itutional 

corrections and, to a lesser extent, such hybrid programs as work 'release. When 

Massachusetts closed most of 'its state juveni'le institutions, many of the released 

youngsters were placed temporarily in "one-to-one" situations with volunteer 
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• 
"advocates. 1I This resulted in quite extensive surveillance~ but the advocate's 

role was defined more as one of offering sympathy and help than of simply over
-10 

• seeing the individual's behavior. S.·nilarly, the Superior Court in Washington, 

).C., has a pre-adjudication status for juveniles known as IIhorne detention. II 

Juveniies against whom complaints are filed and who are awaiting court disposi-

• tion may be accorded this status in lieu of detention. They may remain at home 

but their activities and mobility are restricted and a prob~tion officer verifies 
11 

• 

• 

• 

• 

their whereabouts as often as three times a day. 

It is possible to conceptualize a model program for adult probationers or 

parolees which could be adapted to local conditions and tried out in a juris

diction wishing to pioneer an alternative to incarceration. The problem of 

possible lIover-reachll would be an ever-present one. That is, neither from 

humanitarian or civil rights standpoints nor considerations of cost effective

ness should such a method be employed, except in cases (and for durations) 

where it is demonstrable that the defendant would be jailed or imprisoned in 

the absence of this alternative. 

The MOdels.o The nearest approach to. cast-effective models, in our present 

(necessarily tentative) judgment, would be as follows: 

A. (Treatment/surveillance model) A special probation unit is established 

to supervise an average of 50 clients with an average stay in the program of 

four months. Staff includes one supervisor, one senior journeyman, a clerk, 

• and ftve surveillance officers. The latter would provide la-hour coverage of 

• 

• 

"the field ll seven days a week, with two officers on duty about orie-third of the 

time and a total of 178 hours of surveillance a week. This would allow an average 

Jer case .of about 30 minutes a day or more than ~ hours a week surveillance 

lctivity -- direct observation of the client 3 telephone contacts with -him, 

~stablishing and checking with information sources. This amount of surveillance 
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time per case would represent ten times the amount of attention for all purposes 
12 

which the average probationer receives in most jurisdictions currently. 

The supervisor and journeyman probation officer would share the total 

caseload on a one (for supervisor) to two basis. They would handle intake 

(total of about three new cases a week) and provide ongoing services as needed. 

'. 
• 

The probationers would function under individually specified conditions' • 

and would be required to develop and up-date schedules to reflect the nature of 

their activities and their probable whereabouts and associates for each waking 

hour (or blocks of hours if a given activity extends beyond an hour). They would 

have to phone in any significant changes. In other words, the agency should know 

what they are doing and how to get in touch with them at any time during ,the week. 
" 

Where this information could not be provided through a schedule and occasional 

advance telephone notice, they would be required to phone in with some speci

fied frequency (e.g., every hours two hours, etc.) to advise as to their where-

abouts, activities, and companions, if any. 

The function of surveillance staff would be comparable to a "quality con

trol ll operation -- determining the evident reliability of client information 

and investigating known or suspected falsifications or cover-ups. In the process, 

they would also look into client performance (such as at work, in school or 

training, or at home or in the community generally). They would arrange with 

law enforcement agencies for immediate notification of any arrests. 

The intake process would include evaluation" guidance, and referral ar

rangements to nelp clients develop plans and schedules which would serve. t9 

keep them constructively busy and, as needed, engaged at least part of the time 

• 

• 

• 

• 
_ .. <'.'; 

in improvi,ng their vocatioi1al and social skills or working thro,ugh such;personal ." 

problems as alcohol or dr,rig.A~.!pendence, family conflicts, inability to manage 

financial affairs, etc. 
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The unit would have funds to purchas,e consultation s.ervices where needed 

in evaluation and guidance; to subsidize, where necessary, treatment or train· 

.' ing services; and to make emergency subsistence grants or loans to cl i ents who 

are or become stranded. 

Ongoing supervision would be a matter of supportive counseling or further 

• gui'dance and referral as needed. Sun:eillance reports wou'/d be used as a source 

of clues to a need for counseling or for time or activity changes in the indivi

dual's agreed upon schedule. 

• 

• 

• 

Any new arrest, absconding, major or recurrent minor violation of condi-

tions would be reported by surveillance officers directly to the court or, if 

desired, to an intermediate official ~- such as the chief probation officer. 

Where the supervisor or journeman had additional information, or wished to make 

a recommendation, they would file separate reports. If reports go to the chief, 

it would be up to him (under court guidelines) to determine when· to present the 

matter to the judge and what action to recommend. 

It is unlikely that many individuals could endure this kind of program 

much more than si x months, and the recommended pol icy woul d be to excl ude th,ose 

who would appear to need a longer period of such tight control. With a probable 

• "drop-out" or fi'\ilUi"e rate of 20 to 30% in the first couple of months and some 

early advancements to routine supervision or discharge, a normal maximum of 

si x months shoul,d result in an average stay of about four months for those 

• accepted into the program. 'Thus an average active caseload of 50 would be 

rna inta i ned wi th an intake of 150 a year. 

B. (Surveillance Model). This woul:d differ from the model described 

.' above in two respects. {1} Case evaluation and counseling serv'ices would be 

minimal, anti no subsidies or service pruchase would be involved; clients would 
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• 
be gi.ven information about community resources, but it would be up to them 

to make their own arrangements. (2) At the same time the amount of surve1llance 

would be doubled. ·e 
Staff would include a journeyman probation officer, half-time clerk and 

ten surveillance officers. AVerage available surveillance time per client 

would be increased from 30 minutes to about an hour a day or more than 7 hours 

a week. It is estimated that the average daily cost per client for Model A 
13 

would be $7,,35 and for Moclel B $9.27. 

Comparative Costs 

It is of interest to compare cost figures for these alternatives and also 

to relate them to costs of jail and alte~native residential programs, specifically 

• 

• 

half-way houses, whose res'idents are prisoners in work release status. This is • 

treated briefly and simply here. More detailed and refined cost comparisons for 

a wide range of diversionary and post-sentence programs will be found in 

Chapter IIi, Volume 5. 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Figure.4. Costs of High Structure Programs 

Type of Facility or Program Average Daily CO$t Per Participant 

Jail $19.29 
Half-way House Aa 19.57 
Half-way House sb 13.65 
Wildcat o ($14.52)c 
Project WORK 5.38 
Intercept 7.75 
Day Treatment 7.30 
Surveillance 

Model A 7.35 
Model B 9.27 

aA facility staffed to provide counseling, tutoring, training and 
job placen~nt services. 

bA facility providing minimal service--comparable to those in an 
average jail. 

cThe $14.52 figure r'epresents all expenditures for the program. If 
allowances are made for value of work performed and other benefits 2 

the true cost is zero. 
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CHAPTER V 

ALTERNATIVE CONFINEMENT PRACTICES 

An alternative to use of a jail for sentenced misdemeanants is commitment 

or transfer to a facility with minimum physical constraints and a rehabilitation 

orientation; that is, where there are activities and services to aid prisoners 

in solving "crime-related" problems and getting re-established in the community. 

There are hundreds of settings across the count~which might loosely fit this 

description and which are used for sentenced misdemeanants (and at times felons 

also). ~ome of these are minimally staffed, have comparatively high populations 

(over 100), lack resources for constructive activity, and are primarily custodial 

in character. While less costly to build and operate and usually less physically 

oppressive than jails, they represent only a modest improvement over traditional 

jailing. 

This class of institutions includes prison farms, forestry camps, and 

places variously called rehabilitation centers or correctional institutions. 

Most of those used for misdemeanants are managed by sheriff's departments, 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

although some state correctional departmens operate such faci1itiep for misde- .' 

meanants -- or accept local misdemeanants under a contractual arrangement in 
1 

camps established for minimum custody felony prisoners. Local corrections 

agencies, including county probation departments also may administer institu

tions in this class. 

Some such institutions, in addition to work activities, offer educational 

and vocational classes or tutoring programs, o,rganiied recreation, counseling 

services, and prerelease assistance. Some of the prisoners may be in work or 

study release programs and furloughs may be used extensively. 
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• 

• 

It was beyond the scope of this project to go into matters of correctional 
2 

institution design and program. Other studies have dealt with these subjects. 

Our interest has been lim1ted to identifying and studying alternatives to in

carceration. Reference to various fac11itites currently used for sentenced 

misdemeanants is included, however. to help put certain alternative practices 

into context. These alternatives have to do primarily with the offender's legal 

status and involve modifications of incarceration as it has been traditionally 

practiced. They include: 

1. "Voluntary" confinement 

2. "Partial" confinement 

3. Sentence modification 

4. Transitional services 

Following dicussion of the two non-traditional forms of confinement, types 

of facilities often associated with these will be described and illustrated. 

The third set of practices will be taken up in Chapter VI along with transi-

'. tiona1 services. 

• 

• 

"Voluntaryll Confinement 

This term does not enjoy currency in the correctional field, such as it 

does in mental health, nor is the practice quite comparable legally'. So long 

as the quotations marks are used, it is loosely descriptive of a set of practices 

which represent alternatives to ordinary jail sentences. 

Typically, commitments in this class are in the nature of special conditions 

of diversion, suspended sentence, or probation. Prosecution or a prison or ja'~l 

sentence is withheld or suspended on the condition that the individual under-

• take some effort at rehabilitation. in a designated residential program (or 

designated type of program, with the specific facility to be determined 
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between the defendant and the probation or diversion agency). Since the 

alternative is jailor prison, the voluntariness on the defendant's part is 

• 

usually questionable. But the case study leading to the disposition ordinarily • 

includes an assessment of the defendant's apparent willingness to try to resolve 

his crime-related problem. The court has reason to assume a desire for treat-

ment on the defendant's part. 

Voluntary participation ordinarily is involved, in t.he sense that the 

treatment facility is not physically secure and in time, if not from the outset, 

confinement is not total; residents in most of these facilities come and go 

daily to work, school, and other approved community activities. Privileges 

may include weekend and at times more extended furloughs for home visits. There 

is usually also a voluntary aspect to the specific activities and services in 

which the resident participates; although unless he becomes involved in some 

way in the program, he may be removed and subjected to court sanctions. 

Any of several types of facilities may be used, depending on the nature 

of ~he "crime-related" problem(s) to be addressed~ TypicallYJ these include 

alcoholism, drug addiction, some emotional disturbance or psychopathology. 

"Voluntary" confinement may also be used for youthful offenders or more mature 

first offenders. Here the problem may not so much involve a need for some 

specific remediation services -- as a judgment that a jailor prison experience 

might endanger the individual or be a prelude to ~Cglriminal career. 

First Consideration. Whatever the reason for such commitments, the assump

tion here is that a period of confinement is necessary in the case -- as a 

matter of satisfying jU~itice, sanctioning violation of some lesser penalty, or 

protecing the conmunity from dangerous or repetitious criminal acts. Such 

commitments may be used as a matter of protecting an individual frQrn his own 
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• 

• 

• 

"self-destructiv~ proclivities" -- but it is questionable if this practice 

fits within the mission of the criminal justic~ system. 

In any event, as with any alternat'ive discussed in these publications, 

this type of commitment should not be used without full justification and 

clear purpose. This is even more the case here than with less restrictive 

alternatives. This one is much more costly for both the community and the 
~ 

defendant. While it represents an improvement in many respects over jailing, 

it still involves the common hazards of confinement of any sort: reinforcement 

or inculcation of loyalty ties among chronic offenders (which can lead toward 

as well as away from further crime); and reinforcement of dependency an arti

ficial structure in order to survive or conform to some behavior standard. 

Partial Confinement 

"Partial" confinement differs from "voluntary·' in that the sentence is to 

incarceration, whereas, by our arbitrary definition, "voluntary" confinement is 

a condition agreed to by a person whose legal status is diversion, probation,. 

or IIsuspended sentence."* Incarceration, in the case of partial confinement~ 

differs from traditional custody in that the offender 15 confined only part of 

the time and enjoys freedom to go about the community part of the time. The 

practice takes three forms: furlough; intermittent (e.g., '·week~'~dll) sentences; 

and work or study release. 

Furloughs. A furlough is an authoriz~d absence from confinement for a 

specific purpose, usually set forth in the authorizing statute, and ordinarily 

for periods ranging from a few hours to a few days. Common purposes are to 

attend a. funeral or visit a seriously ill relative; a short (e.g., over~ight or 

• weekend) family visit in lieu of visits at the jailor prison; to seek employment; 
. ~ 

I) 

*Admittedlys applyl.ng these definitions at times amounts to splitting hairs, 
since practices usually run along a continuum from truly voluntary ~o clearly 
involuntary commitments. . 
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to engage in some community service (e.g., repairing the harne,of an elderly 

welfare client or facilities for a children's summer camp); or to attend 

some community event: recreational, cuitural, political, etc. 

Furlough decisions ordinarily are made by corrections officials rather 

than the court. Furloughs represent an amelioration of confinement, modifying 

the penalty somewhat. They can contribute to maintenance of family ties and 

to successful preparation for release. From rather extensive ,data on state and 

federal furlough programs, the community risk factor'appears to be ve~y low. 

A furlough program requires staff time for such tasks as screening inmates 

for reliability; verifying the facts relating to the purpose of the visit; and 

liaison with community agencies invovled in community service or "events" 

furloughs. In some instances furloughs may be of a modified sort -- as where 

a staff member or volunteer escorts a group to a community event or supervises 

a party of inmate volunteers engaged in a community service project. Persons 

on furlough to visit their families or seek employment may also be subject to 

some measure of surveillance by police or parole/probation agencies while in 

the community. 

Organized programs and extensive use of furloughs are more common in state 

and federal prisons than in local jails for two rea~ons. (1) Furloughs are 

considered more crucial for long-term inmates than for most jail prisoners who 

may be serving only a few days or weeks. (2) State and federal prisons are 

II geat'ed Up" for the tasks i nvol ved in carrying on a furlough program. The ; nvest; ~ 

gations and other aspects of decision-making can be integrated with the relatively 

elaborate mechanism used in making many other decisions about inmates. State 

arid federal 'institutions rer}ort extremely' high rates of success in use of fur

loughs -- that is, substantial numbers of prisoners furloughed .and very few 
3 

failures to return or instances of criminal behavior while in the community. 
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• 
Many jai 15 are ill-prepared to absorb this kind of workload, but. gi yen 

a reasonably well-staffed classification system, a jail could undertake such a 

ft program. Small jails should be able to handle it without special st.aff, since 

most locally sentenced prisoners wo~ld be or could quickly become known to the 

jailer. 

• 

• 

• 

One untried notion -- so far as project staff knows -- wouJd be to combine 

a furlough program with a weekend jail sentence program. Assuming the nurrbers 

were comparable, this could E!liminate one of the drawbacks of weekend sentences: 

the necessity to construct and maintain costly jail space to acconmodate IIweek

enders. 1f In other words, they would occupy space vacated over the weekend by 

regular inmates who are furloughed. 

Another possibility would be to combine weekend furloughs with a work 

release program for selected inmates housed in a special facility. The occa

sional inmate forfeiting a furlough could be moved for the weekend to a "seven

dayll institution. The special facility could be closed on weekends and operate 

4t with a five-day instead of seven-day staff -- with quite sizeable savings in 

• 

personnel costs. This ~,r.actice is sometimes followed by residential tr£\atment 

programs for disturbed youths. 

Weekend Sentences. This disposition can be helpful to the offender in 

terms of both the opportunity to work and to spend time with his family. For 

the taxpayer such sentences are questionable since they require the availability 

• of expensive confinement space, supervision, meals, etc. for people who probably 

• 

• 

are no threat to the community. A requirement o.f community service or weekend 

public work for the community might be a better alternative. 

One of the intangible costs of weekend sentences is the absence of arlY 

program for the prisoners. Often they simply sit around idly,. gossiping, 

watching television, ~laying cards, and in general acquiring a cynical View of 
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the system. There are exceptions. In Washington, D.C., it is usually possible 

to accorrmodate IIweekenders ll in an oversized work release center operated by the 

Department of Corrections. At the same time they can be put to work at badly 

needed yard and facility maintenance tasks. The value of work accomplished 

offsets care/custody costs; the problem of idleness is minimized; and the 

offenders are housed in a more benign and less costly setting than the high-
4 

security jail. 

Work Release. This practice is so widespread as not to require extensive 

discussion here. Benefits are obvious, both monetary and intangible. The 

punitive aspect -- night and weekend confinement -- is clear enough. One of 

the basic issues in use of work t'elease relates to the criminal justice objec- . 

tive of lIincapacitation. 1I In this respect it. stands midway between parole or 

probation and ~4-hour confinement. There are greater temptations and more 

opportunities to escape or commit new crimes than are associated with even 

minimum custody confinement. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Work release tends to involve rather frequent instances of nuisance behavior • 

such as curfew violations and drinking or unauthorized visits during the course 

of the day. It is not unus ua 1 for a fourth or more of pri soners selected for 

work release to abscond or be removed from the program for cause. The frequency .. 

with which work releasees become involved in s~rious crime varies extensively, 

but this is reported to be quite low for the majority of programs on which 
5 

organized data exist. 

Several factors enter into the incidence of escape, rules violations, and 

new offenses: criteria and care used in case selection; constraints, if any, 

as to work sites; transportation arrangements; nature and extent of servit;es 
. 0' 

such as surveillance and supportive counseling; level and consistency of rules 

enforcement. 
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• 
A member of the project staff, Walter H. Busher, conducted a national 

study of local work release programs in 1972 and prepared a report containing 

4t guidelines in this area. Copies are available from the U.S. Government Printing 

Office (Ordering Time to Serve'Prisoners, LEAA, June, 1973). 

• 

• 

• 

A work release program has much to recommend it whe~e a substantial number 

of misdemeanants are sentenced to jail terms -- especially, in terms of more than 
" a few days. Where ver¥ extensive use is made of non-confinement alternatives, 

however, the number sent to jail who would be suitable for work release would 

be diminished. Suitability of course includes employability (including ability 

to get one's own job if the program does not include employment placement service); 

it also includes the necessity of evidence that the offender \'lOuld not promptly 

abscond or otherwise get into trouble through new crimes or rules vio1ations. 

Something of an alternative to work release is parole or some other form 

of early release from jail to supervised status in the community. That is, 

extensive use of these programs wil'l reduce and might almost eliminate the 

• need for work release. This is pursued further below. 

Work release programs, wherever possible, should be housed in special 

facilities, which need not have costly security features. This is dealt with 

• further in the section below on non-traditional facilities. 

'Study Release. This of course, is a variant of the furlough or of work 

release. It involves a prisoner's attendance at some educational or vocational 

• program in the community -- usually unescorted. The program could be anything 

from an institute lasting a few hours to a full course of study in a 2-year 

or 4-year college. 

• 

• 

Operationally t study release is similar to work release -- except that 

selection criteria and procedures and community contacts relate to the world 

of education and training for work rather than to employment directly. 
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A major di f1'si"'ence is in costs. Where work rel ease benefi ts may offset 

jail costs in the immediate present, the benefits of study release. where 

realized, are long run -- that is. a more satisfied and skilled worker, 

diverted from a possible criminal career. In-the short run p study release adds 

significantly to the cost of jailing. The added burden usually does not fall 

on the criminal justice system. The offender or his family may pay the costs 

of the educational program. In many instances wark-study plans are arranged or 

scholarships may be earned. Some offenders may be eligible for vocational 

rehabilitation services, Veterans' benefits, or various Labor Department funded 

training services -- and stuqy program costs may be borne by these sources. 

Typically, study release is not isolated from work release. That is, 

residents of the same facility may be engaged in either or both of these 

programs simultaneously and the same staff handles screening, community lia'ison~ 

supervision, and other necessary tasks. 

Non-Traditional Facilities 

One difference, in terms of our definitions, between "partial II and "voluntari' 

confinement is that the former may occur in a multi-purpose detention o~ correc~ 

tional institution -- that is, a jailor other custodial facility which houses 

prisoners awaiting trial or sentenced prisoners who are held in traditional 24-

hour custody. Furloughs, work and study ~elease, and weekend confinement are 

components of a comprehensive program of custody, care, and rehabilitation. 

Persons under yoluntarl confinement, by our definition, would be housed 

only in non-correctional facilities or in correctional settings specializing in 

work or study release or other' forms of conmunity-based treatment. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

'. 
• 

• 

There are two general cl asses of fadl ities used in connection with these • 

alternative practices. One includes various care and treatment sett.ings, 

usually operated by non-criminal justice agencies, 'and specializing in work 
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with such categories of persons as alcoholics and drug addicts; many if not 

most residents are not under legal restraint. The other type of facility is 

a hal fway house or community correctional center for persons whO" are under 

sentence or some other form of court control as a result of a criminal charge. 

Many of these are operated by public correctional agencies; even those which are 

privately managed are dependent on financial support and case referrals from 

criminal justice. 

Specialized Treatment Facilities. These include hospitals, detoxification 

centers, and various kinds of residential treatment or IIrecoveryll centers for 

people suffering from social, mental, and serious vocational handicaps. Gener

ally speaking, these facilties lie outside the criminal justice system and 

serve a mixture of clients -- true IIvoluntariesll and civil commitments as well 

... as some persons under a penal sentence or suspended senten~e. They serve 

mostly alcoholics, other drug dependent persons, the mentally ill and mentally 

v'etarded. There are also some residential facilities oprated by or under 

.. contract with state vocational rehabilitation agencies; clients often suffer 

from a mix of problems, but the program focus is on trying to help them prepare 

for jobs and careers, treatment of physical or mental health problems being 

.. incidental to this. 

.' 

.. 

.. 
~. ' 

Correctional systems may operate special facilities or programs to deal 

with these problems. Generally speaking, these serve federal or state felony 

prisoners, not local misdemeanants. In some jurisdictions this may also include 

persons who are civilly committed to corrections in connection with d~ug addic

'tion or psychopathology. 

Many prisoners in these systems are alcoholic, drug dependent, borderline 

psychotics, IIsexually dangerous offenders, II or moderately retarded and for these 

or other reasons vocationally handicapped. Rather than IIwarehousell them until 
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,they'" serve out their sentences, some correctional .agenc:les attempt to provide 
"! :/ 

\, specialized rehabil itative services for them either in separate ,institutions 
. -~. , 

or in special programs within multipurpose correctional institutions. 

Few lotal jails or correctional systems are in a position to, .. parallel 

the extensive efforts along this line of the federal orJa,rge state correctional 
, 

systems, although many jails de have some specialized services. There is less 

reason for such programs in jails since offenders with these problems who, in 

justice, do not merit a lengthy prison commitment might better be provided for 

in non-criminal justice facinties and programs. 

Sources of information about programs and facilities for alcoholics, 

drug addicts, mentally ill, and vocationally handicapped persons were reviewed 

in Chapter Ill. 

'Effectiveness. The question arises in relation to Use of' such programs 

with seriously handicapped people: How effective are they? Som~ of the 
.. 

references cited in Chapter III provide information on soccess/failurerates ' 

of various- kinds of programs. It -is not eas,x to generalize from this. That 

is, many alcoholics, drug addicts, mentally ill persons, and so on succeed in, 
',' 'I \ , 

coming to grips with their problems and go on toleidnormal lives. Whether a " 

specific program will help a particular individual to accomplish this at a 

given point ;0 time is always speculative, although experienced. clinicians may 

be able to offer a reliable prognosis in some cases. From a humanitarian stand-
" ~. 

point the odds favor trying such 'a-program, where the alternative is a jail (, 
I 

sentence ( for which the track record iscerta~nlYrlo betted. There is also 

the long-run consideration that we need to continue t~Y,i,ngto"d~veioP' test, 

and make optiI!la,J use of measures which not only help individu(ils butt~ach us 

more about the nature and source of human problems, associated with crlmina1 

behavior. 
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less Special iied Fadl ities •. One type of res.idelntial facility falls more 
/, 

clearly wfthb the criminal justice system'-- even t~OUg'h i't is. often operated 

by a private agency. The most common. designation fOl~ these is IIhalf-way house," 

although the terms "residential treatment centerll o~ IIcommun1ty correctional 
.. 

'.1 

centerll also are frequently used. With occasional l.axceptions these are used .;.~ . 

for persons who are under sentence. For example, (It period of residence in such 

a center may be a condition of probation. Often the facility also houses 

parolees or probat~oners charged with technical violations and committed to or 
1\ 

allowed to move into the center in lieu ~f retur~n or commitment to jailor ' < 

prison. Other residents may be under a jailor prison sentence, but transferred 

to the center in work or study release status. 

Size of these facilities var-i'~s, but most serve populatio(ls between 15 and.· 
• ,..' -.:~,'.t. , 

• 30. The maximum stay often is six months, with average stay, including those 

removed early for "cause ll or other reasons, running about three m9nths. 

Programs vary. Some are IItreatment-ot'; ented" and seek to modi fy <itti tudes 
.; :! 

." of residents and teach them (e.g., through various ther~apeut1icorbeha'ljor modi-

• 

• 

• 

/ 

fication techniques) to change some of their habitualactivi'ties, ways of dealing 

with people, or approach to solving day-to-day problems. Others are more modest 

in their goals. They provide help in finding work or enrolling in educational 

or vocational courses and counseling aimed at helping them ma·ke decisions or 

resolve problems which arise in connection with the program. 

Some center's may provide tutoring services or o,rganized educational classes 

as well as counseling. Some may provide no direct services but help arrange 

these through referral to other community agencies. Stilt,o,thers "~ke noprovi'sion 

for services, leaving the resident to make his own \'1ay and simply affordi,ng him a 

decent place to stay until he is free to return home or establish himself independ

ently in the community. 
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"Auspi,ces. Facilities in this class are operacted by the Federal Bureau of 

Prisons, by many state correctiQnal systems, by pl~obation or parole agencies, 

occasionally by sheriff's or local corrections depa.rtments, or by private non

profit agencies. The last named have certain advantages -- greater flexibility 'in 

,; opera~ions and staffing, often a closer identity with non-criminal justice resource 

agencies, and greater ease in establ ishing \"'apport with resi.dents. At the same.· 

time they exist precariously, dep\~nding on privat,e donatioris, federal grants, 

occasional purchase of service contracts with public correctional agencies, and, 

at times quite heavily, on self-support payments by residents who are working. 

Private vs. Public. The spread of privately operated half;'lf/ay houses for 
- i~ 

public offenders is to be encouraged. The fact that thei~e are sponsored by ., 

boards of local citizens clearly identifies them as community-based programs. 

• 

• 

• 

Private citizens have elected to become involved in the task of reconciling the • 

offender and his community. 

Private programs avoid many of the strictures which attend administration 

of pub~ic agencies. They are free to innovate, have fewer constraints on hiring .. 

standa'rds and practi ces, and tend to attract people wi th a genui ne i nperest in 

helping offenders. Tied more closely to the community and not clearly part of 

lithe astablishment," they often are more effective not only in relating to 

, program participants but in garnering jobs, training opportunities~ and various 

services for them. The same consideration should assist with the difficult 

problem of avoiding ejection or bars to establishment of such a facility in a 

community. 

But it has become increasingly.difficult, indeed often impossible, to 

maintain such programs on the basis of private donations, volunteer services, 

and resident self-support payments. Even with a modest program and marginally 

acceptable facility, costs are high and must be spread over a comparat'ive handful 
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of residents. Federal grants usually are for demonstration purposes -- or they 

may come from programs whlch come af'ld go with changes in Co.ngress or the federal 

executive. The only assurance of viability for these pr,ograms is subsidization 

by the public correctional agencies which place offenders in them. This need not 

be total subsidy, but should cover all costs until a resident is employed and 

able to start self-support paym~nts. rt should finance the daily maintenance of 

those placed in the facility in other than work release status -- such as those in 

study release or those undergoing a per'fod of treatment before they may be ready 

to seek employment. Also needed, where a new facility is to be established, ar,e 

.• start-up funds to cover such items as remodeling or refurbishing the facility; 

down payment if purchase rather than lease is intendend; furniture and other 

equipment; initial supplies; and staff costs during planning, training, and 

• initial'operations stages. 

Public correctional agencies often elect not to become involved in such. 

subsidization. They may choose to operate work or study release programs out of 

• more traditional mUlti-purpose institutions, such as 'the jail or prison farm. 

• 

• 

• 

This is not a good practice, but it may be the only available expedient, given 
s 

budget contraints. ' 

The sheriff, probation office, or local corrections agency may wish to 

operate its own ha·lf-way house or "work release center" rather than supsidize 

and make use of a private facility. At times this involves a vicious circle. 

The viability of the private operation is questioned, therefore few residents 

and little financial support are placed'in it. The doubts as to viability may 

become a "self-fulfilling prophecy. II At other times the issue may be lack of 

trust in the private ,~gency or greater confidence in one's own staff. Such a 

factor as the availability of 11 publicly owned building may also enter in, 

altho.ugh usually it would be possible to lease or otherwise make this available 
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to the private agency. Pressure from organized employees, interested in 

expanded job or career opportunities, is also a factor at times wnich influ-" , 
ences correctional admin~strators against supporting private half-way houses. 

Although these issues must be decided cOIID1lUnity by community, the.~e 

comments are provided as background for use in policy and program planning • 

. Sources Of Gui'dar'lce. More detailed information on half-waynousesor com-

munity correctional centers is available from a number of sources, notably 

John M. McCartt and Thomas J. Mangogna, "Gui.del ines and Standards' for Hal fway 

Houses and Community Treatment Centers," LEAA Technic.al Assjstance Report, 

Washi ngton, D. C., May, , 973. Another useful reference is the Federal Bureau of 

Prison's publication, liThe Residential Center: Corrections in the Community." 

For a range of half-way house budgets, with varying levels of service and. 

staffing arrangements, an excellent reference s.ourcei s the ABA Correctional 

Economics Center's report: Donal~,J. Thalheimer, "Cost Analysis of Correctional 
r"," 

Standards: Haifway Houses,1I October~ 1975. Also of interest is an evaluation 

study of private and public correctional half-way houses by the General 

Accounting Office. This was a special report to the Congress dated May 28, 1975~ 

and entitled "Federal Guidelines Needed if Ha.lfway Houses are to bELa Viable 

Alternative to Prison. 1I 

Examples. There are so many specialized residentiar treatment programs~ 
.:~ 

community correctional centers, and correctional half-way houses, and th~Y vary 

so much in administrative arrangements, size, program, 'and other factors that it 

is difficult to select a few for illustrative purposes. Aft agency considering 

establishment of such a program would do best to review the reference materials 

cited above and in Chapter III, then arrange to visit a few centers of the sort 

envisioned. There woul dbe few jurisdictions from which lengthy travel would " 

be necessary in order to visit seyeral centers representatiye of more cammon 

types. Suggestions as to such site visits could be obtained from local or sta,te 
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alcohol and drug agencies, the International Association of Half-way Houses, 

the, Federal Bureau of Prisons, the state corrections department, or the director 

of the state's criminal justice planning agency. 

To add specificity to the foregoing discussion, a few centers visited in 

the coUrse of this study are briefly described -- with no claim that these 
, 

represent all variations or are necessarily exemplary oftJ,1e,ir type. We were, 

however, wen impressed with staff and program -- if not always with physical 

facilities. The latter, incidentally, is a source of as much variation as any 

other single factor. Half-way house programs generally are not quartered in, 

specially designed and constructed facilities, although there ate notable excep-
9 

tions to this. Most often some existing building is pressed into service or 

leased. Examples include houses, motels and small hotels, block of rooms in a 

• Y~lCA hotel, former schools, military bar'racks, former retail stores, and small 

office buildings. Sheriff John Buckley of Middlesex County, Massachusetts, 

operates work and study release ,programs out of two houses on the grounds of the 

• county jail -- one originally designed fpr the sheriff's use, the other for the 
9 

jail's farm manager. 

Dade County, Florida. The Florida State Parole and Probation Division '<..l 

e, operates several halfway houses in various more populous communities. These 

• 

• 

• 

bear the title: Multiphasic Diagnostic and Treatment Center. One, estaplished 
;~ 

in July 1973, occupies a small former office building in a residential/commercial ,~ 
" 

neighborhood in Miami. Two former probation officers serve as director and 

assistant director; three parole and probation officers provide intake, counseling' 

and referral services, and follow-up supervision upon release to thecormnunity. 

Two parole and probation aides and two cler.ks serve as n,ight and weekend attendants 

and assist at other times with secretarial and administrative chores and,in some, 
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instances; with group counseling and case work tasks. The 'staff also includes'

a cook, fOr a total complement of 10. 

The facility is designed for 2.0 residents. It has ample space for minor 
1...', e, 

indoor recre.ati on activi,tip.,s~ group meetings, individual counseling sessions , and 

food service. Most residents sleep in a sizeable dormitory, but smaller rooms 

acco/lBTlodating two or three persons, ,are availabl e a:s rewar,ds~tor those who do -. . 
well in the program. In addition to clients in resi~encE!- staff also supervises 

those returned to the community in probation status. Thus total program capacity 

would be about 60. 

The program serves young adul t offenders (18-25) who woul d otherwi se be 

sentenced to jailor state prison. Typically, the resident was on probation,dtd 

not prove amenable to supervision, and was charged with violation. 

The program is strongly oriented to a treatment concept~ Ttfe young residents 

are expected, under guidance, to identify problems associated with their law

breaking acti.vity and to agree on plans to deal with these. All are expected to 

work or go to school full-time -- or to work out some combination of work and 

study. There are nightly group counseling sessions, as well as individual 

, /1' 

., 

e 

counseling around personal goals and prt..1blems. Community agencies and educational 

institutions are used extensively. Residents who are employed pay $4.00 a day ., e 
toward program costs. Resi dents al~o carryon the maintenance and housekeeping' 

work of the center and assist the cook in food service chores. 

A number of measures are used to reinforce counseli,ng efforts, and ,to sanction 

limits on behavior. These include granting or withholding furloughs, earlier 

release to the corronunity, greater privacy in sleepi.ng quarters, a'1d extra house

keeping chores. The ultimate negative sanction is referral back to court as a 

program failure. The latter does not occur often except where the resident is 

involved in a new criminal offense. l)uri.ng the first year 80% of the resident,,s 
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"; ;cceeded ift gaining release to probation stat~s. The pr.ogram al'peared to be 
~ .. --

inestimably more humane and hopeful than the<~J'ternatiYes: the overcrowded 
10 

county fad 1 i ty for mi sdemeanants and the sta te I s equa 11~ overcrowded pri sons. 

Assuming 20 residents and 40 on post-release probation, the average daily cost 

per participant would be about $6.00. Estimated daily per capita cost of the 

residential phase is about $13.00. 

Baton Rouga, Louisiana." The Conmunity Correcti.onal and Rehabi litation " 

Center in Baton Rouge is a private non-profit corporation, whfch ope,rates several 
,. , 

correctional programs. These include a work release facility ~ousing federah 

state felnny, and local misdemeanant prisoners; residential and day treatment f./ 

programs for narcotic addicts; supervised pretrial releas~and diagnosti'cserv;,ces , 
for the state and local courts; and a residential treatment program for. youthful 

male first offenders. During our visi1; in April 1975, there was also a small 

facility (an apartment) for young women offenders, but the small number of cases 

led to abandonment of this program. 

Most of the programs are operated in a city-owned building leased to the. 

agency for $1. 00 a year. ' Thi s was once a mi 1 itary reserve unit barracks; it· is. 

a large two-story building with kitchen and dini.ng room,' two lar,ge dormitorie~,t'/ 

indoor recreation and meeting space, and numerous offices'~ Thereisalsp,in 

out-building which serves as a maintenance shop. Surround i ng grountis '0 offer an 

, ' '* ;Y. 

. ",,' -:t.~ 

additional resource for development of work proj~cts to which participants iff':)~::.:;~~" 
'~~~~~~. 

the various programs 'can be assigned pending completion ,of full-timework or ':) 

education plans. 

The youthful offender program was started in June. 1970. It had 26 parti ... 

ci pants, aged 17 through 22, in the spri ng of 1975. The.}' are COImli tted to the 

program as a condition of probation. The. alternative would bea jai r or ,s,tate 

't prison term. The ordinay'Y stay is three to four months, with the release decision 
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mqgebY,the ju.dge on the basis of pr.ogress-reports, submittedperiodica-llY_ 

The program is simflar to th~t in the Dade County center described above. 
, - ,/ '" 

Individual and group counselJaQ are used. Res.idents partjcipate in policy. 

- . <j.' ,,-; '1

1 
planning, disciplinary decisions, settling-grievances ~ andari ~nting new 

",' . - . 

pa ;ti ci pants thi~oug~:servi ce on elected cOJ1ll1i ttees. Extensi ve · use {'s"made .' of . 
" . ~ . .. ---J 

volunteers and "stOdent interns. Center res; dents a 1 s~b-rErce1Ve services ~fr-om ' 

agency sta~p "wh a ~~rve pa'l-t ici pants in other. programs (vocational; .I'l!~ab;l i ta.t ion" .:{;; 

counselQY-~ clinical I>syth~logists, drug treatment couns,elors:.employment place- ~fY;~: 
menr;rifficerS,;9-nd an educational·coordinator}. ." /!:.~; 

With except; ons, the res i dent is confi ned to the centerilfoY"'~he!' first thr,ef 
or four weeks. He works thirty hours a .. week in ce'nterma:intei~anceit;earning $3Q.~iOO';; 

, " /J"~ 
a week and yielding up $21.00 of thts toward hi,s'raOii' and board:costs~ -He un(1er-

",: 

goes rather extensive guidance and evaluation, B.nd thef!o opts'llfor full-time ;/ 

employment in-the community, ful1-tim~ school, or' a mi~~d sc4edule. Those in 

'll full-time school continue to receive the $30.00 a week, ,reta;fning $9.00 for 

expenses and savings •. Employed residents pay $28.00- aweeklfrom earnings toward 
, ' 

room and bO~,rd. All resid~.I1ts are required to perform some .:chore work' during 

lei.sure hours,and it is poss;,b;leto earn additional funds by performing extra. 

duties. 

The program has a behavior ~1i10d,ificationmQti·f, with'r~s:idents earning'? .. " 

• 

points for satisfactory or better performance and losingtheln ~or:-infrCi~1iQJts.:~-.. -_ .. ' 
, " ._., x .. -~---~.--.. ~ . - .• ; 

Points payoff in earlier and more liberal turloughs'tiswell ~ss eventually, iii 

earlier release from the program. 
: il 

~-;.t:..",-."'-. .. Upon release to probation status, participants are jo,intly superyised by 
.. ,- .... 

"":-",,"-.. 

toe; yo 'prohati on officer and center staff ,withthe former responsib lefor sur-

veillance functions and the latter for counseling and any other-needed services~ 

" 
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The pro~ram,qad only two;. ful1..;ti.me staff'- a director~'andassi~t~lnt director 
c; .. '_ 

wh,o, »between them, were, on duty fram 8':00 'a .m. until 11 :00. p.m;.~; :Mond~y throug~ , t:. 
... ,.-;' . I'{"'- " ,,' . . ~ ~ 

Fri day. They were a1t~rna te lyon can over th~/weekends •.. ::IN,i9ht and ,weekend ' .' ~0~" 
,;/ 

.?"~ ", 

supervision Was handled by part-time college students. Atnigpt one sllch .~up~ .. //·' 
- '~I " :." - .. - - r~;;"-':/~ ,. ..-

vi sor di vi ded hi's time between the youtbfu 1 'offender anci wOr:krel ea~e-kd6rnrltori es.:-

Because of part-time servi ces from theni.lriierousspeC:~ialfsts 1 isted and; the 
'.\ .,"-~ 

continuing responsibility of probation of,r{cers,'it is difficult to detennine the \', 
. -. . ~ 

?xact cost of this program. Therels:::al SiJ' the fact' that som~ 'o( the earnings. 
; 
I ':-'-

which are returned to t~ecenter as se.1f; .. suppurt payment$ are acquire,d~~rough: 
" 

maintenance work- performed for the center": r .c(jsi~' may be somewha.;t lower than in· 
.:.-;.,; '~.< .' 

, 11." . 
the Dade County program, but probably' not appreciab1y sQ.' 

. . 

Women I s Program - San . .DtegQ~ Th~; ~~!I~Diegc:r County (Cal ifornia)p,t"Obation 

• Department is a quite comprehensive correctional agency: juvenile diversion, 

detention, camps, and probation; adult pretrial release and dJy~';':si'on, TASe 
- , ~ . ,", . 

program, probation, and system of eight institutions fQr sentencecLJocal 

• prisoners. The latter include siX camps and a work reJease cen}:er for·;rrten an9<,~> 
,; 

multi-purpose facility for women. The Department has anextensiv~' Volunteers' in 

P~_riram" program whi ch recrui ts, ori ent~, and as~Jgn$ vol unteers to th~ va~i ous 
<_:::->r' '~"''-' ~;,.f • ".' 

• . "i~stitutions and communi tY-based activjtie-s/~;f'theDepartment. _~:;:~~ 
> c· ,,:/' .~ ••• ,;' '.::.'-- /" ::'-:." ;~. 1/ .:. ./ .~ . :.;.;;::" ' .. ;~"- 'l 

Many of the adult institution resident$have been sentenced.t(»probation 

with the condition ih~ttr1e~ serve thefi;st portion {Et-.g:~,$),;'i'o/'~any months}~lln. 
jgi1(m~~ ,in_ mostc·,t;a,?es!inoneof theD~partment I s I?c1 1 i ties l.-T~ proba~ion 

.' v' , ,.-,'. --. r 

. officer is expec:t~d to initiate services while the 'individual is confined, 

assisting hi;nf in making releas'e plans. To facilitate this and to provide 

service;.s/for prisoners who are not released to probatio'~'the Depar.tmenthas a 

$taff of prerelease counselors. 
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/~"The women1s facility 15 called YiHa def Sol. It consists of twoholJses 
~ ,) ./ - -p 

an~ "a small office butldinQon ,adjacent Jritsina m'iddl{..c'lass restdential n~igh~~:' 
, .. ...' C . ... .,1 ,1./ .:/ f.: " , 

borh;ood. ,There is no physi cal security , but 24-hour/supervisionis provided; 
,0 /,.!". '. /. 

ufin~lysis, testing i!tdone to discourcl'ge i'ntrocl}Jtt10n of contraband drugs, and 
,/ ' , , ~ , 

there are num~rous program features designe,d to mi9imize escapes ancr behav.ipr: ~l~ 
,': ""-"~"~/'~>'" ','-' )I 

problems. There is also a selection process-- th~l~,Js,;,;:'tne:-ficility s~aff i?/~, 
" ' ,,~v-, ',0) 

cooperation .Wi thcounty jail classificatit'ik,€crunse!lors determi'ne whowin'r~a'in: 
-- '-;;.:.;. ' .", .;/ 

" in jail and who will ,be transferr'edt~ Villa del Sol. 

become unmanageable carl be returned to the jail. 
;; , ~:...,:;:'". 

Residentswflo eS,cA!=/e'or' 
-:.:' ..( " 

-<f'-;'" ." /-, 

Th~,great majority of wOihen sentenceg to 'localconfinemant are';accepted. 
- - _._ ___ .:.,.1 / _'c.' _::_ , . 

"During a visit i,n January, 19j5~there,,\JJere}1 womenatVtna del Sol and,,lO in; 
; -'.' '. 

jail, including SOme who~had very serious detainer warrants. ag~:iristthem, ott(ers 
- ~":';' ,. .' . 

who,\'lere currently unemployable because of some health problem~ and ,a few,Ylith,'fi 

sentenceS-, of only a few, days • 

'., rhe program reflects a strong commitment to a treatment phd'losOPhY, but 
.' _.-- ~-

with an empha?Js"on volul}tarism. That is, there are counseling groJips; e~u{:-ational,"·-.,,, 

~,;;vocatio;~l~:" and job opportuniti~~; "'tutoring; and other services; buf'th~ireSigent~ ., ~'c 
.~. ";,' .' i '. < ~-' 

f ' _ ..' 

,r; 

chooses her own' acti viti es and services -- subj ect'~ to staff apprQva lwher:e work .. ~' . . . 

release status is involved., Women more seriously concerflf#d aba'ut dealing with

their problellls .recei ve gu; danc~from a correct i ona l' counselor and mays; gn a 

contract th' achieve various .,.relevant objectives. Voluntarismi~ relied upon.; 

also in the form of an ele,g~ed resident council ,ch~irIl1~r(of which at~!fr'lds,s~aff.: '> 
," , ., ,-,-.-,. '.' 

" .' " J:. ~l&J;:~ ~~ 
meetings and sih""as a non-voting member of committees which Handle discjplih~:;,,/'/':::-#-
'.' ' c; -?,/;~?~, " 
and approve work rel~ase status. /' /'r J~ 

',.' /' '.r /,;"">,~,, ' ,Xl " 
Extensive use is made of a variety of community:.'agenciesantlqrgatti1ations, 

, " ,:", , " '" ".','" -' - I, ~'~ - . 0< _" 

a$! well as individual volul}.teers ass,igned by the V.I.P.unit: The Urban LeagjJe" './ " " ,(,~, '6' , ,", 
has been especiallrrlelpful in the area of job and.·trainingOpportunities. ScholaF~ 

c" /' 

.~', '\' 
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:::~:y:::.:~~:::d:n O:::i:::ZVe ... been arr.~~~:t<:C-;fY ... COl]·~~~;~;~r: ?~·2· 
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• 

•• 
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' •. 

At anyone time about,a third of the 30 or so reside~ ... f;s' arJ~:' in~it'Jork,or .'~~'~: ',,) 
- )1 _ ,(. "~~" .7.,,_J,. -:: . :',.':~_ ... '.,~,~.:..-_.:._",_.~_~~~';'.o:i':-~ 

study release; 'another third are tr~>~n interm~diate progran¥~,\'J6is!Ji;~;nVor\jes'-< ;r;:l 
_ '. " .. : ., ... '" - -·:~JL·~"":;:;.::-.~' ~ ., :/. i ., : 

groundskeeping and othe,r 'duties" in ;arious'!;oun~Y1a~iJlti'~;-·7'and:parkso~nder' :~'," 
, '. "_J --'-'. ~'.~-,:"",- ·;-~:1r=;. ~,,-: - -',~.'- ---. -..... ,-;:-~=.~:::o ~.; .-; 

supervision ofa corr,ectiona loffi cer. .Ibe ba l~nC~Jlf tnef;res i df#ntsarff._~ncf~r~ 

gOing!iorien~ati~~~ engaged in indiyi dlia 1 study :'Wi thin th; ~aci lity~ o~;:"~~"~ciJl'ed 
~-r . ': '. 

'" in cooks anc'-waiters training in aptqgral!!s:lJoi'isored by a.~~onun4n,,:tiY coll~ge,arfd-

carried qut by the VillactelSo1:~hef~.~-'~ J ·'·.:J1 
p'>' /': ~':Q 

Stays can vary up to. a year and ordinarily would be amfhimum of ten day~/" 
, . //" 

.,'- ,', ' ". /.-.. ~ 

At the' time 'of ourvfsit plfl.ffs 
" ;;-

were ,under way 'to strengthe~'a fter-9~ re servi c~s, especi ally for thOS~~c'ffidtbei ng~ 
/? .~;0· Q 

/. '. ,; , . ,1~ '. _ _ :~::x,' ,~d~~~ 
Furloughs are not used as eitensively as staff wou i1.d pra:fer. Eachfurlltugl1:,PY:l 

,1,1 , J./jr . '. ._:.,..._.:_,-~.~_~<::--:-'~-: .:' ", .. ' . .': ~!~ 

. reql.dresan order by the sentencing judge. ,The practice is/-used in;.rnote UrgeniA~''';/Y,''''''' 
... ',~' ",''''-' " ,::' 

.~:. /'." 
s i tua t ion s . ,~, :/.:_:t~~.;;::::·':;: ';:r.,·Cc.-:,,,;·~ :.j'",:: ,,;: "" " " til 

Ba s ie' staff; n 1975 j nc1 tid ed a ·s uper; ntendent1'::; stan t~ c';;:"ectt Dna .t.~~t;~;: 
,..:;~"/~', .. --.-~.-,~~ :,-::::)~-::-<:.., ... -- - "', -~,;;::;;;-~~.;--.. :' 

counselor, eight correctional' officers, 1.5 ntap,..~.·lIhous'effiothers,u ~.Q9:':i1~-C:hef /. 
'- \; ,c ..... , . ..;.l" ,." . I ~,I ~ 

for a totalb'f"T3:S. Four temporary positioHs were ava{lablet'~:~d) it wa,s'_hoped! 
.. - ~." -.---."_~ .·N 

Average aetention time is a~out thre'7:months. 

release9 to probation. 

that theSe could be made permanent. '. ;,1 
b .. " 
~ ~' 

Direct operating costs were running $2?,._9Jl,~a:'aay' per re$jdent •. IftM" 
".J':[ .. , ,(), - i" 

facility's pro rata share of the Departjlletft's and County's general servi.c-esi/'s " 
..:~~ -, r, /, " ~ ".~;J:..: . '. _'C'. 

Cldde'd -(the tota 1- goes to $42.60. /T-r ;~:I fwsupport contrib~dcmSOfwori{'re leaseei~;;,,::_~:; 
'-",' - " ,'~ _ _ _ _"':,:,,, ":!~ .. , >"'}~I""';."---··,'-'-'_ ," "-o<:,,~.~"':'" __ . __ .~ 

and the value of work perfori~ed'for the county are dedut'tecf.Jthese-'ligUres·wOUld 'c"--~·,, 
. _~" i,' , 12' ?' - ,,,,,"r 
be reduced to a90ut$2o'. 00 and $40.00, respectively;,:" '</";::,P'<:/' 

,::",", 
, -,' 
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. CHAPTER VI 
t, 

EARLY RELEASE AND TRANSITIONAL SERVICES 

Seri't.encer.i~dillcat ions 

A jail IS 'POPul;atton level isde.Ftrmined by a combination of intake ratio 
. ' .. ".~ 

a'nd averagei:,J:oength of stay. In the pretrial stagif~''''a:yera,ge~tay is determined-
""\, ·.,~l; c 

'b.>:, the rates of pretrial release, diversion~ and discharge and' the fa~tor of 
processing time: (1) how long it takes, on the average, to make and implement . 

decisions on pretrial release;, (2)' ho'N long it takes to complete prosecution and 

sentencing, on the~average, in cases where the defendant'is detained. 

With sentenced pri ~oners the 1 ength Df stay, theoreti cally, is preqetermined " 

•••• 

by ttl'eterms imposed; the population would be a functfon o.f the number committed' • 

and sentences imposed. In practice" this is 'not so .. There. are.numerous ways 

in which sentences may be modified, including: 

" 

Credit for time served in jail prior to trial or sentence 

(mandated by law in some jurisdictions -- discretionary with 

the judge in others). 

Time off for good behavior or for performance of work (where 

authorized by statute -- usually a specified ·number of days 

per month). 

Reduction or partial suspension of,:" sente.nce by the judge • ..•. ' -.~ , 

In some jurisd,lctions the judge retains authorfty, indefinitely 

or for a set period, to modify a sentence. In California, TRY" 
example·,,- this applies where at the time of di.sposit;'ion the judge 

imposed a jail term as a condition of probation or/ where ·he 
'. Ii' 

handed down a jai 1 sentence but suspended some pat-t .of it. .~ .. 
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Paroie -- that is, early release under specifiedcondit~ions 
and sllpervlsion. In many states, autho,rity to, grant parole 

is reserved to the sta:te parole Emard, wfii ch is general h . ' . 

Pt'~o<:cup,ied w'ith felony prisoners in state institutionS,\and 
'I ' \' 

able togiye~minimttl attention to jail prisoners. In sd;~e 
. \ 

states (Oregon, for example) the sentencing judge is autlporized 
to parole misderueanants from the local jail. In qthers%he 

. . .' \ 

statutes aut.horize"establishment of local parole boards ti~, 
, I:.' 

perform this, function. For example., in California this 
includes rep~esentative of the sheri'ff',andc~cHlef probation' 
offi cer and a thi rd memberapp'ointed by th'e Presiding Judge 
of Superior C-ourt~ . 

Rationales. Allowances of credit for time in custody prior t~ jail isa 

compensatory practice; it helps make up for possible unfairness.in denying the 

- ~ 

. . 

.- ,~! 

.' individual release pending trial or for failure to ~xpedite Case dispo~it;ton. > 
Good time credits and other forms of sentence reduction or early release 

often are seen as helpful tools in 'maintaining ins.titutional discipline and prisoner 

8 morale. In the, process they he'lp contain jail population -- in the sense that u~e 

• 

• 
I,. 

.,' 1 . 

of these measures is likely to be~ome more liber,al when the jaiJ becomes o,!ercrowded .. 

Illustrative of this point was a state law enacted by the California. legislature , . 
(Section 4024.1, Penal Code) which provided that sentenced prisoners in jails 

could be allowed ten percent reductions i~ their terms" up to a maximum of five 
rb 

days. This statute was passed out of concern about mounting jail populations. 
" 

Another basis for sentence modification or parole for jailed misdemeanants 

is the fact thi\t sentences often are imposed on the basis of quite limited infor-
.~ ~.... ~ '~: II' "10 

mation, especially about the background, circumstances; and personal characteris- ' 

ti cs of the defendant. Whil e he is in Jail, staff have an opportunity to come to 
• ,< I . 

'know him and perhaps his' family. New infor.mationmayindicate that he is le~s of 
", 

a probl em to the community than the judge may have thought and that justice w<>uld 

• "# 
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• 
be adequa~ely served, economies would I~~sult, and the offender's opportunities 

to re-establish himself would be en~anced by advancing his release date. Another 

consideration in some cases is some emergency problem --' illness or death 1n the '. 

family or terminal illness of the defendant, for example .. - which justifies a 

prisoner's prompt release • . 
At times a judge may have in mind at the outset that he wi 11 probably 

reduce a sentence if certain circumstances favoring this come about. He may 

place a defendant on probatio.n, conditioned on a six-month jail term, and 

direct the defendant and probation officer to develop realistic plans related 

to a particular problem of the defendant -- in the nature of an addiction, 

family conflict, or unemployment, for example. Once plans are developed and the 

defendant appears ready to carry them out, as reported by the probation officer, 

the court may authorize immediate release by reducing the jail term or suspending 

the un~erved portion. 

Need for Sentence Relief Measures. If alternatives to confinement are not 

used extensively, and comparatively frequent use is made of long jail sentences 

(e.g., six months or more), the jurisdiction faces the prospect of very high 

!jail costs. Jail population level will be high, as will per capita program costs, 

if standards are met. In this kind of situation; an organized program to optimize 

,use of various sentence reduction or early release practices can be helpful. It 

'mi ght be better, ; n terms of economi c and human; tar; an consi derati ons, toconsi del" 
.~ ;~ 

increased use of alternative sentences. If this is presently not feasible, 
\ 

measures to expedite release can be helpful in containing jail population and 

" costs. At the same tiJlle, prisoners can benefit without significant jeopardy to 

the communtt.v. 

To provide for a comprehensive set of practices may require l.egislation 

• 

• 

• 

'. . ' 
• 

.,', 

'(e.g., autamaticcredit for pretrial time, good time allowances, parole, sentence ~ 
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dification). Within what the law per~its and the'courts will entertain, 

'ovision must be made for fair and objective consideration of,all eligible 

• 'isoners. This must be based on expl iett pol icies and criteria for each avail.., 

le form of action that would permit early release. The availability of good 

me, parole, or sentence modification should be made !:nown and, as needed, 

• sistance given to prisoners in ITiaking applicat.ion. Rules and regUlations 

ould be agreed to and publicized and simple standardized forms devised. The 

:ision-making locus and procedures, of course, should be clearly established. 

• 

.' 

To assist in developing procedures and to provide needed services to 

isoners in relit:ion to sentence relief would be important functions o.f a transi

:mal services staff (see next section). These, responsibilities might have to be' 

ared. There might be separate parole and court services agencies, and, in 

• 

dition, a jail counseling staff. But agreements should assure not only that 

steful and confusing duplication of work is avoided but that individual prisoners 

e not overlooked. Responsibility for the latter would ordinarily rest on jail 

aff. 

e. 

e, 

• 

• 

~nsitional Services 

Any period or type of confinement -- whether under the rubric of a jail 
, 

lntence or residential treatment -- r~presents a massive intervention in the life 

: the defendant and his family. ; If he is employed or in school, this may be 

)ruptly terminated and, his prospects for re-admission jeopardized. In typical 

ituations, the individual's financial problems are exacerbated and debts may 

fle up. Frustration may ag9ravate family tensions and conflict and lead to the 

hreat Qf break-up • 

The experience of confinement has other effects, often difficult to predict 
\) 

~ understand. For some it may represent relief from pressures and responsibilites, 
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undermining the individual· s autonomy and laying the, groundwork for weakened 

future efforts at self-maintenance. For same first offenders, the experience 

serves to obviate what previously had been an inhibition to more frequent or 

seri<ms criminal behavi1)r -- fear of Jail'" and of the loss of~eputation. Once 

convicted and jailed, the offender has less t.o lose in the future. '~";=or others --
',' 

• 
" • 

including some chronic offenders -- confinement is such a painful experience that 4t, 

they deeply resolve to avoid a repetition of the experience. 

The problems of social stigma and the practical handicap of a criminal 

record have a double aspect. These are objective circumstances of life for the • 

ex-offender, affecting in' various degrees the attitudes of others toward him and 

circumscribing in some measure his economic, social" and political opportunities. 

The other aspect is the subjective one of how he feels about thjs and reacts to 

it. Some ex-offenders are demoralized and tend to deteriorate. Some accommodate 

'to a less satisfying life, vocationally and socially, than they might have enjoyed. 

Others react vigorously and overcome barriers successfully or become involved in 

causes or political movements aimed at social change. 

Another consi deration in many cases 'j s that during confinement an effort 

begins toward solving or learning to cope better with some crime-related condition --

limited employability, alcoholism, drug dependency, and others. Treatment of such 

,problems inta custodial setting, while the only practical approach at times, is 

a little bit like produ~ing plants in a hot-house; ~hey may not survive when 

,'. 
• 

.,' 

transplanted to a natural environment. Gains made in self ... understanding, resolu- ',. 

tion, new knowledge or skills may be quickly lost upon r8turn to a community where 

efforts at conti nued progress instead of bei,ng rei nforced are di scour,aged by cl os~d 

doors to 0Pilortunity or continued special services. 

Nothing is more wasteful or disheartening than a residential treatmerit pr,ogram, 

which giYes valuable help to people while confined then discharges them abruptly 
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• 
with no planning or pre-arrangements for the kind of situation that will 

assure follow-through on the stlrt which has been made. And a ~tart is all 

• that is possible during con'findement.· As one veteran state prison inmate put 

it: IITrying to rehabilitate a person in prison is like tryi,ng to resuscitate a 

drowning man without taking him out of the water." 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Kinds of Services Needed. The nature of transitional services required is 

a matter of course of the particular circumstances and special problems or needs 

of the individual. With the problem dri nkeror drug dependentpers~m it maybe 

anything from continuing attention from a concerned volunteer to membership 1n a . 

self -help organization or outpatient professional treatment. Jobs are a'universal 

need. Housing needs are corranon. Arrangements to continue with or to begin an 

educational or training program are frequently in order. Family conflict ;:situa

tions may call for ongoing marital counseling or various other social serl/cies. 

Some offenders have no ties in the community; others may have acquired new con

structive interests but lack information or contacts to enable them to putsue 

these after release; help with social and recreational outlets may be needed. 

Follow-up on health problems'which have come to light may be needed. Some 

rel easees are advanced 1n age and deteriorated; some are unemployable because~:! 
i' 

• of disabilities or chronic ailments; there may be a .need and eligibility for' 

public welfare servicef and support. 

In addition to longer-range service needs, many release.es, especially those 

• being discharged from a jail sentence, have emergency 'needs. Some have hO funds, 

no Job, and no place to stay locally.' They may need. temporary maintenance until 

they can find work and start drawing pay -~ or help in traveling to another com-

• 

• 

munity where they do have ties. Same indiYidual s are uncertain what they can,or 

should do and may need, mostly, a chance to tal k to someone who can help them sort' 

out their th~ughts and make some decisions, 
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Sources of Servic~. Various sources of help in a community with most of 

th~se problems were discussed in Chapter Ill. 'In addition there are programs 

in many cOImlunitips specifically designed to deal with the iJlllDediate post-release • 

needs of prisoners. These include ex-offender organizations,agencies such as 

the Salvation Army and Volunteers of America, Travelers Aid, half-way houses for 

temporary residence. of stranded ex-offenders, and others. 

In addition to resource agencies, however, ~ome mechanism is needed to connect 

the individual in confinement, or being released, with appropriate sources of 

emergency help or longer-range service. Various arrangements are possible. 

Idea lly, these shoul d provi d~ for i ni ti ati on of servi ces before the moment of 

discharge. The prisoner should have given forethought to what he would be up 

against and should know where he is going to turn for such help as he may need. 

The service agency should be aware of him and be prepared to initiate service 

promptly and with a minimum of red tape and uncertainty. 

Several different patterns exist to try to assure prompt and effective 

follow-up services, where needed, for individuals in confinement or undergoing 

residential treatment. The individual's legal status and program often determine 

which arrangem~nt is followed. 

.' 

.. 
• 

Residential 'Treatment. Specialized facilities for treatment of such condi- • 

tions as alcoholism and drug treatment should and often do provide for any needed 

"a·fter ... care" service. Some services may be provided on an outpatient basis by. 

facility staff. Where other cOJ1J1lunity sources are to be used, the referral may 

be made and service ~egun before release occurs. In addition, the process of 

release may be gradual, with intermittent furloughs, employment or schooling 

begun, and normal leisure-time pursuits bei,ng followed before final release 

takas place. 
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Work/Study Release. These pr.ograms should pretty well obviate the need 

for mu~h in the way of transitional arrangements. Upon release the. individual 

• will continue with his job or schooling and with such community actiVities and 

services as he had become involved in While in the center. He should have no 

• 

• 

• 

immediate financial problems -- assuming stable arrangements exist for a study 

release prisoner to. pursue his educational or training program. Single individuals 

may need some advice in making arrangements for hOUSing, but use of furlough 

should enable them to take care of the details. 

probation and Parole. Those confined as a condition of probation or' sele(:ted 

for parole should be able to look to their probation or parole officer for 

information,. advice, and referral services. This shou·ld entail one or more 

interviews during the confinement period -- depending on length of stay and . 

complexity of problems. Other arrangements may exist to supplement prerelease 

planning services by parole or probation officers. One would be prerelease 

services by jail counselors, as described below. Another is where the probation 

department provides a special release pla.nning staff, as described above in the 

report on the San Diego women1s facility. 

Other. Those not covered by these arrangements are sentenced jail .pri-

~ soners who are not released to parole or probation or selected for work release 

status. Often these are the most problem-ridden, this being tQe reason they 
'.:~ 

were excluded from the various special statuses. They include deteriorated 

• alCoholics, drug addicts not approved for community-based pr.ograms, o.lder or 

disabled unemployable persons, and some individuals whose .serious prior record 

or escape histor'y banned them from reduced custody status. Also in this group 

• is a miscellany of persons~ with yarying problems, who received sentences too 

short to permit conSidering them for parole'ol"-wo':,k release. 
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Guidance and referral services for this difficult group may be provided in 

one of two ways. (1) The jail has a counseling staff to interview, classify, and 

provide emerg~ncy service referrals for newly admitted inmates. They may also • 

be involved in pretrial release and diversion screening. In addition to such 

lIintake ll 'work, the staff may operate a pi!erelease and release referral program for 

both unsentenced prisoners who are detained beyond the first few days and for 

sentenced pri soners. . 

An agency independent of the jail may provide a similar mrj~ ;of 'intake and 
') r: __ ~.-_.· '=~~-o..;:-'~'~"""'~_'"::...,~.--. 

release planning services. One example of this is rASC, although iti services are 

1 irqited to drug dependent pri soners (See Chapter III). A mode] court an,d cl ient , 

services agency is described in Volume 5, Chapter 2. This includes both intake 

and prerelease screening services for defendants jailed, along with presentence 

services for the courts and supervision of persons on pretrial release, parole, 

and probation. 

A variation of these arrangements is a volunteer program. The sheriff or 

jailer recruits volunteers to provide a range of activities and $ervic~s in the 

jail. Among other things, volunteers may assist prisoners in planning.for release 

and contacting sources of needed assistance (For 'background and reference material 

on volunteer pr.ograms, see Appendix E). 

Sti 11 another variation is an arrangement observed in Dade County; Florida, 

• 

• 

• 

.. 
" 

and descl·ibed below (CORP). In this instance guidance and referral s~rvices are ~. 

provided after release, primarily to ex-offenders with lo.nger-rC3:n~eservice nee~s. . • 

The functions of the referral agency are to identify, evaluate, and mobilize 

(sometimes subsidize) cOJllllunity resouroes for ex-offenders; to ch(ini'lel .,released 

prisoners (and others, such as probatiotl~r.s) to appropr'iate service agencies; and 

to monitorser'vice delivery and results. This is not a jail-based service, but 

( 
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is tied in with the Corrections Oepartment1s social service staff and wi.th the 

jail-based TASe agency. 

(2) The alternative arrangement involves greater initiat;v90n the part of 
." .' . . ,~ conununity organizations and service agencies. They vi sit~.the jail; lI advertise ll 

their servi ces through group meeti ngs, poster's, 1 eafl ets, and word-or-mouth; 

talk with prisoners requesting interviews; and at times work out arrangements' 

for post-release services as a result of such contacts. Once released, persons with-
---. 

service needs who had not sought interviews in jail may seek out one of thes.e. 

organizations a.s the reality of their situation comes home to them~ 

A variation of this approach was observed in San Diego County, California, 

and is describ~d below (RAP). Here a private agencY' conducts jail, as well as '. 

post-release, interviews; provides emergency services; and, as indicated t refers" '>, 

individuals to other resource agencies for more specialized or longer-term service. 

Examp1es. Arrangements fqr transitional services are quite varied -- where 

they exist. Further' details L'n some of the programs alreac,ly identified are 

presented below. 

CORP. * Tni s pub 1 i c agency was estab 1 i shed in 1974 in Dade, County, Florida, 

with financial assistance from the county and state criminal justice planning 

• agencies (LEAA funds). Its purpose is two-fold: (1) to identify, ev~luate, 

• 

• 

support, and expand cotmiunity resources needed for ex-offender rehabilitation; 

(2) to screen offenders referred by correctional agencies, or self-referral, and 

guide them to the most appropriate source of needed services. It also acts as 

a public information and advocacy ,agency in behalf of ex-offenders. 

It ,seeks to improve ex-offender access to jobs an(i, traini.ng opport!Jnit~,es, 

thro.ughapuplic i.nformation effort i.nvolv-l.ng committees on eq;ucation, employment, 
,,' ,:-',:'; 

voluntarism, and public relations which are manned by bu~i.ness and professional 

people" governmental officials, and ex-offenders. 

* Comprehensive Offender Rehabilitation Program 
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Staff, assisted by volunteers; identify resources for ex-offender counseling, 

trainlng, job placement, temporaryhousing, health, and o~ther serY'ices which might 

·~I 
.~ 

contribute to success in gaini.ng or maintaining employment. .Offenders seeking' ". 

help are referred to approprjate sources. Where these are private ag~ncies,CORP 

has some funds available to purchase needed services and in the process to subsi~ . 

dize agencies which can provide them. 

An information system is maintained which tracks all applica"J~ from intake 

through referral services and is designed to collect follow-up information to 

determine results of services provided. 

The program operates as a division of the County's Department of Human 

Resources. The budget in 1975 was approximately $300,000. Funds'are used for 

a small agency staff and to purchase half-way house, vocational guidance and 

training, and other' services for clients. 
,~' .. 

" At the time of our visit in the sB.ring of 1975, the pt'ogram was just getting 

IJnderway but it held proniise of a rational approach to resource mQ,bllizatioJl and,' 

;::;V offender service referrals in a large metropolitan community with a large ,'number 
1 

of correctional clients. 

RAP. The Release Aid Program is an LE}l..!\=funded demonstrati(jri~project in 

c 

• , I: 

• 

San Diego County, California. The original grant was obtained in 1973.i.hr-ough -, 

collaborative efforts of the Sheriff's Department and Travelers Aid Socie,ty of 

San Diego, with.the latter serving as host agency, for the program. Project 

staff have offices in the, County Courts building near ,the entrance to ,."the COl,lnty ;, . til 
._ ,)',;-""'.',f ..• , . ...,--'::!';. 

Jai 1. Purpose of the program is to aid discha,rge'd priso~ers, prima~~iY/With 

immediate emergencies but, often in the process, with such ;hronicprdblems as 

drug dependency, alcoholism, strained family relationships, andunernployment. ". 

The. project, in 1975, 'was under part-timedfr'ection of Or • .Mary:G~ Colacice-o", .. 
•... /,~~~-

Travelers Aid ~ecutive director. Immediate.rllanagement was by a full-time 
i' • 

no • 
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• 
lordinator, who supervised a staff of seVen full and part-time coupselors and 

leven volunteers. The office was open from 5:00Jl.rn. to ll:,9-0p.mn seven days-
/ 

Ie week. 'Services were ad~ertised throughout the jail bye jail staff, posters, and;: 

e.' 

,. 
• 

• 

. ,-,'" 

'r. .::. 

3.i1y visits by RAP staff members, during which they frequently;;conducted prere-

:!ase interviews with prisoners. 
., 

An ind.ication of the volume and -range of serv;ces'is reflected in a monthly 

:atistical report (December, 1974). There were 1378 calls for service, anaverag. 
• '-' .... : -.""!---" ,.;,. )'.' --' 

= 44 a day. About 900 were short COQtact vistt,$:;.,requests for information or 

;sistance with transportation horne. (The project advanced money' for~hort'cfis ... 

lnces, costing up to $1.00, and referred, those with more costly travel Problems 

j the county welfare department). .YC 

Another 465 releasees ,sought'more extensive service, usually bein,g seen two 

r more times to help them comp-lete plans. With these c .. lients the.a,geneY COlJ1~{' 
...-= ' ,~- ,/ ' 

rant vouchers for meals, ,room, and transport~tion money to seek ernployme!'.ltor to 
r .', __ 

i sit some resOlirt;e~3gf;!ricy. Most of theseg:s6pl ewere referred to one of more 
........ ~.: 

;han a score of agencies fc;~'i1elp~itfi employment, alcohof or drug treatment, 

\ealth problems and other conditions. tn'mo~ethan half of the cases tHents 

.cted on the referral and received some assistance witry·:fheirproblems. 

Funds and vouchers wer,e advanced from a $12,QOQilrevolving" .fund. In some, 

nstances these grants were 'repaid by the client -- although at a lesser rate 
(~'~"~ 

:han funds were disbursed -- e.g. ,outgo in December J974 W~S al~pst $2,000 an~ 
Ii ;; .", ,,\. 

'epaymeilts about $350 (although ; n onle four-month peri o~ r~payments averag-ed ,.~ 

i600) • 
~-~,.~.;:..~ ~ 

The staff and YO 1 unteers represEmt an; ntere-s;t;i:r.gc~.m{x~ofbackgrounds. 
, ,;.~ , ........ r- ,;. '. _ • • 'I 

ncl Udes(jme'ex~offenders, some perso'Qi,<cnWs;~''''~~causeOJ"ethnicity and nej~hbQr-
ood rather than formal qua 1 i f.i~{~~~ 10 and slOme .Rrofe-s~tonal1Y 

~ ,.:Y" .. :_<')?"'~ ",., . 
trained,counselors. 

,,~. . , 

-~ 
/~.-;:: 
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Seconu year budget~Ol/1/74to 10/31/]5.) totaled $123,610. 
.:" .. 

brief "drop-inl! ;contactsand "repeat" 'clients the 'agency should ser~e about 
. ,.; .~. .-" .' /'- / -., 

16,000 persons a year at: an aver,age cost of about $7.7S:incluc.'lfng any vouchers 

or c~sh disbursements,. ttis certainly a humanitarian pr,g;gtam, and if exper'i~ 

ent:e shows tnatit serves to divert only a comparativ~;1y small number from . '. ; , ~ , 

-.-; 

'return to jail --9r,~yento defer ttiis eventuali;:tY" in .a sUbstantial number of 
2 

cases -- it"should . be' cost-effective. 
-<;..' 

", 

tocal Parole.' Another project whi/ch has enjoyed'lEM support ,is a, county 
/ ~or;-'~': 

"parole program in San Francisco begtn in Janu~ry 1973. This wastflltiatedby a, 
," ',; : 

ne\'ll~§lected sheriff wi th,ii.backgro!Jnd.~if1 criminclg9Y:'arid/stroflg interest in 
. - . ~ 

cQlT"munJty':based corrections, Richard Hongi stQ.'·Hefo~nd that'7 sizeable n.umbers / 
.';: -!.~-;:,:,--;._-i:--- "- H-

of pri soners were. sentenced to the county' jai 1 wfth othertii'ahlj.i~iJ-pr~bati'Onll 
-' .' . /" '. /), 

sentences. They were serv; ng' full terms, then be; ng di schargeki'<lnmost.cases 

• 

,··,tt: 

C' 

\,rtthout pre- or. post-release services of any kind. Av~ilabledataptri~ted to ai I'c, '-0 

high recidivism rate. .. -'~~E:=r-~ 
, 

In California, ~tat~, ~:aw establishes parole commis~ion~: in each county, 
; ..... ~,:::.,.x:,~,~","' . ..: ... --:/t)~.-.. ~ . '._"'- , ~ / --: 

cons; sti ng of the sheri ff, chief pr?bati on offi~er:' and a citizen member ·to be 

.' appointed for a one-year term by the pr~sidingjudgeJ6f the superior court. The' 

, ho.ards are empowered to establish rules, grant parole (fot~,a period up to' two "~'.' 
, - . ~ . . ' . 

. -- .- , .. -; .. -~~~::.-~.:;--:-- .'~'. \: 

y~a·j"'sJ, 'and 5rdeft"''re::':Jai1ing ofpa.ro1ees who violate conditions...· 
. '. . '0', . 

Because of widespread llse of pa-rtial1y suspended jail sentences andprpba,;; '.~ 

tion with condi/tion of jail, a high percentage of pr~.soners in Ca}1forlit.,a"Ja;ls 
" , 

are elig.ib1efor sente~ce modification by the.judge. At the.sam~~ime, prior to 

January.1976, such pri.soners were not eligible lor parol ecqnsideration. In 

counties where such sentencE!s were especially preva 1 entthere probably were .. 

relatively, few prrlsonersin ja.i~ with substantial ~entences who could not gatn 
Jt -

-~ 



•• 

• 

• 

• 

". '.;-----

,:,. ~;/,.,./ '. . J:' . t • 

. ; df any length who were ,parol e el.igib1eso' "For this reaso~thtr parole commis~' " 
;'-,. 

si,orls have been relatively ir.active .in·many counhes.rin same insHa~ces ,they 

'\l/ere convened only to consider release of"a priso~ler?'inc~~ectiunwith s()me;/c',~:>' 
. :' ~ "'jI.:'~:."'- -", -/",,' .. . ',I' 

serious health problem. or 'fiunily emergency. No s:'pecial arra.ngemer(ts existed." 
'P'. /,....... ., ...•. , ,..... ,,' . 

to screen potenti a 1 app 1 i cilnts or to pray; de super",; s; on or se'rvi ces. Wh~te r, 

,': ~;~~~,~~r-=~ 

such tasks were needed t)::'ey were performed ai})!Y(added duty by a' deputy sheriff 
1/ • ..-~~ ",.'r",,'; 

.r:.:' ~,... 

or probation offiser. "., 

Because circumstance~in San Francisco.appeared to justify it, a formal 
~". _. ~.F' 

parole prggram was imPlemented. Substantiating theev;dent need was the fac~ 

5· .~ 

.~; 

that the number of parol e rel eases soon went from an average of one tofifteen:,.:;"'~:' 
. C,' __ :'.... 0,:'. 

a month and then ,·to an average of 20. This was to increase much more'ln~ 1976, , 
;_ I) r-;;; 

as is brought out below. 
. '·~'::i 

The program started as almost a one-manop.eY'ation, staff] including a,,,chiefo~h'~ 
> ,~< >-

'. parole. officer, administ~~tive assistant, and half-t~me assistant parole~~fffc:.~r\i"J~ 
~ . _.J:'~' '(;;.- '-"~ 

Volunteers assisted, however, in sponsorship oLoarolees and in "asststing';-'W'ith .... . 
. . . '. . . " c ~;.~:':;:' ,;>,:";..,g""",-_'=:.;:,]~,:;~:-~:,.:~~:c,,,~'::::-."'d~~'~~ 

raferrals to'collJT1un'ity agencies. Much'stress was placed on th~Jat"ter -- with 
;~" . 

paY'ol~ staff seeing its 

~"..:>,:;")~;7.i ";;:gui"dance'~' then"~ef~rra 1 

. ~.-. ~ . •. ;y'" ~ .' 

role as screening and evalu.ating a,pplicerits, initi.al·, . 
.o.;_f/·~,_ . . =-" ,;.;:(:' _~,<.~' ... ,).- _'~.:.:'_§->': 

to an appfo'prtate agency or. veil uriteerspcinsorlor~;Cml90}~9 
.-" ~, - :- .. ' '-' , .. : - {. \..', :,:.~' . ' 

~- ',' 

;,0 .~ ;.~;;--~._ 

~---: 

.' 'servi ces. : ~' . 

- . 
The program ha~experiencedc:substahtial exparlsion..As of fall 1976,,· 

total staff included fourteenfuH-t.ime per~Qrt?:; arid o~e half:'time. Only the . 
- -. ' .• ,,~ ... ; .... ~.-."'.'".:; '"<_. ..~>;:',~ ;:}". \~ 

original two and a half pOSitions are p~e-sentlysupported by the City .. Countli\Out 
!' _;) ,.- f: . - . _'.f) .~ , 

of local funds.. Threepgsi~i'ons ari{"IICE~~IIS10t~; two' {yoGaf;~~a~;, c~unS~10~~)are '. 

an an i~~efinite 10a~frOm} l~'ca(university. Theother.severl p~s;tions a~b. 
financed by LEAA grarlts. " Six of· these'at.e;BJ\rcde aides',and.9ne:mandatory 

qualification for these i~ a history of cQnYietiQn>{jf~:crime,fhl1owedby' 
. ;::,._':-. 
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or who t"eceive partially suspended jail sentences. This change, incidentally, 

o~"-cama about as a result of initiatives by local officials and state legislators 

from san Francisco. The very substantial increase in paroles since the new 

law became effective attests to the fact that many rJrisoners who appear to have 

been lready for early release were not being sel ected for this under the previously 

avai1i~lbJ~ remedy of sentence modi fi cati on by the court. 

The Parole Commission and its staff assume responsibility for supervision 

of those parolees who, had jail-probation sentences. The City-County Probation 

Department is relieved of this work, but kept.advised of significant develop": 

• 

• 

• 

ments in each case.· Thus· the use of parole in these cases has reduced not nn1y41 

jail population but the probation department's heavy ~ase load as well. 

As to impact on jail population, at one point in 1976 it"was possible to 

close one wing of the facility used for sentenced misdemeanants -- so that more 

than marginal savings w'are made possible. Two evaluations have found tha't the 

program is cost-effective; local and LEAA expenditures on the f,ltQgram have 

amounted to less them it would have cost had the p~ro1ees served their full 

sentences less good time credits. This. is based on per capita daily jail costs 
, 

averaging about $10.00. Using the formula pr.oposed in Volume 5 of this series, 

" however, amounting to $4 .. 00 p~r day, savings would have been much less. Even so, 

\:(:onsidering benefits other than jail cost savings, we would agree that this 

pr'ogram has been cost-effect; ve. 
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Contributing to cost-effectiveness has been a low rate of parole revoca

tion -- about 12% -- and also low recidivism rates for those paroled. For 

It example, 7% of parolees were convicted of new misdemeanors and 2% 'of felonies 

during a follow-up period --compared to figures of 46% and 4% for a control 

group. Credit for these sharp differences must go largely to case selection, 

.. but some part of the difference is undoubtedly attributable,to supervision and 

services. 

.. 

.. 

• 

More than two-thirds of parolees are referred for services to a variety 

of community agencies -- for example, residential and non-residential treatment 

programs for alcoholics and drug dependent persons; medical and psychological 

services fsr physically handicapped, chronically ill, or emotionally disturbed 

parolees; and, in addition, educational, training, or job placement, services 

for most. 

Indicative of the initative, commitment, and energy of its founders and 

chief officials has been their success in expanding services by tapping varied 

sources of manpower for the'program, enlistment of cooperation from numerous 

community agencies, schools, and employers; and the success of their efforts to 

change state law on parole eligibility to open up the program to many more local 

,tt jail prisoners. 

Several evaluations have been made of the program. The most.recent and 

perhaps rigorous of these was ABT Associates of Cambridge, Mass. They studied 

• the agency at the behest of LEAA as a result of its nomination for recognition as 

an lIexemplary progr'am. 1I Statements above on cost-effectiveness and recidivism 

were taken .from their report,) and it was helpful al so in its account of the 

.. program's history and its o,Y'ganization and operation as of ,i;he spring of 1976. 

• 

Informat'ion also was obtah.:!d thro,ugh correspondence and interYiews with Richard G. 

Zevitz, Executive Secretat"y to the Parole Commission and director of the pr,ogram. 
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As of the fall of 1976, the agency structurecoul d be pi ctured as 

follows: 

Directorb 
Re-entry Ass;starit,_a _____ t-I ____________ --. 

Parole Aide Admin. Asst. VOluJteer c 
Clerk (CETA) C.oordinator 

--------, 
2 Follow-up 
Assistants (CETA) 
5 Parole Aides 

2 Vocational 
counselors 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
aStationed at San Bruno Jail, where most misdemeanants serving sentences are 

confined~ Functions are to screen population for eligibles; take parole applica
tions; assist,applicants to make parole plans; and prepare reports for Parole 
Commissioners~-use in making decisions. • 

bllCentral office" staff, housed in an office in the courthouse (pretrial 
detention) jail. 

cSupervision and services staff for those paroled. Housed in a field office 
in an area where many of the parolees live. 

n6 

.; 

• 



• 
IntensiVe 'Pre- and Post-Releas.e Sei"vice.An unusual example of an' 

integrated treatment program, beginning in the institution and carrying over 

.. into the community was developed by the North Carolina Corrections Department. 

This involves both felons and misdemeanants. (A high percen~age of sentenced 

misdemeanants in North Carolina are co~~itted to State Corrections, which 

• operates a network of cOJ1lparatively small f,3.cilities in the several regions of 

the State.) 

• 

• 

• 

This program is deSigned for generally less hopeful prisoners in that 

those considered for it have previously been denied parole and are within a few 

months of mandatory release. They participate in a four-week group program of 

prerelease prepa~ation and, in most cases, are then paroled. They are encouraged 

to take advantage of continuing services from program staff until they have suc

ceeded in re-establishing themselves in the community.-

Staff orientation is toward providing service, rather than surveillance and 

enforcement of parole rules. Violations to date have been very few and only as a 

result of new charges. There is no strict cut-off period for services, but an 

effort is made to keep in touch with all releasees for at least a year, as part 

of a program evaluation effort. The formal parole period is usually about three 

.. months, but ranges from a few days to a maximum of four months. Discharge occurs 

when the original mandatory release date is reached. 

One of several programs is located in Charlotte, N.C. The pre-parole group. 

• 25 to 30 members, is housed in an institution on the edge of the city. This is a 

minimum-security facility with an educational-vocational component, a work release 

group, and the pre-parole group. The two-man special parole staff (training _ 

• 

• 

coordinator and assistant) are housed in a downtown office building, where they 

have space for group activities as well as individual counseling. 
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The program runs for about six hours each weekday for four weeks and 

involves use of audio-visual aids, group discussions, same lectures by community 

volunteers, role-playing sessions, and individual interviews. 

The purpose is to stimulate members of the group to awareness of issues and 

problems they must do something about if they are going to be able to re-establish 

themselves promptly and successfully once paroled. Key issues are emp10ym~nt~ 

living ar'rangements, and such bread-and-butter ma~ters as driving licenses and 

social 'security cards. There is also focus on resources available to help with 

other kinds of problems, such as illness, family conflicts, alcohol or drug 

abuse, etc. 

ThE: two staff members spell each other in group sessions " .. so that each can 

also devote time to individual discussion with participants, making referral 

arrangements, and taking care of administrative matters. 

Classes are held for four weeks with one week between classes to permit 

staff to catch up on follow-up contacts with those released. Each has up to 100 

cases in follow-up status at anyone time, and those still newly released often 
3 

require quite a bit of attention. 

Subsidies. For many years some correctional leaders have urged that a w~y 

• 

• 

: .• 

• 

• 

•• 

be found to make released prisoners eligible for unemployment compensation until • 

they find steady work. Two quite separate experiments suggest that the idef 

might have merit -- especially for some offender categories -- if there were 

some way to imj.')lement a p1~n. (This might very well )~equire federal legislation 

as well as legislation in states whhing to participate; to explore this complex 
--: .. 

subject was ,beyond the scope of our project.) 

One experiment in Baltimore was known. as LIFE (Livi,ng Insurance for Ex

Prisoners). This was funded by the U.S. Department of labor and involved 432 

men released from Maryland state prisons. to Baltimore from October 1971 to July 
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• 
1973. Hal f of the men received subsidies total ing $780 at a maximum rate of 

" $60 a week. (The grants were reduced in accordance with earning levels once 

.. the individual was working.) 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Subsidized prisoners who had served time for offenses involvi,ng theft 

performed significantly better -- judged by re-arrest rates -- than similar 

offenders who were not subsidized. There were no significant differences 
" 

between other types of offenders -- but the theft cases made up about half of 

the total group. Of additional interest is the fact that subsidies were not a 

deterrrent to job-seeking. The subsidized group showed a higher employment 
~ 

rate than the non-subsidized. 

This project overlapped with a similar One in the San Francisco Bay Area, 

from September 1972 to May 1973~ conducted by the California Department of 

Corrections through its regionai parole office. Funding was by the state 

criminal justice agency (LEAA funds). It involved 254 state parolees, with 

approximately half receiving subsidies up to $80 a week for a maximum of 

twel ve weeks·. 

Again, the subsidized pa'rolees performed better to the extent of 13% --

judged by successful continuation or parole. Moreover,supsidiZed property . . 

offenders performed 28% better than their controls. As in the LIFE project, 
. 5 

experimentals also were more successful in. mainta~ning employment.· 

A rather extensive ,review of this subject, as it relates to federal and 

• state prison releasees, is provided in a recent monograph published by the 

American Bar Assodation's Conmission on COyjrectional Facilities and Services: 

Robert Horowitz, IIBack on the Street - From Prison to Poverty.1I 

• 
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CHAPTER VII 

SENTENCING OPTIONS: RECAP 

. .; ~ , 

To quote one judge who has been involved in this project from an early 

• 

• 

point as a consultant and member of the advisory resource board: liThe judge has .• 

an affirmative obligation to seek alternatives to jail in disposing of misdernean-

ants. There are other and less expensive ways to punish and certainly better ways 

to salvage these less serious offenders. Although probation services may be needed, 

they are not always available and rarely so in a suffic~ent amount. The judge 

himself should participate in mobilizing community resources and in promoting 

'* legi slati on that may be needed to permit optimal sentencing practi ces. I' 

In passing sentence, the judge has, or should have, a wide choice of options 

resources, and methods out of which to fashion appropriate, individualized dis

posit'ions. Further elaboration of the judge's basic disposition is possible in 

more serious or complex cases, through the subsequent decisions and services of 

correct'ional agencies. At times the court and corrections might collaborate in 

a series of. carefully timed decisions -- as when a ja;il sentence is imposed; the 

defendant is found suitable and transferred to work release status in ~ community 

correctional center; and the judge subsequently suspends the balance of the 

sentence in favor of a period of time under probation supervision. 

Key alternative elements which enter into the sentencing and consequent 

treatmeAt of misdemeanants can be outlined as follows: 

DiSposi ti 6ns 

1. Unconditional discharge 

* Judge Tim Murphy, D. C. Superior Court, in a telephone discussion of this 
volume on August 19, 1976. 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• , , 

2. Suspended judgment, suspended ~entence, or _deferral of 
sentence ... , . 

a. With no special conditions or supervi~ion 
b. With special conditions --

. (l) Defendant on his honor t~ carrY-out conditions -
or "paroled" to his counsel. 

(2) Volunt·eer assists defendant, monitor~ perfofmance, 
and reports back to court 

(,3) Non-criminal justice a.gency accepts thi.s responsi
bility (e.g., volunteer bureau in relationta 
community service requirement; alcohol or drUg 
treatment agency). 

(4) Probation department is given responsibility to 
arrange needed services and supervise defendant. 

3. Imposition of sentence* 

a. Restitution (lump sums installments) 
b. COl1lT!unity service or task performance 
c~ Fine (see "a" above) 
d. Incarceration 

* In connection with restitution, community service, or fine., choice 
of arrang~ments for any needed services to defendant or for monitor .... 
ing his compliance with sentence would follow the pattern in 2b above. 
Note also that some po.rtion of the sentence might be suspended,con
tingent on defendant's compliance With general (refrain from further 
crime) or special conditions. 

Sped a'l Cond it ion'S 
j 

1. Restrictions on mobil ity, associations, or activities (for example 
type of work or leisure time activity or a habit such as drinking 
which have in the past inevitably led this defendant into criminal 
acts). .. 

2. Requirement to report to a deSignated person or agency. keep them 
advis.ed of activities and whereabouts. andconsfder their advice 
and suggestions 

,a. Minimal control (keep monitor advised as to address and of 
~ny instance of arrest) 

b. Moderate control (report on ~egular basis as to residence, 
work or school, any arrests or any other serious ,problems; 
seek and consi.der guidance of supervisal" 1n relation to 
major decisions 01" any crime:-related problems) 

c. Maximum control (see programs for high ri.sk cases in Chapter 
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3. Requirement to participate in some rehab.iiitation program -.: 
either specified by court or ,to, be agreed to petween defendant 
and des; gnated supervi.s()Y~e .. g,; ,probationdepar'tinent}. Such 
requirements would vary greatly -- depending on the nature of 
the defendant ' s'probleni and the variety of resources available 
in 'he communlty. Some common examp 1 es wou 1 d inc 1 ude: " 

Alcohol or drug treatment 

Residential 
Non·~resident'ia 1 

Employability improvement 

Bad~ educatinn 
High, school equivalency.program 
Voca~ibnal training . 
Occupat.i ona 1 gui dance, job pl acement, 

related services 
and 

Treatment for "psychopathological" condition such as 
sexual deviance or mental illness 

Residential 
Non-residential 

Special izedPrograms such as courses for drinkingclrivers 
or other cnronic traffic offenders 

General ized treatment program, such,as'th()se described in 
Chapters IV and V ".. , 

Residential 
Non-residential 

Correctional Dispositions -- These are decisions as to defendants who are /--:?" 
sentenced to confinement which serve to modify the sentenceo~1}l-ter the' ;,/(
defendant's status. In some jurisdictions these decisions might bema~e/"'" 
by judges rather than, parole boards or correctional agency adminisJra-tors. 

" .. ' . . /. , .-'.~;--:'"~~~' ;- '. 

• 

• 

.• ' 
1. Time off for good behavior or performance of worj<·{iJsually 

of prescribed sorts and at prescribed perforw.aflce leve1s;!} .._.~_~~ii:<~·='~==-=~0 

2~ . Furioughs "-~<~:~:;'7l;-::::";~ 
. ! 

~ .. /'~' . 3. Work or study release'status 

4. Transfer to cOlll1luni~yco'rrect't)hal center, priyat~half~way 
house, or otherspecia;lcOJ1Inunity treatment ,faci!lity (()ften 
in conjunction with 3). . , 

5. Parole 

6. Pre- and post-release (tranliitional) ,p~ograms to aid in (re-) 
establishment in normal comnunity r,{Jies'. . 

'// 

, .. 1\ 
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CHAPTER NOTES 

Chapter I 

Two correctional researchers who have explored the subject'of cost-benefit 
theory and methods have suggested and illustrated application of these to evalua~ 
tion of correctional methods and programs. Material is included in: 

Dan_iel Glaser, "Routinizing Evaluatiori:~et~ing Feedback on Effectiveness 
of Crime and Delinquency Programi-~i' NIMH::C+fme and Delinquency 'inonograph, 

National Institute of Mental Health, U.S. Health, Education and Welfare 
Department, Bethesda, Md., 1973. 

::c Stuart Adams, "Evaluative Research in Corrections: A Practical Guide,1I 
lEAA Ptescriptive Package, law Enforcement Assistance Administration, .c 

• U.S. Department of Justice, l~ashington, D.C., Ma~ch 1975. 

• 
2 

• 

• 

• 
; .. 

'. 

The American Bar Association's Correction'irrEc:onomics Center also has, 
publ is hed guide1 i nes for cost-benefH evaluation of corre~tioll~lprograms andc 
has exemplified these in a series of studies ~esigned to ~6st out the adoptio~ of 
correctional standards which were urged by the National Advisory Commission on 
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals. See Note 1, Chapter 3, Volume 5~ 

Detailed information on American jail populations arid programs has been 
published by lEAA on the basis of U.S. Census Bureau studies: "loca l Jails: 197011 

k-

and liThe Nation's Jails: 1972" (published by lEAA in January ,1973, and Mayl~75, 
respecti ve ly) • 

For later and more extensive information on a large sample of jails see: 

Chas. l. Newman, and others, "localJa il s and Drug Treatment, II College of 
Human Development, The Pennsylvania State University, UniversityPark, Pa., 
February 1976. 

A more journalistic and polemical treatment of the subject is: 

Ronald Goldfarb, "Jails," Garden City, N.Y., Anchor Press/Doubleday, 1975. 
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New York State 1 aw (Secti on 390.20 --Crimi,na 1 Procedure) provides that 
presentence reports must be ordered before any of the followi.ng sentences may 
be imposed: probation, imprisonment over 90 days, consecutiYeja,il terms aggre
gating more than 90 days. 

4 
This is an LEAA-funded project being carried out by a specially developed 

unit of the Santa Clara County Adult Probation Department. Project title is 
IIDiffp.rential Diagnosis arid Treatment Program for Adult Offenders. 1I Eventual 
resul ts rema into be seen, but the concept appea rs worth,emu1a:.tlllg !." " 

---- --- -":;~-""~ .. ~';'~::;I- ~ '--

Chapter II 

1 

3 

Edwin Powers, IICrime and Punishment in Early Massachusetts," Boston, Mass,~', 

Beacon Press, 1966, p. 168 and Appendix A. """"; " 

Joe HudsQn, ed., "Restitution 111 Criminal Just1ce, II (Papers presented at" 
First International Symposium on Restitution in November, 1975 a,t Minneapolis), 
St. Paul, Mi nn., Hi nnesota".;!Yepa rtment of Corrections, 1976 • 

. ,.)"~'~' ~ 

Burt GalawaY;,)lioward the Rational 
In Hudson, sURra' 'Nate 2, p. 81. 

D.evelopment of Restitution Programming, II 

4 
Herbert Edel hertz and 'Gi'l' bert Geis, Ilpubl ic Comp-ensation to Victims of 

erime,IINew York, Praege~', 1974. 

Herbert Edelhertz, "Re,stitutive Justice: A General Survey andAn~lysis~1f , 
Seattle; Wash., Law and Jus1cice Study Center, Battell e Human Affairs. Research 
Centers, January 1975. 

• 

• 

"~i,, '. 

• 

• 

Joe Hudson and Burt Ge.laway, eds., "Considering th.ti)' Victim: Regdings in 
Restitution and Victim COinpensation, II Springfiel~:.,;pI~ll:, Charles C.,·'tho~as, 1975.~ • 

Steven Schafer, "Compensation and Re;stTtution to Victims of Crime," 
Montclairs Patterson Smith, 1970. 

Gilbert Geis and Herbert Edelhertz, "Callfornials new crime victim 

compensatio~. statute,IIi'SAr'I Diego. taw R~,view:, Volume 11,1974. 
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5 
The refereric~~o negati'{~Sel'f1Cti~)ns re1ated to the use of contracts in ,,"' 

the Geneseec touP~ty ,'M; ch.~ ,'divers; on pr'ogram known- as the Ci tizenls Probation' 
Authorft.y. See otapter III, Volume 3. ' S~e alSo ,Edith Ankersmj,t,IISettingthe 
Contract iriProbation, \I Federal Prooatit,n, June: 1976"Pp. 28-33. 

,-:'· .. :"::'·C,·· . - h.:.;- -: 

6 i. _), - ',' 

The study in question showed that requiring defendants to attend driversJ, 
schoor"prod~ced superim" results to-'any/other disposition in a sarnpl~ ~f drunk 
driver cases (7~MUriicipal Court Review-7\ 1967). .;-; ,:;. 

Chapter III 
=.,.<,. -> ::-f--cCrntervfewwith'M'fch~Ei1F • Hanrahan, Chief-l?robati on 

Municipal Court Probation Department, April 1975. 
Officer~ Albuquerque 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

2 
.~ ' .. 

For examples of drug education programs for minor drug offendens see 
_ ./:. ,.- c ,- .--' 

California Office of NarcotiyS and Drug Abuse, IIEducation, Treatment 't)r'Rehabni~ .,-'~ 
'.' -." , .. -

3 

4 

tation: Drug Offender Diversion Prograins in California," Sacramento, Calif., 
November 1975. 

Intervi e'lt wi th D. C. Superior Court Judge Till) Murphy, May '1975. 

Science Systems Inc., "Comparative AnaJysis of Five TASC Programs," 
Bethesda, Md., June 1974. 

George Nash, liThe Impact of Drug Abuse Treatment Upon Cri.mi na 1 i ty: A 
Look at 19 Programs,1I Montclair State College, N.J., December 1973. 

.~. 

'"/. . J 

Ed\'1ard Brecher, "Methado'rie Treatment Manual, II (.LEAA Prescriptive Package -::, ,'.;;:/,: 
#2700-00227), Washington, D.C., U.S. Gpvernment Printing qffice~ 1973. 

Chapter IV 
1 

V~ra"'rnstitute of Justice, IIWildcat: The Fit"st Two Years,1I New Yo!,bd".Y., 
November 1974. Also interviews with Herbert Sturz, Vera, Institute Director, in 

-d:M'ay 1975, and with Carl Weisbrod, Wildcat Director, in Ju1Y~\1976. '.' .' 

2 
Ibi,!!., p. 140. 
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F 

to the training. center and interviews with staff. Interviews 
ItJithFrank Lozit()~ Director, and Joseph Misciori-e~De;utY' Director,West;"1~:~~-~~ 
Regional Adult- Probation Department, El Paso, April 1975~' . ~ ~. . 

• 
,;/ 

c-• 
4 " 

Essexfields was a day treatment program carried on by the New Jersey Depart~' J 

mentoflnstitutions and Agencies during the 1960'5. It was a non-residential . 
.;:, 

adaptation of guided group interaction concepts as developed in the well..;knowl'l 
, :., ;.-

Highftelcis program. The Provo project was quite similar in operation to Essex- •. 
field:s, except that it was a research~d expel"i!I'ent5 l.~ter descr1_~e~ in Lamar T. .~~ . .p, 

. '. -' .~.-:::---_/ -.~--

Empey and Maynard L. Et'ickson, liThe Provo Experiment, II lexington,M"a.ss. ,~I1A'Sr-"~/ 
---=-,_.-... -

Hea th, 1972 ..""~,,,-:.<~,~c -.-;;r 
_~;:-.o-""-;"::;:~~/~~' '.~.: / ' 

'5 -- # ~.".~ __ :.~::j.e- .~P_, 

The Cormnunity Correction and Rehabi.litation Center was establtshedin Jy.g.ey-r/ ,Ii 
_ .-l~;/ 

1970. Director is William D. Beck, Jr. Project .~tg-"f~""vfsited :the age.iJpy,c;oi'n: 
February 1915 and had an opportunity to fnte;~i;~ 'all key stafLarrd'?t6 .oot~{n . 
cOPies!}f.rIes~;iptiv~~nd·stati sti cal· materfai s, prog~9!U,~tii ;~:'·etc. e: .:.-,_-=--.....=.:=o 

As reported in Chapter 3, Volume 5 .. 
7 ~ II 

For a thoughtful discussion and' report of a research study in this car~~.~~_~" 
Eliot Studt, IISurveillance and Service in Parole: A Report of the Parole)\ction 
Study,1I Washington, D.C., LEAA, May 1973. 

8 , _'-J~~74! 
As discus!;ed elsewhere in these publications, the El PasoProbati()n",.~-,.';;"';"/").."· . 

. ._.,~tP""~ 

Oepa rtment (note 3 above) has dichotomi zed s urveill ance and se.r:~:tc-e~~runcti ons. 
A speci al parol e program in North Carol ina hasc.:~t~tty.;,-wgri~"el~i~i~ated the sur- • 
·veillance role for parole officers .. JI1;:..fa·vdi'of emphasis on service. See Chapter V •. .-.'-. 

"~.~. "- .. ~ >' ' .;::=-

9 Robert Marj:d~risori:":i;R~~~;~int 'in the Community, II Unpub1 iShed,JUctnUScript:197S. ~ . 
. :.T:.;:_ ,J';'. ...-:). "_£';'J 

;,"::;, " , . <.t;-.;:-- : ..... :c".tJ· ~ C. . ;. 

Ibid. See also: Ohlin, Coates, and Miller, IIRadical correctional reform: 
,,-. c:;;'?, -

a case study of the Massachusetts youth c.ol:'recti ana 1 sys tern;'! . Harvard Edutati anal 
:,.~::,:",."". ~·D 

Review, Volume 44, Number 1, February.l974, Pp. 74-111.; 

11 
Discussi.on ~ith Judge Tim Murphy, D. C. Superi.or: .... Court •.. . . _ '. ",' _ -'-~;:.:f"~i:-":::;;.:- . '-- 'c_-=_ ' ... 

'--" ~. 

:. ~.; 
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are 

- ~. ~.~-~-~~. F .' _' /~/' 

The time estimates. for surV~illanc~,jn:'MoaeL~,arra<f~' ordinary probation 
based on the computationsD.el~~'··· '. Days' off ,etc.:... 

Weekends 
"Ho "bidays-

'. Vacation da~s 
Sick·leav"'e·~··· 

$'= Train'ing,admil1., etc. 

Sub-total·' 

·c Surveil 1 ance o.r case.)!!ork 
;<: .•• Hours. per~'week 
"," . 

• * Divide by cases: 

Sut~~il1ance:; Officer 

104 
10. 
'15:?? 
'5 

.J1. 
146 .,;;;;;?S2:,{·" 
2191::':'v~ 

33.7* 

,~lc82 

183 

28.1*:, 

13 

• 
Cost estimates for Models A an~:;r(~re based on budgets as set·,forth below: 

/Cly 
.:.-~ .. \.-:~, ... ,-,"' ~ 

. Sal aries .. : .. ,:,,,,,~,,,:, 
I "'" (" .... > .. (,c'"·,,· '.~ . .-::.-

j'j,.:, .... "<./ Suoarvlsi on 
,,! .. ~'" Case Consultant 
'. Secretary 

• 

.. ~ 5 StArVei 11 ance Offi cers 
-"" 

Benefits (20%) 

·Administrative overhead 
(1 0% j:jf"sa 1 a ri es ) 

·Other 

Rent 
. Suppl ies/equipment 

Trave l_~ .,, ___ ~ ~~>_.,.,~:~ --. ~-o ... ~'-..-

. ,,::Ilhtins"" . 
Consul tants' 
Serwices* 

Total' 

. ~.!)ivided by 365 by 50 cases == 
:--~-~--

~~-;:-. 

Model A 

$15,000 
12,000 
; 7,000 

_50 2 009: 
84,000 

. 10,800 

8,400 

7.35 ' 

*SlJ..bsidies and service purchases for clients 
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Model J 

$ 
'2~OOO~ . .' .......... ' 
." ~t.50(F(half .. ti me) 

. lOO.OOO(lO} . 

- _:.--

23,100 

" ' 

" " 
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Chapter V 
1 

At least 22 state prison systems may accept male misdemeanants into their 
institutions. Additional states ~~cept female misdemeanants. As to males, 
practices vary. In some states --e~g., Illinois and Indiana -- the state 
operates an institution exclusively for misdemeanants and under ordinary circum
stances would not hold a misdemeanant in one of the institutions for felons. 
In other states there is commingling in less secure institutions but not in the 
main penitentiary. In still others this distinction is not drawn. In Oregon 
misdemeanants can be accepted into the state's facility for wowen and its forestry 
camp and work release centers, but this requires a contract with the committing 
county and payment to the Corrections Division for the prisoner's board. (This 

• 

• 

• 

material based on personal knowledge of pl'oject director, supported by review of • 
the American Correctional Association's 1975-76 Directory.) 

Using LEAA Census Bureau data from jail and state prison sentences, it is 
estimated that at most there were 10,000 misdemeanants in state prisons in the 
winter of 1973-74. In the spring of 1972 there were 60,000 prisoners serving 
sentences in local jails, the vast majority of whom were under a misdemeanor 
sentence. More recently, because of severe overcrowding in many state systems, 

~ 

there are probably fewer misdemeanants in them and many felony cases "backed-up" 

• 

in local jails (for example, according to the Sheriffs of Montgomery and Prince· • 

2 

Georges Counties, Maryland, in June 1976, they were holding almost 200 prisoners 
whom the state system could not absorb). 

See Note 2, Chapter 1. Also: U.S. Bureau of Prisons, "New Roles for 
Jails: Guidelines for Planning,1I 1969 and "Classification for Jail Prisoners," 
1971, Washington, D.C., U.S.~,Governmental Printing Office. The Bure~u has .1; 

developed correspondence courses for jail managers and personnel. Its planning 
division has had occasion to design and arrange for construction of and program 
development for new federal detention centers in recent years. Three of these 
are in operation: Metropolitan Correctional Center's -- Chicago, New York City, 
and San Di,ego. Chief source of technical assistance at this time in the area of 
jan pl anning and design is the National Clearinghouse for Criminal Justice 

• 

• 

Planning and Architecture, Su'lte 200, 505 E. Green Street, Champaign, Ill •• 61820 • 
(Frederic D. Moyer, Director). 
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• 3 
For example, a study conducted in 1973 collected data on use of furl~ughs 

and violation rates from 31 states. Median usage was an aye~age of one furlough 
a year per every two pri soners, wi th e.; ght states av~~agi n9 more than one per 

• prisoner per year and one (Vermont) an average of 28. The median 'violation rate 
was 2%. For states making the. greatest use the practice -- average of about four 
or more furloughs a year -- the range in violation rates was .2 of one percent 
to 1.3%. Florida Division of Corrections, Bureau of Planning, Research, and 

• Evaluation, IIFurlough Programs - National Survey,1I November 1973. 
4 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

5 

Interview with officials of D. C'. Department of Corrections, May 1975. 

Based on review of in-house periodic reports and interviews with officials 
of state and local correctional officials. Such formal research as has been done 
on work release d8es not speak clearly to some of these issues. That is, recidi
vism data relates to post-program outcomes. Failures while in the program are 
lumped together. See National Institute of Mental Health, "Graduated Release" 
(NIMH Crime and Delinquency Monograph Series), Washington, D.C., U.S. Government 
Printing Office, 1971. 

6 

7 

The problem with operating work release programs in an ordinary jailor 
correctional institution centers mostly around the problem of contraband. Work 
releasees come under severe pressure to bring in alcohol, drugs, or weapons to 
prisoners held in 24-hour custody. This necessitates strict search procedures 
which are not only time-consuming but a source of staff·~inmate friction. The 
problem is not an insurmountable one, but it is only the "tip of the iceberg." 
Institutional management and staff tend to be pt"(i!occupied tt:.\ith the problems of 
closer custody prfsoners and institutional maint~mance. Often they can give only 
limited'and superficial attenti.on to work releasees. 

Discussions with staff of a corrections labor-man.agentent project currently 
underway in the American Justice Institute under direction of Institute President 
Richard A. McGee. 

8 
For example, Florida State Corrections houses a qigh percen~age of its work 

releasees in specially de~igned 50-man pre-fabricated buildi.ngs which, in 1974, 
cost about $4,000 per bed. The Oregon Corrections Division, in 1970, commfssioned 
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a tra il er company to des ign and construct a faci 1 i'ty for 40 work re 1 easees. 
Although legal constraints made it necessary to lease this, it could have been 
purchased for $60,OQO or a modest. '$1 ,500 per bed. 

--, 

o 

• 

9 • 

11 

Discussion with Sheriff John Buckley during a meeting in Washington, D.C., 
June 21, 1976. 

Interviews with staff of Dade County Multiphasic Diagnostic and Treatment 
Center operated by Florida Parole and Probation Commission, March 1974 and 
February 1975. 

See Note 5, Chapter IV. 
12 

Interviews with various officials of the San Diego County Probation Depart
ment and review of 1973 annual report and various internal reports and, desc::rip-
tive materials. 

Chapter VI 
1 

2 

3 

Interview with Randall Tigett, CORP Director, May 1975. 

Interviews with Ms. Colacicco and with RAP Director Bill Hopf, January 
1975. Reivew of internal monthly statistical reports and of original LEAA grant 
application. 

If 

\ 

Interview, May 1975, with Ray Hood, Training Coordinator, Prerelease and 
Aftercare Services Program, Charlotte, N.C. Also review cif North Car~lina 

4 

" 

Department of Co)·rections, IIProbation and Parole: Invisible Bars," undated 
publication, p. 18. 

Kenneth J. Lenihan, liThe Life Project: Some Pre1iminaryResults~ Design 

• 

• 

• 

• 

,Questions, and Policy Issues,1I Washington, D.C., Bureau of Social Science • 
Research, Inc., February 1975. (Report prepared for the Manpower Administration 
of U. S. Department of Labor.) 

5 
Craig Reinarman and Donald Mt-1,ler, "Direct Financi.a1 Assistance to Paro1eet: 

A Promi sing Alternative in Correcti (bna 1 Progr.aJ1JI1ing, II California Department of • 
Corrections, Research Unit, Sacram(,mto,May 1975. 
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APPENDIX A 

SENTENCING LITERATURE 

Literature on sentencing is coming full circle. In early eighteenth 

century Europe and America, criminal justice was characterized by an absence of 

'. definition or protection of rights of defendants, extensive use of exile for 

offenses against the state or community mores, capital punishment for a wide 

range of offenses including relatively minor property crimes, and, for lesser 

• offenses, wide employment of such physical punishments as branding, multilation, 

and public whipping. Judicial discretion was relatively unconstrained by consti

tutional provisions or statutes. 

• 

• 

• 

A central figure in reforms introduced from late in the century onward was 

Cesare Conesana, Marchese de Beccaria -- generally known today as "Beccaria." 

His urgings related partly to firm~ fair~ and impartial treatment of defendants -

partly to less barbaric and more rational forms of treatment. He advocated 

abolition of capital punishment and sUbstitution of fines and imprisonment for 

physical punishment. He also urged improvements in the conditions of jails and 

prisons and separation of prisoners on the basis of sex, age, and degree of 

criminality. Presaging such contemporary views as those of the National Advisory 

Commission on the Administration of Criminal Justice he advocated use of the least 

punitive measure appropriate in a given situation. 

• treatment of suspects and convicted offenders moved in these directions. 

The defendant was accorded rights designed to assure a fair trial. The convict 

was sentenced on the basis of the seriousness of his crime -- based partly on 

• statutory limits, partly on considerations of the d,egree of culpability. (This 

was a "post-Beccarian" addition. Beccaria was strongly committed to the doctrine 
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of deterrence and emphasized sure, swift, and appropriately severe punishment -

appropriate, that is, to the offense, not the offender.) 

In the mid-nineteenth century, a new concept was introduced which eventually 

muddied the waters rather thoroughly. Capta"in Alexander Maconochie of the 

British Royal Navy was put in ch~rge of a penal colony on Norfolk Island in 

Australia in 1940. His prisoners were former English convicts, deported from 

England, and subsequently convicted of new crimes in Australia, New South Wales, 

New Guinea, etc. 

Maconochie translated sentences into a certain number of "marks." By good 

conduct, labor~ and study the convict could redeem the marks against him and 

earn an earlier release. The system was akin to the so-called "token economy" 

systems employed in many American correctional systems during the past 15 or 20 

years under the influence of behavior modification theory. 

(For this quick review of penological history we have summarize~ a few high

lights of Chapters 21 and 24, Harry E. Barnes and Negley K. Teeters, "New 

Horizons in Criminology," New York, Prentice-Hall, May 1949.) 

The "marks system" led to the evolution of parole and the indeterminate 

sentence. A third major development emerged in America between the 1920's and 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

1940'5. The burgeoning mental health field, with its new concepts and methl)ds • 

of studying and modifying human behavior, succeeded in altering the administl"a

tion of parole and the indeterminate sentence -- or at least the avowed principles 

behind these practices. 

Under the classical system (Beccaria), sentences were based on the ser'ious

ness of the offense -- modified later, by lI,aggraYating and mitigati,ng. circumstances" 

in the individual case. Under the "marks system,II, convi.cts sentenced to pri.son 

could earn their way out through conformity and efforts to demo~strate their 

desire to work and learn. Under the mental health or so-ca11Eld IImedical model,u 
'I 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

both the sentence and the timing of release -- while usually constrained by 

statutory limits on punishment of the offense proved -- were to be determined 

by an assessment of the individual's IIcriminalityli and of his "response to treat

ment.1I 

In the judgment of many contemporary critics the medical model carried us 

at least part way back to the pre-Beccarian era but in a new Orwellian sense. 

Sensitivity to people's legal rights was lost. Fitting the punishment to the 

crime began to fade as an objective. The criminal offender was defined, in 

effect, as a patient -"~ suffering from one of various illnesses within the 

broad classification of criminality. His IItreatment il (i.e., punishment) was to 

be based on a diagnosis and would be, in effect, a prescription. 

Even if all this were real -- which today is of course widely rejectad -

the availability within or outside the criminal justice system of practitioners 

with the knowledge and skill to implement the-concept was not real. The idea 

was widely bought by legislators, judges, correctional people, and segments of 

the public. But it was never really carried out. Determinants of who went to 

prison and how long they stayed continued to be primarily perceptions as to the 

seriousness of the crime and how well the incarcerated offender behaved himself. 

There were just enough exceptions to create an atmosphere of unpredictability'and 

lay the~stem open to charges of arbitrariness and unfairness. Exceptions had 

mostly to do with prior convictions, other negative factors in the offender's 

history, or "clinical judgments,1I often by overworked and undertained prison 

staff. In other words, the inmate was held in prison, in effect, for offenses 

already paid for, for al1eged behavior not proven legally or at times in any 

other sense, or for "conditions ll perhaps not even susceptible of proof. 
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The past decade has witnessed a spreading and increasingly yigorous 

reaction against the abuses into which'the indeterminate sentence carried 

American corrections. Correctional leaders from Norman Carlson, Director of 

the Federal Bureau of Prisons, to retired California Corrections Director, 

Richard A. McGee, have expressed their change of heartin recent articles. 

"(Carlson, liThe future of prisons,II'Trial',Volume 12, Number 3, March 1976; and 

McGee, IIA new look at sentencing,II'Federal 'Probation, June and October 1974.) 

Altho,ugh increasingly popular among legal critics of our criminal justice ...... 
and correctional practices, one of the earliest and best articulated objections 

to depriving people of their liberty in order to IItreat ll them was presented by 

Norval Morris in an inaugural address when he assumed direction of the Center 

for Criminal Justice Studies, University of Chicago Law School, in 1966. (Morris, 

IIImpediments to penal reform,1I University of Chicago Law Review, Summer 1966, 

p. 627.) 

Contributing to doubts about or repudiatiol) of the IImedical model" of 

criminal justice has been the assessment of research efforts in the field. 

Interestingly many of the reports subsequently used to discredit or question 

correctional programs were published originally as evidence of their effectiveness 

or at least as preludes to hoped-for future research which would provide such 

evidence. ,One such assessment by Walter C. Bailey, IICorrectional outcome: an 

evaluation of 100 reports,1I was published in the Journal 'of ' Criminal Law, 

'Criminology, and Police'Science (Volume 57, No.2, 1966). 

A later, more extensive and widely heralded study, al~ng the same lines, 

was reported by Robert Martinson, IIWhat w~rks? Questions and answers about 

prison reform, II 'The Public'Iriter,?st, Spring 1974, p. ~2. A fuller report of 

this study is contained in Lipton,. Martinson, arid Wilks, liThe Effectiveness of 
~I 

Correctiona 1 ,Treatment ' ....... A SurVeY" 'of Treatment Eva 1 uati onStudi es, II Springfield, 

Mass., Praeger, 1975. 
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Not everyone agrees -- especially correctional officials and practi

tioners and many judgas. Some scholars also hold back, including (at least 

in 1974) Daniel Glaser of the University of Southern California, one of the 

leading sociological researchers in the field of corrections. Glaser does 

not deny the fact that skills and other qualities needed for correctional 

rehabilitation may be in short supply. But he believes that recent criticism 

of correctional research findings overlook evidence that particular methods are 

effective with identifiable offender groups. See Daniel Glaser, "Remedies 

for key deficiency in criminal justice evaluation research," Journal of 

Research in Crime and Delinquency, July 1974, pp. 144-154. Glaser is supported 

by others, incl udi'ng Ted Palmer (See Palmer, "Martinson revisited, 1\ Journal of 

Research in Crime and Delinquency., July 1975, pp. 133-152). (Martinson responded 

• to this article in "California research at the crossroads," Crime and Delinguenc,¥, 

April 1976.) 

Much of the recent literature on sentencing philosophy, laws, and practices 

.. does seem to start from these premises: 

• 

• 

1. Rehabilitation cannot be imposed on people -- and therefore 
sentences should not be based on what clinicians think can be done 
with a person in prison or otherwise under coet"cion to accept 
treatment. 

2. Sentences should be fair and just -- therefore they should be 
weighed in terms of the seriousness of the offense (back to Beccaria). 

Writers tend to diverge from this point. One factor dividing people is the 

extent to which a propensity for further crime -- especially violent or otherwise 

quite serious crime -- should affect the sentence. While parting with traditional 

• corrections on sentence augmentation for purposes of rehabilitation, they favor 

• 

extended sentences as a matter of community protection. But they end up in a 

dilemma similar to that of indeterminate sentence advocates, because they"would 
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base decisions, essentially, on a prediction of what an individual may do in 

the future, a task which is found increasingly beyond the skill, if not the 

claims, of any discipline. It is possH,le to state statistical probabilities, 

in some circumstances, for a group of subjects -- for example that 50% of a 

group Will violate parole. The truth is that for some the eventuality of viola

tion is 100% and for others the proba.bility is 100% against violation, but we 

cannot determine this for particular individuals •. 

There are some disagreements also on the use 'of penal confinement. This 

practice currently is enjoying more popularity among criminal justice scholars 

than it once did, although the tendency for most is to favor comparatively short 

sentences. Most would abandon parole, although some urge retention of good time 

for prisoners (the "marks system" as originally conceived). 

• 

• 

• 

Among currently popular works which present part;cul~r policies in the area • 

of crime and punishment, are the following: 

American Friends Service COmnlittee, "Struggle for Justice," New York, 
Hill and Wang, 1971. 

Davi'd Fogel, "We Are the Living Proof •• 
Corrections," Cincinnati, Anderson~ 1975~ 

The Justice Model for 
• 

Marvin E. Frankel, "Criminal Sentences," New York, Hill and Wang, 1973. • 

Martin A. Levin, liThe Impact of Criminal Court Sentencing Decisions and 
Structural Characteristics," Washington, D.C., National Technical Informa-
ti on Servi ce, Sprfng 1973. • 

Norval Morris, liThe Future of Imprisonment," Chic,ago, University of Chicago 
Press, 1975. 

Herbert L. Packer, "Limits of the Criminal Sanction," Stanford University 
Press, 1968. 
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Geo,rge ,H. Revelle, "Sentenci.ng and Probation," Reno National Coll.ege 
of the State Judiciary, 1973. 

• ", Ernest Van den Ha,ag, "Punishing Criminals: Concerni,ng a Very Old 

• 

and Painful Question,1t New York, Basic Books, 1975. 

Andrew Von Hirsch, "Doing Justice: The Choice of Punishments ll (Report 
of the Conmittee for the Study of incarceration), New York, Hill and 
Wang, 1975. 

James Q. Wilson,"Thinking, about Crime," New Vork~ Basic Books, 1975. 

Jerome H. Skolnick has reviewed Wilson's book critically in "Are more jails 

the answer?" Dissent Winter 1916, pp. 95-97. 

Recent thoughtful law journal papers on sentehcing include: M. Kay Harris, 

'. lIDisquisition on the need for a new model for criminal sanctioning systems,1I 

West Virginia Law Review, Volume 77, ~umber 2, p. 263; and DavidF. Fisher,. 

"Creative punishment: a study of effective sentencing alternat;ves," Washburn 

• Law Journal, Volume 14, Number 1, Winter 1975, pp.57 .. 75. 

• 

• 

• 

Various prestigious commissions and organizations have,promu1gated standards 

for sentencing or model penal codes. A compilation 01~ these, is contained in an 

LEAA sponsored publication produced by the American Bar Association's COl1lnis~ion 

OJl'I,·,Correcti ona 1 Faci 1 i ti es and Servi ces and the Counci 1 of State Governments: , 

"Compendium of Model Correctional Legislation and Standards," WashinQton, D.C., 

American Bar Association, 2nd p'~~ 1972. 

An importan,t new work on what he calls the "deterrence doctrine" (as a mpre 

arij)ropriate. label than deterrence theory) is Jack P.. Gi bbs, "Crime ,Puni shment 

and, Deterrence,"" New'(ork, Elsevier, 1975. This is a definitive review-of the 

issues i,n deterrence research, and it includes brief reports of results of 

numerous studies. It presents a convlf1dng case that there'is not as yet a~n 

• 1~ 
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adequatesociolog.ical theory of deterrence and that research to qate. does not 
"~'O 

support any particu'lar position as to inclusjon of deterrence in sentencing 

policies. 

'A briefer but quite thoughtful treatment of many of the ,same issues is 

Frankl in E. Zimringl s "Perspectives in Deterrenceu'(NIMH 'Crime and Del inquency 

monograph, Washington, D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office, January 1971). 

Another of the NIMH ~onographs available through the U.S. Government 

Printing Office and germane to the issue of legal treatment of law v.iolators 

is uCivi 1 Commitment of Special Categories of Offenders" (No author 1 isted, 

1971) • 

In ,relation to the issue of exten~ed sentences for dangerous offenders 

research to date has produced generally negative results -- that is, we do .~ot 

• 

• 

• 

have a scientific basis for identifying individual offenders who will probably • 

commit or repeat crimes of viplence. John Conrad of the Academy for Contemporary 

Problems in Columbus, Ohio, is directing an extensive study in this area, out of 

whic!1 reports wi 11 be forthcomi ng over the next coupl e of years. Two recommended~.· 

works in this area are: 

Hans Toch, "Violent Men," Chicago, .Aldine,· 1969. (Explores the problems 

and some methods of trying to identify violent offenders -- that is, 

people with a propensity for violence.) 

Daniel Glaser, liThe ViolentOffender,1I Washi.ngton, D.C., U.S. Office of 

Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Development. 1966. (Details the problems 

and discusses limitations on methods of predicting violent crimes on the 

part of prisoners be'lng considered for parole. See especially Part VII, 
pp. 33-37.) 
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For ,ibroader treatment of prediction of cr.iminal behavior and recidivism 

!~rances H. Simon, IIPrediction Methods in CriminolQgy, II Home Office 
Research Report, London, Her Majesty I s Stationery Offi ce ,,)911. 

~.:: ..... .--
;~~--

Daniel Glaser, liThe Effectiveness of a PriSon and- Parole System,1I 
Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merri 11, 1974. (See especi a l1y,Parts"Iand IV. ) 

Trudel, Ma}'cus, and Wheaton, IIRec1divism -- A SelecteclBibliography," 
(LEAA, NCJ .. 34360) Wa$hington, D.C., U.S. Government' P(7inting ,Office, 
1976. 
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MISDEMEANANT DEFENDANTS: 'SELECTED CHARACTtRf~T:1CS,,~ • ./', 
~~;:75'i'":..:;.;~':;::~: 

, " G'~ .. ;;:?.;~~"~ 

Misdemeanant Arrestees 

,: The word crime is popularly associatedwithc.:su!=h offenses as niurd~r. rape, 

fe(~onious assault, robbery, bUrglarY~kidnapPing,a;~on, narcotics traff;c, and"-: 
'\. ,,. ." __ _ __ .c 

vah,i ousforms of theft. The vast majority ofadult~misdemeanor arrests·, arefor;~'-" " 

offenses stemming from family quarrels or support obligations, neighborhood 
" 

disputes, traffic offenses, public drunkenness and violations of vari~us--e.tne'r ' 

regulatory laws and ordinances. There are misdemeanant~rrests' on char'ges mc)re 
.---.' - ' 

commonly classified as "criminal ," of course ""especiafly theft (in the form of 

shoplifting, bad checks, andpetf.Y':"'f~auds); for prostitutiot': and gambling; and 

for minor drug'law'\';olations.. Nationally these add up to only about one out 

of six adult misdemeanant arrests.* 

In a great many jurisdictions the predominant misdemeanant offense is 
Jj 

public drunkenness (50% and higher in some communities and 25% nationwide),. 

In recent years dri ving under the infl uence of 1 iquor has become (major :cause 

'. 
•• ,'('} 

of misdemeanant arrests (again as much as 50% of adult m!~demeanant arrestsip • 

some jurisdic,tions; 17% nationally; 35% in California). 

There is some relationship b~tween arrest charges and the characteri~tics ','. 

of arrestees. The chart beloW sums up estimates as to selected character'istics 

of adults arrested for various categories of misdemeanors,~ 

* The figures presenteddn this appendbwere drawn from the followjng sources: 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, IICriJne. in the United States: Unfform Crime 
Repo~t, 1974,!~ Washi,ngton, D.C. , U.S. Government pr'inti;!'igOffice,J97S'; un
publlshedF.B.I. tables for arrests in 1971 to 1973 by states, offense, and 
age; Cal~fornia Bureau of Criminal Stat!stics, IICrime andpelinqyency in . 
Cahf~rryla,1I Sac~am~nto, 1973; and s~ec!al reports from the CaliforniaB~reau~ 
of Crlmlnal St~t1StlCS based on s~atlstlcs; generated by an OBTS systern,il1foMJ" 
pop~lou~ countles in southern Callfornia. ,~" '" 
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Offense Category % Male % White % Under 25 ,% Over 40 
~ - -

Public Intoxication 93 73 18 50 
,~ -...:: _.-0_ -'- , .. 

Drunk Driying 92 82 23 38 
Property Offellses 72:~ -~. 64 ,- 53 14 

~ 

All Misdemeanors 83 69 36 30 
~ ~-,.- .. 

Ii 

Public inebriates are primarily males, older, and preq/ominantly white. 

Much the same is true for drunk drivers, although the off~nse involVes more 

young adul ts and an even hi gher proportion of whi tes. Ai-rests for property 
, //f': .'" -

offenses, on the oth~r~1iand, more often involve womer("and non-whites and, tne 
/... /7 

m~jQrity of. arrests are of young persons.c .. Not""pr;sented~.n-i~ chart, but 
-~--- ~. e· 

worth noting, is that-most women- dealt with in the lower courts are charged 
.' - 11 

. \ 
. with such offenses as shoplifting, bad checks, minor drug offenses, prostitution, ' 

welfare fraud, and various offenses associated with care of children. 

Reduced Felony Cases 

in addition to persons arrested for misdemeanors, many arrested for 

felonies experience a reduction in the charge - either with the filing of the 

arr.est report or the prosecutor's charge or later as Ii result of plea barga.,ining, 
::;-= .. --- -"J!''' 

.. or a court initiative. For example, in four southern California counti~s 40% 

of felony arrests during 1973 either resulted in a misdemeCin6Ffiling Or a find- . 

ing of guilty of a misdemeanor in,the process of arraignment in lower court. 

, Thus courts designed to try and sentencemisdemeanants often make dispositions 

in cases which involved a felony complaint at the point of arrest. This can' occur· 

with any category of offense, but is probably roost comon in Jess serious drug law 

cases, felonious assault cases where the consequences Were not seen as serious, 

and property offenses where the,value.of property involved was not great. 
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Practices vary a great deal among jurisdictions for many reasons, for 

exampl e: "over-clla.rging" by pol ice in the judgment of the prosecutor; exten

sive plea bargaining because of crowded dockets; increased public tolerance, 

as for marihuana offenses; population levels and other conditions in the 

state prison system; dissatisfaction with statutory provisions seen as obso

lete, sUch as a dollar figure established decades ago to mark the dividing 

line between a felony, and a misdemeanor. 

Felony arrests ordinarily run only about 20% of total arrests, and drop

ping or dismissal of charges or diversion at times runs high •. Thus in most 

courts of limited jurisdiction reduced felony cases represent a sli1al1 minority 

of those on the sentencing dockets. At the same time the individuals involved 

probably do not stand out as notably different from a great many arrested on 

misdemeanor chal~ges in the first instance - especially from those' arrested for 

assaults and thefts. Most drug law offenders ultimately handled as misdemeanants 

are young persons, quite often with little or no other criminal record and fre

quently from middle class backgrounds. 
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SENTENCE OPTIONS: REPARATIONS 

The chart below illustrates an effort to (1) fix a-monetary value for a 

crime; (2) adjust it to the circumstances of an offender without property and 

with low-earning power; (3) translate the result into different sentence options. 

Minimal effort was appl i~d to developing estimates, since the purpose i.s to ", 

illustrate a process -- not to suggest actual norms. 

The assumed offense was shoplifting of articles worth no more than about 

$100 (Column 1). Arrest was by store security officers and the stolen articles 

were recovered. A m'inimum cost of $100 was assumed for any instance of shop .. 

• lifting, representing the store"s costs for· theft insurance and security. Thus, 

• 

• 

• 

• 

though the stolen prop,erty was recovered, a cost of $100 was still involved for 

the victim. An additional criminal justice cost of $100 was assumed (Column 2). 

This is one-half of estimated police costs for an average arrest -- one half, 

since the procedures involved were shared with the store detectives in this 

instance. 

A further assumption is that the maximum fine for this offense in the 

. hypothetical jurisdiction is $1,000 (Column 3). Thus th~ total assessed value 

of this crime is $1,200. 

Given the offender's impoverished circumstances and the absence of 

aggravating features in the crime -- the judge determines that the offender 

should make rep:ar-ations as follo~/s: 20% restitution to the store or $~O~OO; 

20% compensation to the community' or $220.00, for ,1' total penalty of $240.00 

(C01WiltlS 4 and' 5). 
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The penalty can be imposed in the form of restitution and fine, payable 

at a rate between $5 and $10 a week. An appropriate level of monitori.ng, 

supervisi-ml and/or II he"' ping service" would be ordered to insure successfu'l 

implementation of the sentence, and this would extend over a period of three 

months to a yeat', depending on the actual payment rate (Column 6). 

In lieu of monetary payments, the court might permit the defendant to' 

perform volunteer services in a cOl1JTlunity agency. Allowing $3.00 an hour 

. credit for this service, 80 hours would be required _M to be performed ata 

rate between four and six hours a week (Column 10). 

If the court determined that the defendant was incapable of satisfying 

the $240 obligation through either monetary payments or community service· .... -

because of unwillingness to do so or evidence of gross unreliability -- it 

'might choose a jail sentence. This might be under work release conditions 

with the offender paying $4.00 a day toward the cost of his confinement ." 

(Column 8). This would enta.i1 a period of 60 days on work release. Here, 

• 

• 

instead of paying the victim or reimbursing the community for criminal justice •• 

or intangible costs -... the defendant, in effect, pays' for his own incarceration. 

If he is considered too untrustworthy for work-release status, he would .l' 

serve in total confinement. How long he would serve would ~epend on the extent· , ~. 

of public service he performed as a jail prisoner -- for example, maintenance 

work connected with jail operations or other county or city maintenance work 

which a prisoner in medium to close c.~stody status could perform. This could be 

assessed at some hourly rate -- e.g., $3.00 as with community service. Self

support costs of $4.00 a day would be deducted, so that if he works 40 hours a 

week, his net earnings would be $92 a week (40.x 3 = 120 ~ 28:.~ $92) or $13 a day 

(92 f 7). His minimum period of confinement would be about 10 days. Assuming he 
I 

performed no work he could be held upm 60 days (b~sed on the standard time asso-

ciated with work release). (Column 7.) 
l 
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• 
Such a prisoner might be advanced to work release status, if he appears 

to be ready for this, and this would affect his confinement time. For example. 

• assume that he serves two weeks and averages 25 hours of work a week. He would 

have net earnings of $94.00 and thus would owe $146.00 (50 hours of work x $3 = 
$150 - 14 days x $4.00 - $56.00 = $94.00). To satisfy this balance at the rate 

.< 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

of $4.00 a day in work re1ease would take him 36 days -- so that his total time 

served would be 50 days. 

Because of the formula used, the work releasee would tend to serve more time 

than the prisoner in total confinement, provided the latter performed some main

tenance work. This would be equitable, however, since work release is a less 

intensive as well as potentially less debilitating penalty than ordinary incar-

ceration. 

A further arrangement might be included; however, to make work release more 

attractive. This would be provision for parole, primarily for prisoners in work 

release status, whenever it appeared that they were ready to complete th~ir 
I~~ 

payments -- in money or community service -- under supervision in the community. 

(Column 9.) 
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Figure 5 

Illustration of Alternative Sentences Where Purpose is Reparations 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A court-ordere·d work program (CloT Program) is a vehicle through which 

misdemeanants and felons are selectively referred ~.o community service 

work for a stated number of hours or days. Offenders are placed in vol-

unteer positions with suitable community agencies and are assisted by 

PrQgram staff in the completion of their assignments. The CW Program 

provides municipal and superior courts with disposition alternatives to 

incarceration and/or. fines. 

The Model OW Program presented here was developed by the Bay Area So-

cial Planning Council (BASPC) at the request of the Volunteer Bureau of 

Alameda County. The Model was designed to serve as a guide for the de-

velopment of court-ordered work programs in a variety of commUnities, with 

appropriate adaptations to meet local needs. The Model is based on BASPC's 

knowledge and experience related to volunteer programs.. in the criminal 

justice field. l 

The Model Program consists of four C'onr)onents: Administrative Organi-

zation; Program Operation; Staffing; and Finances. Tb.e specifics of the 

Model are described in terms of a core program and include signif~cant ele-

ments of an ongoing program. Sample forms and job descriptions are pre-

sented in the Appendices. 

See the following BASPC reports: Evaluation of the \,Co1.l:rt Referral Pro
gram: . July 1, 1972 - June 30, 1973, dated September 28{, 1973, p:i~pared 
for ,the Volunteer Bureau of Alameda County; and Final i,leporton Evalu
ation of a Cluster of Three "Volunteers.in Corrections!" Projects J dated 
July 15, 1974, prepared for the California Office of Criminal Justice 
Planning. 
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II. ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION 

As a vorking princi~le, the exposure to the probation system of par

ticipants in a court-ordered work program should be minimized. Therefore, 

the court work referral service should be housed in a non-probation facility 

and should be under the auspices of a voluntary instrumentality, such as a 

Volunteer Bureau •. Chart 1 shows the lines of administrative respo~sibility 

and lines of coordinative and consultative cOmmQnication in a OW Program. 

The Project Director should have overall responsibility for and auth

ority over the program and staff. The Court-Work Coordinator should have 

authority over the Placement Interviewer and the Secretary/Receptionist, 

and should provide the necessary liaison with the Advisory and Policy Board. 

the courts, the Probation Department, and community agencies. 

Operational Guidelines 

In developing a OW Program, the roles of the Project Director 

and the Court-Work Coordinator should be flexible and inter-

changeable so that each may be able to deal with the courts, 

, Probation Department, Advisory and Policy Board, and community 

agencies in establishing guidelines and procedures for program 

operations. In addition, the Court-Work Coordinator may also 

serve as a placement interviewer. 
"~ 

- Given the availability of essential resources and the recep-

tivity to the program of the courts and community agencies, 

potential progr'am expansion may include additional staffing, 

i.e., placement intervi~wers, a bookkeeper, and technical 

staff for the evaluation of the program; and development of 

branch offices within the community • 
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County Probation , , 

Dep~rtment 

CHART 1 

ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION OF 
A MODEL COURT-ORDERED WORK PROGRAM 

Project Director 
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"" .. ... ... .. .. .. ... , ...... , 
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.... 
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,I , 
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, 
. . . Placement 

Interviewer ---~------~-~------

Lines of Administrative Responsibility 
r 

- - - - - - - - - - - Lines of Coordinative and Consultativ!e Communication 
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III. PROGRAM OPERATION 

• The Model a~ Program includes four principal phases of program opera-

• 

tion: (1) referral of the offender by the Court; (2) intake into the pro

gram and placement in an assi~~tj (3) completion of the hours assigned 

by the Court; and (4) evaluation of the program. These ,four phases. includ-

ing op~rational ~idel:lnes for each phase, are described below. 

COURT REFERRAL OF THE OFFENDER 

The CW Program has to rely on the courts for utilizing the program as 

an alternative to inca~ceration and/or fines. Upon acceptance by the courts 

of the program as a dispositionalcernative, further reliance on the coutts 

~ is necessary for determining an offender's potential for successfully com-

plet1ng a volunteer assignment. Once this determination is made, the judge 

offers the offender the option of community service. 'If the option .is ac-

It cepted, the judge sets the amount of time to be served and a date for com-

pletion of the asSignment. The offender is then placed on court or formal 

probation and is asked to make an appointment with staff of the CW Programc 

.. The Program staff is then notified that the offender has been referred. 

• 

• 

• 

Operational Guidelines 

Court work assignments should be available primarily to adult 

misdemeanants and felons. Exclusion should ,be based on a his-

tory of offenses involving violence, mental or emotional 111-
I 

ness, or similar disturbances, unless the relationship with 

the court work alternative is known to be remedial for a par-

ticular individual. In addition, staff should have the option 
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• 
of refusing placement to anyone deemed unsuitable for the 

Program. 

- Determination of an offender's potential for successfully com- , . .. 

pleting a volunteer assignment shoul.d not ,always depend en-

tirely upon the judge's own determination, but also, where 

necessary, upon the rec~mme~dation of a probation qffi~er. 

- Number of assigned hours of work should be related to the type 

of offense committed~ 

- Written notification to the CW Program of referral of an of-

fender should be executed with copies, for offender and the 

Court (see Sample Forms 1-3, Appendix A). The Court should 

make clear to the offender the time frame he has for ~eport-

ing to the CW Program, as well as the time frame for comple-

tion of his assignment. 

INTAKE AND PLACEMENT 

During the intake interview, the offender is oriente~, to the CW Pro-

gram. He is advised that he v,ill be dealt wi'th as a volu~teer and that no 

one, other than his supervisor~ will know ~b~~~he ha,.s been assigned through 
. ~-. .--.~~=--

the CW Program. During ,the initial interview, the offender iS$cree~edas 

to skills, health, availability of transportation and child care, and other 

factors affecting placement. The CW Program staff then suggests an appro-

priate placement with a community agency. 

The CW Program must rely on community agencies for acceptance of the 

offender (CW Volunteer) ,as a volunteer within their agencie~·. The cotmr.u~ 

nity agency or organization notifies !:he CW Program staff of its need for 
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• 
volunteers and the type of work available. Once the placement is made, 

~<J _ 
the CW Volunteer works in the community agency until he has completed the 

4t number of hours assigned by the Court. In some cases, placement 'in more 

• 

• 

• 

• 

.' 
•• 

• 

than one community agency or organization ,may be necessary to enable the 

CW Volunteer to complete the hours assigned by the Cou;rt. 

Operational Guideli'nes 

Upon written notification that an offender has been referred 

to the program, CW Program staff should retain the notifica~ 
,~ \ 

tion on file for one month. If the offender faiJ.s to contact 

the CW Program within this time, the Court shou1.d be so in-

formed. 

A.registration card (see S·ample Form 4, Appendix A) should be 

completed for each c:w Volunteer during ihe-il\tcake interview 

and an ongoing record of the v~lunteer' s work main tainedttiere= .. 

on • 

The OW Program staff should keep a continuously updated file 

on community agencies utilizing ~w Volunteers. Information 

on these commuuity agencies should include number of vo1un-

teers needed, desirable qualifications of volunteers, types 

of jobs ~~ai1ab1e and length of job assignments (see Sample , 

Form 5, Appendix A). A specific staff member of the community 

agency must be available to supervise the CW Volunteer during 

his asSigned period.' 

The CW Program staff should notify the c6mmunit~ agency of the 

CW Volunteer's place~ent with its agency dur;i.ng the placement 

interview. A referral form (see Sample Form 6, Appendix A), 
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should be executed for the CW VolUnteer once the community 

agency has accepted his placement. 

COMPLETION OF ASSIGNED HOURS - . 
While the aN Volunteer works in a community agency on a task appropri-

ate to his skills, records of hours served are kept by both the Volunteer 

and the agency. If the CW Volunteer fails to report to the designated .~. 

agency, has a high rate of absenteeism, performs poorly, or fails to meet 

reasonable expectations in other ways, ehe OW Program staff attempts to 

resolve the problem. If resolution proves to be impossible, the CW Volun-

tsar is referred back to the Court. 

When the CW Volunteer has woJ:ked the assigned number of hours, both 

the CW Volunteer and the agency notify the OW Program. Upon notification 

tha~ the assigned hours have been satisfactorily completed, the CW Program 

staff so informs the Court and the case is closed. If the assigned hours 

informs the Court. 

Operational Guidelines 

- The OW Program staff should keep a mon"thly log (Sample Form 7. 

Appendix A) for CW Volunteers, interviewed and placed with CO~ 

munity agencies. Information recorded should include, but ~ot 

necessarily be limited to, OW Volunteer's name, number of ~s-
, i 

signed hours re~uired by the Court, date of compl,etion required 
- , ~. If 

" 

by the Court. name of agency to whi~~h CW Volunteer is as~~~ed. 
" 

date of completion of assignment, and number of hours completed. 

- Notific:ation of CW Volunteer's comfhetion of hot;lrs assigned 
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------------,........,.,~ ....... ---------... -.iT----
.-:::Y -

should be based on the Volunteer's completed time sheet (Sam;" 

ple Form 4, Appendix A). Number of hO.urs w.orked by the CW 

Volunteer should be verified by a letter or telephone call 

from the participating community agency to the CW Program, 

and/or a check with the community agency by CW Progr~~1:aff. 

PROGRAM EVALUATION 

The appropriate level of evaluation of a model court-ordered work pro-" 

~. , ' 

gram is enumeration of participants and services, by type and volume. These'< 

• data should 'be summarized periodically and reported .to the Project Director, 

the Probation Department, and the courts (see Appendix B for s~ple quarterly 

report). 

• Operational Guidelines 

The 'OW Program staff should develop a reporting system, ~~~lud-

ing appropriate forms and reporting procedures; outs,ide con-

• )-; 
sultation should be obtained as necessary and feasible. 

, :.' 

Consideration should be given to the use of survey instruments 

to obtain evaluative information on the Program from app~opri-

• ate s01.1rces, Le., clients, agencies, etc. 

• 

• 
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, IV. STAFFING 

The following staff.complementl is based on aCW Program designed to 

interview and place a min:hnum of 100 offenders each mont. in community ser-

vice activities. . 

~ Professional Staff 

The model CW Program ope,r;ates with a minimum of three p.rof~s- , 

sional staff meml;>er~, as .follows: 

- Project Director (half-time position): :Anadministrato; .a~d.: 

program developer, preferably from a voluntary action center 

or .s~milar:organization,with a.master's ·deg~ee; experience 

in comm.unity organization and administr.ation; aQilitY. to. 

deal with community agencie~, ~he ~ourts and the Prob.ation 

Department. Salary: $7,000 t)er year for an la-hour work 

week. 

- Court-Work Coordinator (full;~time position): A supervisor 

and coordinator of pt'ogram ,activities and staff, preferably 

with a master's degree in ~ocial work or related social 

sciences; experience in t.raining, counseling, and guidance: 

ability to deal with cormnunity agencies, the courts and the 

Probation Department. Salary: $~2,000 per year~ 

- Placement Interviewer.' (full-time position): Should be a 

college graduate or have equivalent community organization 

e~pe:rience. Should be experienced in interviewing and in 

1/ See Appendix C for detailed job descriptions. -. 
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• 

direct contact with i!lc1ividuals 8Ddgroup~ and have the 

ability to relate well with people of all ages and ethnic 

backgrounds. Salary: $9,000 per year. 

- Clerical Staff 

The profeSSional staff should be supported by ane full-ttv~ 

• clerical position - a Secretary/Receptionist with ahi8h school sc1u~.tioD 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

'. 
• 

or equivalent, including or supplemented by courses in office practice and 

skills. She should have ability to relate well to individuals of all .saa 

and ethnic backgrounds. Salary: $6,300 per year. 

- Volunteer Staff 

In addition to the above staff, qualified volunteers can be 

given administrative, professional, and clerical responsibilities. Such 

responsibilities should be clearly identified a$ supplemental to the pro~ 

gram. 
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V. FINANCES 

The following principles related to funding are considered fundamental 

for the Mod~i' CW Program: 

- Base support, either 'through state. county, or local funding, 

should be available for a minimum three-year period. ~o that 

the st~ff need not be preoccupied with budgetary and survival 

problems. 

- Potential program expansion will requi~e additional staff, 

technical and other resources, and outside consultation. 

- Level of evaluation will depend upon the proportion of the 

total budget devoted to this activity. 

- The ultimate financial support for a OW Program must come from 

a county government. 

A model county-supported CW Program, based on the staffing described 

in the previous section, should operate on a budget of approximately $56,350 

itemized as follows: 

Salaries $39,445 
Equipment and Supplies 9.579 
Travel 2,818 
Consultation and Contractual 

Services 4,508 

Total $56,350 

These budget figures are based on current costs of court-ordered work pro-

grams. 
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A P PEN D I X E 

VOLUNTEERS IN CORRECTIONS 

Volunteers will be found in practically a1l the functional areas discussed 

in the several volumes of this publication -- pretrial release screening and 

supervision, diversion, presentence investigation, community service programs, 

probation, par-ole, residential programs, and jail. They perform services: ranging 

from transportation and clerical tasks to professional diagnosis, treatment and 

instruction. Perhaps the most frequent role of volunteers is as one-to-one lay 

counselors in probation -- although teaching, recreation leadership, and counsel

ing offenders in confinement are also prevalent. (For a fairly recent survey of 

volunteers in corrections seeJlVolunteers in Law Enforcement Programs,1I Washington, 

D.C., LEAA. 1972.) 

Key assumptions about volunteer programs inchlde: 

1. They permit more varied, extensive, or intensive services 

than can be afforded through paid correctional employees. 

2. They add to the effectiveness of professional services in 

two ways: provision of a more personalized relation~hip than paid 

staff can offer for certain offenders who need this; practical -

assistance in integrating the offender with his community, such as 

job finding, introduction to social groups, acculturation to constructive 

pursuits, etc. 

3. They spread understanding of corrections and its clientele 

more effectively than public information programs. Associated with 

thi s is more advocacy for ex-offenders with cammuni ty ,agenci es, employers. 

legislators, and other sources of needed support such as the public 

information media, service clubs and various other community groups • 
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One problem arising from these mixed purposes or imputed benefits of 

volunteer programs is that all of theJll may be involved in a single progl'"am, 

and objective evaluation is rendered almost impossible. As a matter of fact, 

one study of 250 books, articles and unpublished reports turned up only ten 

studies which met the investigators' criteria fo~ research that would aid in 

policy decisions as to use of volunteers. (Frank P. Scioli Jr. and Thomas J. 

Cook, "How Effective Are Volunteers?" Crime and DelinguencY9 April 1976, 

~P4 192-200.) It is of interest that the 10 studie~ indicated that the results 

of volunteer services were at least as favorable as those of paid professionals 

in terms Of recidivism and other measures of program impact on clients. 

Another study specifically makes the pOint that (as with any other 

program) a volunteer program can only be evaluated in terms of specified, 

measurable and stable objectives. The authors go on to say that stated pur-

poses at the time of program establishment may not be emphasized in program 

administration -- or at least in the kind of record-keeping that would facilitate 

evaluation. For example, most of the programs they reviewed emphasized prevention 

of recidivism as a central objective, but subsequent,ly administrators justified 

programs on the basis of evidence that vol'~nteers increased the humanitarian 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

component of their probation services. (Hans W. Mattick and Broderick E. Reischl. • 

"Some Problems in the Evaluation of Criminal Justice Programs," Chicago, 
, 

University of Illinois, Center for Research in Criminal Justice, September 

1975.) 

There is a very large number of ,volunteer programs widely distributed 

across the country -- for example, 2".000 court 1I0lU,l1teer programs with an average 

of 100 volunteers each (see LEAA study cited in first page of this appendi.x). 
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But programs have not been started or may have di sappeared in some 

jurisdictions. In others, officials may have qu~stions as to how their programs 

• compare with others; or they may be seeking guidance on ways to improve a program. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

In ~he material which follows,. general sources of information are listed and 

briefly discussed, and the appendix concludes with a rather detailed account of 

one program visited by project staff. 

One source of information and advice on volunteer probation programs is the 

man to whom much credit is due for the rejuvenation of volunteer correctional 

programs in recent years -- Judge Keith J. Leenhouts, 44th District Court, 211 

Williams St., Royal Oak, Michigan 48067. Judge Leenhouts initiated a volunteer 

probation program for misdemeanants in 1960. Subsequently he became something 

of a missionary for the spread of such programs nation-wide, and to aid in this 

he has developed information and instructional materials which have been exten-

sively used. 

A probati on program for mi sdemeanants in Denver combi ned the features of a '.\ 

professional diagnostic staff and volunteer pnobation officers. This began in 

1966 as an LEAA-funded two-year demonstration project. A research component 

was included and the reported results indicated that misdemeanants who partici. 

.. pated in the program did significantly better than a control group in terms of 

• 

• 

• 

reci di'ii sm. Average time on probation was one year at a cost of $55 (including 

diagnostic services),. compared to professional probation costs (1966-68 period 

in Colorado) of $250 per case. ("The Use of Volunteer Probation Counselors for 

msdemeanants: A Special Demonstration Project. U Denver, Colo., County Court,. 

1968. ) 

A useful source book for officials interested in starting or considering 

changes in a volunteer p~ogram isllUsing Volunteers in Court Settings" by Ivan H. 

Scheier and Leroy P. Goter. {Funded by the U.S. Dept. of Health, Education .and 

Welfare and published by the U.S. Government Printing Office. Undated but 
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originally issued between 1968 and 1970.) This is a manual for planning 

and administering volunteer probation programs. This 227-p.age volume is quite 

comprehensive. Among many other things, it deals with the subject of the cost .. 

of volunteer services and lays down same bench marks, including these: 

A full-time coordinator is needed (or the equivalent) 

when volunteers number 75 to 150 and perform about 12,000 

hours of services a year. Cash outlays for tra.ve1, supplies 
I. 

facilities, and miscellaneous costs will run $500 to $1,000. 

(Depending on salary level and related expenses for the 

coordinator, the cost per hour of volunteer service would 

run about $1.00 to $1.50.) 

A small scale program -- 10 to 15 volunteers contributing 

about 1500 hours a year -- would entail annual costs of $75 to 

$100 and required time of paid staff at a level costing $500 to 

$1,000. (These costs are in terms of 1968 dollars, prices and 

salary rates.) 

Companion pieces to this book are two others: 

"Vo 1 unteer Programsi n coti~ts: Collected Papars on 

'Productive Programs,1I Washington, D.C., U.S. Government Printing 

Office, 1969. 

James D. Jorgensen and Ivan H. Scheier, "Volunteer Training for 

Courts and Corrections," Metuchen, N.J., Scarecrow Press, 1973. 

More recent materials include a number of papers and monographs on volunteer 

programs in corrections emanating from the Natio!1al Volunteer Parole Aide Pr.ogram 

of the American 8a,r Associationls Commission on Correctional Facili.ties and Services 

(~.g., "Volunteer Prograrn~ in Corrections: A Survey Report," 'June 1975, 

ilVo1unteer Parole Aide: Program History and Status Report,1I March 1975). 

• 

• 
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A detailed description and report of an evaluation of a volunteer probation 

program in Lincoln, Nebraska, is available from the Office of Technology Transfer, 

41 National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, LEAA, Washington, 

D.C. This is "The Volunteer Probation Counselor Program: An Exemplary Program." 

The evaluation, incidentally, found that high-risk probationers counseled by 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

volunteers showed less recidivism than a control group under regular probation 

supervision. 

A quite comprehensive, large scale, and well-staffed volunteer program 

was observed during a visit to the San Diego County Probation Department in 

January 1975. A good description of this and discussion of a number of key 

issues were included in an annual report for 1973. Excerpts from this are pre

sented below. 

Volunteers in Probation is one of a number of programs in the 
San Diego County Probation Department w~ich implement the dif
ferential treatment concept. The Volunteer program was estab
lished by Chief Probation Officer, Kenneth F. Fare in January 
1970. 

There are now 641 active volunteers. During 1973, 8,010 clients 
benefited from Volunteers in Probation. Most probationers bene
fited from direct services such as companionship, counseling, 
recreation activities, tutoring, etc. About 1,360 clients bene
fited from indirect services such as financial assistance, pro
fessional services, and gifts. 

The Volunteers in Probation'program serves a large agency in the 
third largest county of the state of 'California. The population 
of San Diego County is 1,460,000. The.re are 13,929 people subject 
to the jurisdiction of the Probation Department. A professional 
staff of 690 supervise 11,192 adult offenders, 1~737 juveniles 
and operates 12 institutions. The average regular case10ad is 
60 in juvenile services and 110 in adult probation services. 
There are a limited number of subsidized casework units which 
operate with a greatly reduced caseload. 

VIP SERVICES: 

The goal of'Yolunteers in Probation is to augment traditional 
probation services. It is' not the intent of the "program to have 
volunteers perform line tasks. 
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Members of Volunteers in Probation work throughout San Diego 
County Probation Department in every service: JuYenile, Adult, 
Subsidy, Institutions, Youth Service Bureaus!> Community Day 
Center-s,- -and the·Nar.cotice·-Pr.ogr~m-.- , Most volunteers ·work on a 
one to one basiS 'with cliemts'in an:effortto'provide:higftly 
lndl~id~alited·s~tiice. " 

Key duties performed by volunteers are: 

- On~-to one services such as tutoring, employment counsel
ing, visitation, cultural enrichment or role mOdel. In 
most instances, however, volunteers work one-to-one with 
the primary goals of promoting the personal development 
and rehabilitation of the probationer. 

- Unit aides are assigned to casework units to enrich the 
services by providing visitation, emergencY transporta
tion, clerical services, community resource liaisons, 
or other duties developed by the unlt staff. 

- Volunteers give instruction in crafts, driving, swimming, 
crocheting, knitting, yoga, etc. 

- Some volunteers are involved in the 9utreach Program where 
they work jointly with their client as volunteers in 
another agency. 

- Other vol unteers take deli nquents on Wil d'erness Outi ngs. 

- Volunteers serve as co-facilitators in the Narcotics 
Counseling Program. 

- Volunteers take youngsters from treatment facilities on 
weekend outings. 

- Much of the administrative work in VIP is done by volunteers. 

- Financial counseling is offered by volunteers. 

- Vocational counseling is given by volunteers. 

- Community Resources are developed by Volunteers in Probation 
for use by line staff. 

- Volunteers are engaged in differential treatment techni
ques.with subsidy units using the l-level classification 
system. 

Caronunity groups are involved in providing specialized services to VIP: 

- TM San Diego ·C6(lIitY·Medical Association, Sari Di.eXo County 
Denta 1 'Associ at ion. arid' tne ' san' Oi ego' County Bar. ssoci ation 
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are involved with Volunteers in Probation. Profes
sional persons agree to take one or two free cases 
per year on referral fram Vol,uf\teers in Probation .. 

- Members of Alcoholics Anonymous -rehabilitate alco
holic clients on a one-to-one basis and conduct 
counseli~g groups. 

- The san -stego . Gountt Bar Ass6c.iation Awd 1 i ary spearheads 
tlie drfv.e:to f.iU _Cb~i..stma:s gift requests for cl ients 
and thei.r· famiHe~~ contrib'utes funds to VIP Inc., 
and some members work directly with _clients. 

- The Sierra Club conducts recV'eational outings for 
children. -

- The Kiwanis Club of San Diego contributes funds, offers 
scholarships, and involves members as volunteers. 

- Campus Life volunteers engage in religious activities 
and counseling with youngsters in institutions. 

- NYPUM, ·National Youth Program Using Mini-Bikes, includes 
adolescent boys in an organized project for the purposes 
of recreation, teaching responsibility, and highway 
safety. 

-The Southeast San Diego-VIP Section encourages minority 
participation in Volunteers in Probation. 

- United States Navy and the County Schools combined 
efforts to conduct a six weeks residential vocational 
training prOgram on a pilot basis in 1973. 

CONTRIBUTIONS 

Since 1970, 3,200 citizens have contribute~205,196 hours to VIP. 
The assessed worth of direct and indirect services to the agency 
jn 1973 and from 1970 to date is: 

SERYltE 

Cash 

Miscellaneous furniture, gifts, 
appliances, clothing,au'tomo- . 
biles, scholarship's, motorcycles, 
rugs, books, musical instruments, 
etc. 

Junior League Training Trust 
Fund ---. . . 
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1973 -
$ 9,703.00 

$12.010.00 

745.00 

1970 to date 

$40,463.00. 

$23,000.00 

6,000.00 
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SERYICE 197,3 1970't6'date 

Christmas Gifts' $ 1,750.00 $ 3,247.00 

Tickets (Baseball, circus, 
theater, basketball, foot- 3,925.00 10,000.00 
ball, ice-skating, roller 
skating, boxing and other 
sped a 1 eve~ is) • 

Professional Services (Medical, 9,000.00 17,050.00 
dental and legal). 

Hours of volunteers service at $253,461.00 615,578.00 
$3.00 per hour. (85,487 hours) (205,196 hours) 

Volunteers out of pocket expenses 
at $.75 per hour. 64,115.00 J 53,897.00 

TOTAL $354,709.00 $869,255.00 

In 1973 the program cost including salaries and supplies was 
$89,693. ($1.05 for an hour of volunteer service.) 

PUSUC RELATIONS AND RECRUITMENT 

With virtually no formal recruitment, citizens apply to Volunteers 
in Probation at the rate of about 50 perso~s per month. People 
from all walks of life. They include former employees, busineSs· 
men, students, military personnel" housewives, and senior citizens. 
Most prospective volunteers learn of the program from staff, 
friends actively involved in the program, from instructors, or 
from organizations in which they are members. 

Mass media generally is not used for, recruitment purposes. ,How· 
ever, publicity recognizing VIP accomplishments does attr(ict.a 
large number of volunteers. There were 31 articles concerning 
the Vol unteer program publ ished in 1973. In addition to local 
coverage articles concernjng VIP appeared in the Vocational 
Guidance Journal, National Council on Crime and De1inguel"lcy VIP 
News~ Volunteer'Courts'News1etter, Reachout, and Together. 
Voiunteers and staff made six television appearances in 1973 
and gave 57 talks to-clubs and c1ass~s. . 

There were 103 out of county inquiries concerning the program in· 
1973. Requests for information came from all ~ections ol the 
United States, and from Guam, Canada a~ld ~1exieo. There Were 19 
,visitors from other agencies. 
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Audio visual material concerni,ng Volunteers in Probation is 
available. There is a l5-~inute filmstrip for recruitment, 
a 30-minute film on the Battering Parent Project, and a 
portable display. ' 

SELECTION OFVOlijNTEERS 

Volunteers are screened "In" rather than "Out." Although 
police, sheriff and probation records are checked an arrest 
record does not obviate 11lembership. Former offenders.con
tribute much to the program. The applicants attitude and 

, present adjustment not his record, is the. final determining 
factor. 

References are sent to three persons named by applicants to 
VIP. The application is approved when two favorable references 
are recorded. Negative references are personally contacted 
and the applicant's limitations explored. 

It is found that most people can be effecUve if the,:," are 
properly placed. Proper pl acement is specially impPI' cant 
for the marginal volunteer. For example, a volunteer ordered 
to, do work in our agency by a Municipal court was an asset 
in developing data processing procedures; his recent arrest 
for drunkness precluded any kind of case contact. 

In Special pl'.lojects some aspects of screening are waived. 
In most of' these projects, the volunteer is closely super
vised or the project coordinator is responsible for the 
selection. Persons who join VIP to provide professional 
services are not screened. 

ORIENTATION 

Eleven orientation classes were conducted during 1973. Some 
were classes for common interest groups, such as the Sierra-

• Club. There were seven regular orientation series. 

'. 
• 

The five week orientation series for new volunteers is 
presented in conjunction \<,fith the cOlTl11unity colleges and 
adult education •. A psycholpgist and a former probation 
officer conduct the series." Participatory training techni-
ques are utilized. 

-
The series contains few lectures ,and e.xperienti al acti vi ti eso 
prevai 1. For example, the handl'i,n9 of confidential material . 
is often new to volunteers. Ratf~~rthan a mere lecture on 
confidential ity, each class partf6,ipant is given,ahenvelope 
with his name on it and a blank she<tt.of paper ,i'hside. He is 
then asked to write something whii::h~be would not like tO~$hare 
with another person •. The class isto'ld that the material is 
confidential. The envelopes are sealed. and turned in. Then 
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confidentiality is discussed from a legal, ethical and 
emotional vant,age. Following the discussion, the envelopes 
are pub'licly destroyed. Following this activity, the class 
seems to have a good unders.tandfng emotionally and intellec
tually the fmpc,~:t of confidentia'lity. 

The basic'subjects covered using participatory techniques 
. are: phi losophY'iln(organization of the Probation Depart

ment, role of the Probation Officer, overview of the 
volunteer program, counserlng,~,~chniques, case problems, 
and the role of the volunteer. """. 

'. Each volunteer is issued a handbook:. It contains materials 
about the VIP Program, an agency overview, legal data, and 
'other informati on of value to the vol unteer. 

VOLUNTEER STATUS 

In San Diego County, vol~nteers are classified as unpaid 
employees. As such, they have many of the same responsi
bilities and benefits of paid staff. Liability coverage 
is extended to unpaid employees. A special personal 
injury policy covers volunteers while they are performing 
their' duties for the agency_ At a cost of $1.50 pe'r volun
teer per year, Pacific Indemnity Insurance Company issues 
personal injury insurance. Coverage limits are: medical 
expense up to $10,000 (with $500 deductible to be paid by 
the county of San Diego), dismemberment benefit of $2,000 
and death benefit of $2,000. 

PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION 

VIP is in the Special Services division of the Probation' 
Department. The supervisor in charge of the Volunteers in 
Probation program reports to a Director I. There are four 
assistant coordinators (deputy probation officer level) and 
two clerical assistants. Much of the administrative work in 
Volunteers in Probation is done by volunteers. For example, 
a voluntser is in charge of all professional services. He 
recruits, maintains contact with the'profess"ional organiza
tions, and makes individual referrals to the Probation 
Officers. 

Volunteers interview prospective volunteers. The interview
ers are trained and their efforts are coordinated by aquali-
field volunteer. . 

Each volunteer has a "Team Leader,u qr nSeniQr"Yolunteer,'1 'who' 
serves as a.'liaison with the VIP staff. Each advisor maintains 
contact with. fiye to' twenty-five vol unteers. The purpose of 
,the nrra,ngement is to faGil itllte communication between VIP 
staff and vOlunteers. Actual supervision of the volunteer on 
the job is given, by the Probation Officer to whom the vohm
teer is assigned. 
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The volunteer project has benefited inunense1y from the 
talented vo.lunteers who assist in the administration of 
the program'. Vol unteers who show an aptitude and interest 
in administration are asked to wo~k in the VIP office as 
IIAdministrative Aides. 1I Once they have demonstrated thei~ 
reliabi1 ity and capabi1 ities, they are "promoted ll to positions 
of leadership. A volunteer in charge of a special phase "of 
the VIP program is called a IIProject-Director. 1I For example, 

IIDirector of Comm,unity Resources" has the authority and respon
sibility for developing professional services and other com
munity resources. The Project Director is. given considerable 
1attitude in the way he performs his tasks. The directors 
have been dedicated and extremely successful. 

VOLUNTEER ASSIGNMENT 

During the interview fol1owing completion 01 VIP orientation, 
the applicant and interviewer determine th~ best possible 
assignment for the volunteer. During 1973, increased empha
sis was placed on IIUnit Aides ll position,. Rather than having 
the VIP staff IImatch ll a vol unteer and a. cl ient, the vol unteer 
is referred to a casework unit where tne supervisor and his 
staff determines the specific case ap,d type of assignment. 

Volunteers prepare quarterly writt~n reports. The Probation 
Officer supervising the volunteer adds supervisory remarks 
and retains a copy for the case file. The original is 
returned to the VIP office for information, statistical pur
poses and filing. 

STAFF VOLUNTEER RELATIONS 

Effective staff-volunteer teamwork is vital to a successful 
program. Continuing efforts are made tu promote cooperatipn 
between staff and volunteers. The Probation Officer must be 
comfortable with his role as a supervisor and consultant to 
volunteers. The volunteer must be receptive ,and open in the 
relationship with the caseworker. 

Staff volunteer workshops are held peri odi ca 11y to faci 1 i tate 
communication. The/Staff-Volunteer Training Committee, consist
ing of staff voluntieers and coordinators, meet 'periodically to 
plan meetings. In/1973 the training committee planned and 
conducted two participatory,workshops involving 'staff and 
volunteers. 

The firstworkshop of the year involved 100 staff and vol un- ' 
teers. IIBuilding Treatment Teams ll was the theme. Fifty 
vol unteers and 'staff attended a second participatory trairllrlg 
p~ogram, "Get Into the Act," whjcq was·concerned with the 
introduction of the vo.1unteer t\o '-the cl ient. ,/ '. ' , '>-~,,/ 
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A member of the VIP staff condUl:ts a two hour orientation for 
new probation officers concerni,ng the use of vol unteer servi ces 
and supervisory techniques. New staff are most receptive to 
the concept of volunteer, services. 

The VIP staff meets regularly with other members of the profes
sional staff to interpret the pr.ogram. At these meeti,ngs, the 
line staff also, giYe feedback about the operation of VIP. 

If. handbook, "What you Always Wanted to Know About Vol unteers in 
Probation - A gu;de for Staff" is issued to each staff member. 
The ~ooklet C:fi.~:~ers key questions about the Volunteer program. 

IICase Studies w 197211 1S a compilation of case studies prepared 
by volunteers. This material is'available to staff. 

Some institutions and several unit supervisors conduct regular 
meetings for their staff and vol unteers. Mutual problems and 
areas of concern are considered. Units using this approach 
report a high level of success in working with volunteers. 

PROBLEM AREAS 

,. Volunteers in Probation requires volunteers to make a nine month 
commitment. During 1973, 57% of the volunteers completed their 
obligation to the program .. The others dropped before completing 

. their assigned tasks. Most of the volunteers who drop out before 
. completing their nine months obligation are moving from the area, 

have accepted employment that conflicts with their volunteer 
activities, do So for, personal reasons. ' 

Volunteers who fail to complete their assignments, are a hind
rance to the program becau'se the cl ient has difficulty accepting 
the situation and the staff resents the lack of dedication. It 
appears that much of the responsibility' for the turnover rests 
wi th the agency. For example, volunteers can be di scouraged .;'1 

by improper matching with a c1i.ent, indifferent supervision by a 
Probation Officer, or inadequate feedback. Scre~ning and train· .. · 
ing methods may al so be a factor. A study, nearing completiori, 
will relate dropouts to volunteers personalities, background 
and their experience to the agency. . ' 

Very few serious problems with volunteer personnel developed 
during the first four years of the program. In 1973, .J% re
quired administrat.ive rp.moval from the program. In ~:Imost every 
i~stance. volunteers were responsive to s'taff supervision and 
us~d'good judgment. 

There are shortages of sped fic types of vol untee.rs. Needed 
are more men, {ncreased m;il0rity representation .and recrui'~s 
from specific, ,.ge,ographic areas. 
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An ongoing problem is the general inactivity of volunteers 
during the summer months. This presents a problem because 
youn'g probationers have .more free time and need more, rather 
than fewer, activities. 

EVALUATION 

Probation Officers with large caseloads are $eriously Hmited 
in the amount of time they are able to spend with each client. 
By using volunteers the Deputy Probation Officer is able .to 
ampl i fy contact wi th tile pY'obati oner. A recent study revealed 
that the client is receiving l2~ hours of volunteer services 
for every hour the probati on. (Iffi cer spends supervi sing him. 
The amplification of service f'atio is 12~ to l! Clients are 
receiving considerably more service at minimal cost to the 
agency. 

VIP diversifies treatment strategies available to probation 
officers. New sarvices, such as recreation, tutorial services, 
professional care, and instruction are available. One heroin 
addict on methadone is now employed as a radio technician, 
earniNg $800 per. month thanks to one year of tutoring by an 
engineer. 

The Volunteer and Probation Officer who worked coop~ratively 
seem to be more helpful than the Probation Officer who works 
alone. The volunteer-staff treatment team has been successful 
in a'large number of cases. 
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